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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Dear Member,
You are invited to attend the meeting of the Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny
Panel to be held as follows for the transaction of the business indicated.
Miranda Carruthers-Watt
Proper Officer
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2014,’ the press and public have the right to film, video, photograph or record
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Agenda Item 3
COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHOODS SCRUTINY PANEL
20th January 2020
Meeting commenced: 2.00 p.m.
“
ended: 3:50 p.m.
PRESENT:

Councillor Burch - in the Chair
Councillors Barnes, Fletcher, Karen Garrido, Humphreys, Mullen,
Ryan, Turner, Joan Walsh.

OFFICERS: Steve Hassall - Chief Executive, Salford Community Leisure
Sarie Mairs Slee - Head of Salford’s Culture and Place Partnership
Sarah Ashurst - Group Leader Investment
Mike Relph - Senior Democratic Services Adviser
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillors Walker, Warner and
Wheeler.

2.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on 18th November, 2019, were
approved as a correct record.

3.

SALFORD CULTURAL PARTNERSHIP AND CULTURE, CREATIVITY AND PLACE
STRATEGY
Sarie Mairs Slee, the Head of Salford’s Culture and Place Partnership, provided an
overview of Salford’s Culture, Creativity and Place Strategy, which covered the
following themes:









People
Creative entrepreneurship
Venue experience
Conservation
Culture and creativity
Place making
Development
Animating the City
Destination Salford

It was indicated the Strategy was still being developed and any feedback, or
observations on it would be welcomed. The strategy would be formally launched in
March 2020, with a period of extensive public consultation on it in the months
immediately after that
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Members raised issues and commented on, and noted them, as follows:(a) How locally based organisations and community groups accessed regional
funding.
(b) The need to improve channels of communication between local groups and
Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) in terms of how to access funding.
(c) The definition of “culture” had to be more comprehensive and extend beyond the
more rigid and perhaps elitist one it often had. This in turn would encourage a wider
involvement from the community and include engagement with those people who
had a perception it was something that was not relevant to them.
(d) The importance of staging activities in all areas of Salford, rather than them being
centred on the Lowry. This could assist in breaking down preconceptions about what
the role of “culture” was and its place in people’s lives.
(e) The importance of utilising multi-media technology in the promotion of Salford
was recognised and the potential for using it for such things as virtual history tours of
the Salford on mobile devices.
(f) What was the process and methodology of creating new areas of public space?
The enhancement of existing and creation of new areas of public realm was a key
element of the strategy, with current responsibility for it currently being primarily part
of the City Council’s planning function.
(g) The concept of creating a “Destination Salford” and the dual benefits this could
create in terms of increased visitor numbers and encouraging investment in the City.
(h) Possible need to look at increased hotel capacity in Salford to enable its
ambitions as a destination city.
(i) Successful art and other cultural events which had been staged at the Broughton
Hub. The frequency of these needed to be increased as well as them being held in
other similar venues across Salford.
(j) The importance of libraries in the life of communities and how they could have a
role in taking culture to a local level.
RESOLVED: THAT Salford’s Culture, Creativity and Place Strategy, be noted and
further updates be provided as necessary on progress with its implementation.
4.

WORK PROGRAMME 2019/20
Members gave consideration to the Panel’s Work Programme for 2019/20.
RESOLVED: THAT following items, be considered for incorporation into the Panel’s
Work Programme for 2019/20, or further information provided, as appropriate:-
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5.

Littering and associated enforcement policies and actions as raised at the
meeting of the City Council on 13 January 2020.
Update on disabled access to cemeteries and surrounding grounds.
Unreported crime and its impact in terms of resulting discrepancies in GMP
crime statistics.
Salford City Council Call Centre performance.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
It was noted that the next meeting of the Panel would be held on Monday, 17th
February, 2020, commencing at 2.00 pm.
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Agenda Item 4
PART 1
(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

ITEM NO.

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR FOR PLACE
COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHODS SCRUTINY PANEL
17TH FEBRUARY 2020
TITLE: REVENUE AND CAPITAL BUDGET MONITORING 2019/20
RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the Community and Neighbourhods Scrutiny Panel :
 Note the current position and forecasted position to year end for the Service Group’s
revenue budget and capital programme.
 Note the progress made towards the agreed savings programme.
 Note further measures to bring forecast expenditure back in line with the budget.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
(a) Revenue
The Service Group budget for 2019/20 is £46.355m with forecast expenditure for the year of
£46.487m, providing an adverse variance of £0.132m at year end.
(b) Savings
The Service Group agreed Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) savings for the year total
£1.651m, with all of the £1.127m showing as either achieved or low risk.
(c) Capital
The Service Group programme budget for 2019/20 is £86.066m, which reflects a proposed reduction
to the programme of £17.062m for committed schemes re-profiled to 2020/21, as presented to Place
DMT on the 18th December 2019.
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
 SAP general ledger and BI reports
 Various documents held on the accountancy team

CONTACT OFFICERS:
Paul Hutchings (Revenue)
Alex Archer (Capital)
Janet Cross (Revenue)

0161 793 2574
0161 778 0498
0161 793 2858

paul.hutchings@salford.gov.uk
alex.archer@salford.gov.uk
janet.cross@salford.gov.uk
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ASSESSMENT OF RISK: High
Key risks to budgetary control risk and achievement of savings are identified in this report
SOURCE OF FUNDING: Sections in this report consider both the revenue budget and capital programme
LEGAL ADVICE OBTAINED: Not applicable
FINANCIAL ADVICE OBTAINED: This report concerns key aspects of the Council’s revenue finances and
has been produced by the Finance division.
WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): None specifically
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 2019/20 revenue budget; 2019/20 capital programme

2
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1

Introduction

1.1

This report is set out in three main sections.
• Section 2 sets out the current position of expenditure against the revenue budget and forecasts the
year end position, highlighting any risks/sensitivities, and revenue budget virements proposed.
• Section 3 provides an analysis of progress made towards agreed CSR savings targets.
• Section 4 provides an update of the capital programme.

2

Revenue Budget

2.1

The current position and year end forecast are set out in Table A below. Agreed savings (discussed
in section 3) have been built into the budget figures. Expenditure data reflects salaries and other
expenditure up to 31/12/2019.

2.2

Table A: Revenue budget to December 2019
Annual
Budget
£000
Planning & Transport

Forecast
Variation
£000

Risk Assessment

16,306

15,306

908

1,216

(308) RED

Environment &
Community Safety

16,691

17,165

(474) RED

Culture & Leisure

6,475

6,611

(136) RED

Regeneration

7,038

7,106

(68) RED

Property

(1,063)

(917)

(146) RED

Total

46,355

46,487

Housing, Communities &
Neighbourhoods

2.3

Forecast
Outturn
£000

1,000 GREEN

(132)

Set out below are those areas which have been identified as currently representing the greatest risks
in budgetary control. These include areas where there is a high current and/or projected variance
and/or a high risk of not achieving CSR savings targets.
Planning and Transport
The £1.000m positive variance reported is due in the main to a positive variation on income specifically
in respect of planning, advertising on the highways and streetworks. Some major planning applications
and the delay in the partial closure of Stott Lane car park has increased the income forecast within
Planning & Transport.

Housing, Communities and Neighbourhoods

3
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The £0.308m adverse variance is mainly due to the underachievement of corporate Transformation
Integrated Place savings.
Environment and Community Safety
The £0.474m reported adverse variance is due in the main to a combination of unachieveable previous
years’ Transformation savings targets within Grounds Maintenance, Street Scene and Waste Services
of £0.487m and a Public Health saving of £0.100m. This has been offset in part by underspends across
the wider service group and work remains on-going to mitigate this overspend in year and to address
the achievement of the savings going forward.
Culture and Leisure
The £0.136m adverse variance relates to pressures on the Gateway library savings. This continues to
be discussed corporately with colleagues in Service Reform, in an attempt to resolve the savings target
before year end.
Regeneration
The £0.068m reported adverse variance relates to a £0.100m forecasted overspend on the ‘The
Landing’ as identified in the business plan. This has been offset in part by underspends across the
wider service group.
Property
The £0.146m negative variance on Property is due in the main to a forecasted overspend on repairs
and maintenance of corporate buildings and underachievement of income on Salford University Park.
Discussions are ongoing to help mitigate some of the issues.

3 Savings
3.1

3.2

Approved ‘new’ savings for the Service Group agreed during the 2019/20 budget setting process
totalled £1.127m. Progress to date is summarised in Table B below. A more detailed breakdown is
provided in Appendix 1.
Table B Savings summary

Risk Assessment
Low risk or already achieved
Medium Risk
High Risk
Total

RAG Rating
Green
Amber
Red

Saving

Progress

Shortfall

Target
£000

to date
£000

to date
£000

1,057
70
0
1,127

1,057
0
0
1,057

0
70
0
70

3.3 All 2019/20 savings have been rated as achieved or highly likely to be achieved given current estimates,
as £0.070m relates to the generation of additional income this has been assessed as medium risk
whilst being closely monitored to ensure that income does in fact come in.

4

Capital
4
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4.1

Introduction
This section advises the Lead Members of developments regarding the Place Capital programme, which
as of December 2019 totals £86.066m.

4.2

2019/20 Capital Programme
Executive Lead Members are asked to consider and comment on the current Place Capital
programme, analysed by service area in Table C.
Table C – Programme and Expenditure December 2019

Scheme Group

Invest to Unsupported Grant
Save
borrowing

£m
Regeneration
Housing - Regulatory Services
Housing Strategy and Enabling
Property
Environment
Highways
Salford Community Leisure

0.800
35.549
0.030
36.379

£m

£m

12.594
2.699
6.519
4.052
1.664
4.495
1.133
33.156

8.554
0.418
0.090
0.145
0.148
3.987
0.294
13.635

Contributions Approved
Spend to
(inc. capital
Programme December
receipts)
2019-20
2019
£m

£m
0.227
2.314
0.313
0.010
0.031
2.896

21.375
3.117
9.723
39.746
2.125
8.492
1.488
86.066

£m
12.722
0.740
1.083
24.048
1.188
4.152
0.321
44.254

Appendix 2 provides a detailed scheme analysis of the programme by funding source.
Appendix 4 provides details of committed schemes re-profiled to 2020/21, agreed by Budget and
Strategy group in September 2019.
4.3

Adjustments to the Programme
There is a proposed reduction to the programme of £17.062m, as presented to Place DMT on the 18th
December 2019, details of changes by service area are set out below. For full scheme details see
appendix 3.
Regeneration
Re-profile of £3.659m resources, USB £1.310m and grant £2.349m for committed schemes to be
delivered in 2020/21.
Housing Communities and Neighbourhood
Housing – Regulatory Services
Re-profile, USB £0.920m for committed schemes to be delivered in 2020/21.
Housing Strategy and Enabling.
Re-profile of £0.751m resources, USB £0.135m and grant £0.616m for committed schemes to be
delivered in 2020/21.
Low Carbon
Re-profile of resources, USB £0.153m for committed schemes to be delivered in 2020/21.
Property

5
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Re-profile of £7.350m resources, Invest to save £7.000m and grant £0.350m for committed schemes
to be delivered in 2020/21.
Environment
Re-profile of £3.247m USB resource for committed fleet replacement to be delivered in 2020/21.
Highways
Re-profile of £0.885m, USB £0.329m and grant £0.556m for committed schemes to be delivered in
2020/21.
Salford Community Leisure
Re-profile of £0.098m USB for Amblecote playing fields scheme to be delivered in 2020/21.

4.4

Issues/Risks
At this stage of the financial year there are no issues to be highlighted. The programme will continue to
be closely monitored to ensure any potential spend pressures are identified at the earliest opportunity
and that re-profiling of schemes is reported in future months.

4.5

Recommendation
Lead Members are requested to review the current position regarding the 2019/20 capital
programme.

Appendix 1 – Budget Savings Tracker 2019/20

2019/20 Budget Savings tracker
Tracker
Ref
PL401

Description

2019/20
£m

Commercial Services (fees and charges)
This proposal will see fees & charges increased in line with inflation

0.112

PL403

Procurement of waste food bags
Re-procurement of bio-degradeable food waste bags.

0.045

PL406

Vehicle Management Services - one off hire contract saving
Extension period of tipper hire agreement with Urban Vision to February 2020

0.080

PL407

Premises licensing fees
Review of fees & charges in to reflect changes in rateable values

0.020

PL408

Citywide catering charges
Increase in scholl meal charges by 10p, Salford still remains one of the lowest in GM

0.107

PL409

Football pitch line markings
Pitch line marking to be carried out by a private contractor

0.050

PL410

Bus Lane Enforcement
Service to be brought back in house from Manchester City Council.

0.039

PL411

VER/VS - 1 post
Reduction in management costs through VER.

0.044

6
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PL412

Eccles Town Team
Removal of historic Eccles Town Team revenue grant

0.027

PL413

Removal of Eccles portaloo
Removal of Eccles portaloo as contract expires on 1st March 2019

0.020

PL414

On street car parking reserves
One off removal of car parking reserve

0.100

PL415

Highways Advertising
Opportunity for additional income from local advertising opportunities

0.075

PL416

School crossing patrol

0.050

PL417

Media City Metrolink
One off release of surplus which has accrued over last 18 months.

0.093

PL418

Review of Pest Control
Review of charges to provide additional income.

0.065

PL419

Highways efficiencies
Efficiency gains achieved by UV highway maintenenace services in respect of
Confirm system from annual licence fees and network charges.

PL420

0.045

Greater Manchester Road Activities Permit Scheme (GMRAPS)
One off saving in relation to increase in number of permits being issued together with
a reduction in costs.

0.100

PL421

Increase S38 / S278 admin fees from 8% to 10%

0.030

PL422

Reduction in sponsorship to BBC Philharmonic

0.025
Place total

7
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1.127

Appendix 2 Capital Programme 2019/20
Scheme Group

Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Regeneration
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing

- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
- Regulatory Services
Strategy and Enabling
Strategy and Enabling
Strategy and Enabling
Strategy and Enabling
Strategy and Enabling
Strategy and Enabling

Property
Property
Property
Property
Property
Property
Environment
Environment
Environment
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Highways
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure
Salford Community Leisure

Sub area

Invest to Unsupported
Save
borrowing

Pre implementation - Regeneration
Pre implementation - Infrastructure
City Centre
Ordsall and Salford Quays
Western Gateway
Town centres
RHS Bridgewater
Strategic Connections
Strategic Place Making
Capitalised salaries and project costs
Home Improvement Agency
Winter Welfare
Affordable warmth
Handyperson
Project Development Costs
Salford Money Line
Housing Project Costs
Landlord Accreditation
DCLG Cluster
Empty properties
Housing enforcement
Housing crime reduction
CPO
Creating a new Pendleton
Disabled Facilities work
Tower block safety works
Housing Delivery and Development
Derive
Housing & Planning capitalised costs
Low carbon (carbon management)
Car Parking
General
Swinton Demolitions
100 Embankment
Cost of disposals *
Greenspace & Streetscene Infrastructure

Parks S106 Schemes
Operational Division Schemes
Capitalisation of revenue
Highways Investment Programme
Crash Barrier Programme (S)
Drainage & Culvert Investment Programme

Construction schemes
Structures
Signs and Bollards
Highways Network Management
Lighting Programme (High Mast)
Pomona Wharf
SUDS
Block 3
Leisure Centre Equipment
Pendleton Leisure Centre
Cleavley track - Synthetic Track Repair
Playing Pitch Development
Brookhouse Changing Rooms
Salford Roosters Changing Rooms
Cadishead Rhinos Changing Rooms
Salford Sports Village
Cultural Development Schemes

0.800
35.549
0.030
36.379
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0.156
0.332
1.021
0.328
0.052
0.538
7.810
0.648
0.329
1.381
0.116
0.084
0.124
0.354
0.252
0.040
0.505
0.005
0.010
0.150
0.645
0.355
0.058
1.809
4.000
0.710
0.349
0.105
3.401
0.197
1.047
0.617
2.301
0.866
0.162
0.426
0.364
0.042
0.146
0.032
0.025
0.100
0.030
0.001
0.425
0.200
0.005
0.104
0.026
0.013
0.359
33.156

Grant

0.001
0.230
2.867
0.001
0.924
4.530
0.008
0.410
0.090
0.035
0.110
0.148
1.154
0.332
2.501
0.294
13.635

Contributions Approved
(inc. capital Programme
receipts)
2019-20
0.050
0.013
0.164
0.150
2.164
0.004
0.310
0.009
0.002
0.021
0.010
2.896

0.157
0.332
1.251
3.195
0.053
0.588
8.734
5.191
0.493
1.381
0.116
0.084
0.132
0.354
0.252
0.040
0.505
0.005
0.010
0.560
0.645
0.355
0.058
1.809
0.150
4.000
0.090
2.964
0.710
0.349
0.105
3.436
0.307
35.549
1.198
0.310
0.617
2.301
2.020
0.162
0.426
0.705
0.042
0.146
0.032
0.025
0.100
2.533
0.001
0.425
0.200
0.005
0.398
0.026
0.013
0.021
0.399
86.066

Spend to
December
2019
0.095
0.088
1.318
0.535
0.012
0.214
7.441
1.915
0.283
0.821
0.061
0.068
0.222
0.009
0.020
0.146
0.003
0.057
0.076
0.070
0.007
0.463
0.067
0.144
0.039
0.032
0.338
0.165
0.002
0.647
0.217
22.947
0.070
0.654
0.215
0.319
1.442
0.139
0.239
0.295
0.021
0.000
0.100
0.000
1.916
0.001
0.053
0.014
0.001
0.005
0.013
0.014
0.220
44.254

Appendix 3 Reprofile presented to Place DMT
Sub area

Regeneration
City Centre
City Centre
RHS Bridgewater
SBNI project
Housing Reg Services
CPO's
Home Improvement Agency

Housing enforcement
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Housing Strategy and Enabling
Housing Strategy and Enabling
Housing delivery
Low Carbon
Low carbon schemes
Property
Embankment
Property General
Environment

Operational Division Schemes
Highways
Highways Investment Programme
Drainage & Culvert Investment Programme
Construction schemes
Highways Network Management
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Salford Community Leisure
Amblecote playing fields

Scheme Name

2019-20 Reprofile

Invest to
Save

Strategic Land Acquisition
Islington Mill
RHS Bridgewater
SBNI project

0.700
0.319
0.640
2.000

-

CPO's
Home Improvement Agency

Unsupported
borrowing

Grant

-

0.651
0.319
0.140
0.200

0.049
0.500
1.800

Housing enforcement

0.060
0.075
0.785

-

0.060
0.075
0.785

-

Creating a new Pendleton
Derive, Housing Delivery

0.135
0.616

-

0.135
-

0.616

Low carbon (carbon management)

0.153

-

0.153

-

100 Embankment
Property General

7.000
0.350

7.000
-

0.350

-

Fleet Replacement Strategy

3.247

-

3.247

-

Highways Investment Programme
Drainage & Culvert Investment Programme
Construction schemes
Highways Network Management
Local Safety Schemes
Bridges and Structures
Other Minor Works
Devolved Community Schemes

0.160
0.050
0.168
0.119
0.073
0.118
0.157
0.040

-

0.160
0.050
0.119
-

0.168
0.073
0.118
0.157
0.040

0.098
17.062

7.000

0.098
6.541

3.521

Amblecote playing fields

Appendix 4 - Reprofile agreed September 2019
Sub area
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Regeneration
Pre implementation - Regeneration
Pre implementation - Infrastructure
City Centre
Ordsall and Salford Quays
Western Gateway
Town centres
Strategic Connections
Strategic Place Making
Housing Reg Services
Empty property project costs
Housing Strategy and Enabling
Derive
Highways
Capitalisation of revenue
Crash Barrier Programme (S)
Construction schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Block 3 schemes
Salford Community Leisure
Cleavley track - Synthetic Track Repair
Playing Pitch Development
Amblecote playing fields
Salford Roosters Changing Rooms
Salford Museum & Art Gallery

Scheme Name

2019-20 Reprofile agreed
BSG September

Invest to
Save

Unsupported
borrowing

Pre implementation - Regeneration
Pre implementation - Infrastructure
City Centre
Ordsall and Salford Quays
Western Gateway
Town centres
Strategic Connections
Strategic Place Making

0.150
1.089
0.268
0.468
0.765
0.197

0.150

Empty property project costs

0.149

0.149

Derive

0.606

-

Capitalisation of revenue
Crash Barrier Programme (S)
Construction schemes
Local Safety Schemes
Bridges and Structures
Highway Maintenance
Schemes to Assist Cyclists/Pedestrians
Other Minor Works
Devolved Community Schemes

0.061
0.175
0.750
0.125
0.002
0.054
0.075
0.740

Cleavley track - Synthetic Track Repair
Playing Pitch Development
Amblecote playing fields
Salford Roosters Changing Rooms
Salford Museum and Art Gallery

0.223
0.012
0.003
0.680
0.098
6.690

Grant

Contributions
(inc. capital
receipts)

1.089
0.268
0.468
0.765
0.197

0.606

0.061
0.175
0.750
0.125
0.002
0.054
0.075
0.740
0.223
0.012

-

0.003
0.274
0.098
3.745

0.378

0.028

2.311

0.634

Agenda Item 5
Part 1 - Open to the Public

ITEM NO.

REPORT OF
STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE
COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHOODS SCRUTINY PANEL
17th February 2020
TITLE: Salford City Council’s Emergency Planning and Business Continuity approach
–
Update
report
1. RECOMMENDATIONS
1.1 That the Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel notes
 The enhanced resilience to Salford City Council emergency planning
and response capability since January 2019
 The robust programme of continuous maintenance, learning and
improvement in place
 The breadth of incidents dealt with by SCC and the learning identified;
 The forward plan for 2020
 The work underway around Business Continuity Planning

2. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
2.1. This report provides an update on progress made by emergency planning lead
and AGMA CCRU in relation to emergency preparedness and business
continuity since January 2019. The work has predominantly focused on further
strengthening and embedding emergency response structures, processes and
systems across SCC, whilst simultaneously aligning them to Greater Manchester
and National structures. Commissioned work continues to review and strengthen
SCC’s approach to business continuity ensuring in times of disruption, the
continuation of time sensitive services.
2.2. This report will highlight further work undertaken since January 2019 to further
develop the necessary skills and expertise to effectively discharge duties such as
those highlighted under the Civil contingencies Act 2004
3. DETAILS
3.0

Emergency Planning and Response

3.1.1. Emergency Plans, Guidance and Priority Work
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1

3.1.2. The following plans and guidance documents have been created, reviewed
and updated since January 2018;
3.1.3. Plans and Guidance documents;
 The SCC Contacts and Capabilities guide contains all of the internal and
external emergency contact numbers for the Council and has been
reviewed, updated and further enriched to include additional essential
contacts and facilitate communications before, during and after incidents
occur.
 Salford Multi-Agency Flood Plan was reviewed in line with the new DEFRA
National Guidance on Multi-Agency Flood Plans, which are tactical plans
required for each local authority area. The plan draws on both national and
local best practice and retains key pertinent local information and
structures, facilitating escalation if required.
 A new SCC multi-agency Sheltering Evacuees (Reception Centre Plan)
has been developed, addressing key lessons identified from recent major
incidents including the Manchester Arena attack. This plan is an
amalgamation of the previous Emergency Welfare Plan and the GM
sheltering Evacuees (Reception Plan). In addition to developing the plan,
reception centre boxes containing relevant and necessary paperwork and
tools were reviewed and refreshed to ensure Reception Centre Managers
and Welfare Coordinators have access to accurate paperwork to triage
and support residents of Salford.
 A new Salford Evacuation Guidance has been developed, the guidance is
aimed at ensuring responders have access to practical and realistic
guidance to manage small (but resource intensive) and larger scale
evacuation, invacuation or a combination of both incidents.
 SCC in partnership with CCRU and Salford CVS have pioneered an
approach to effectively engage and coordinate the efforts of the local
community and voluntary sector during emergencies. An approach which
has received local, GM and national interest and recognized by the
National Emergencies Partnership for CVS as good practice, this model
will inform and support the development of national guidance. The CVS
Handbook and Activation book has been developed to ensure Salford
CVS establish the required structures and processes aligned to SCC, and
they have access to a reference tool when emergencies occur to deliver
their role effectively.
 The Salford Operational Local Health Economy Outbreak plan has been
reviewed. This plan has been developed to ensure clarity on operational
roles and responsibilities for each responding organisation in the event of
an outbreak. It is intended to act as a companion to the GM Multi-agency
Outbreak Plan, which provides operational detail to assist responders to
promptly establish effective and coordinated approaches to outbreaks of
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communicable disease. Following the identification of the Coronavirus in
Wuhan, the GM Multi-agency Outbreak plan has been reviewed in
particular the Greater Manchester High Consequence Infectious Disease
(HCID) Plan and the HCID pathway which is well established and tested in
GM. To confirm there are no positive cases in GM.
 To further build on SCC capability to promptly identify vulnerable people
across Salford during emergencies, a ‘List of List’ has been developed
based on national guidance and best practice. This list provides clarity on
departments, teams and partner organisations in Salford that retain
information/lists on vulnerable people and the process in place to ensure
this information can be safely and securely shared during emergencies.
 The Mayoral Protocol for the Role of the Mayor of Greater Manchester in
Civil Emergencies has been developed following the Manchester Arena
attack in consultation with the 10 GM local authorities including SCC. This
document provides guidance on the GM Mayors role in leading the civic
response to a major emergency alongside the Leaders and City Mayors of
other Councils. Later this year a similar protocol will be developed for
Leaders and City Mayors.
 The GM Strategic Psychosocial Response to a Major incident Plan has
been developed following the Manchester Arena attack, the plan outlines
the arrangements in place in relation to psychosocial support following a
major incident requiring a coordinated response from health and social
care providers across Greater Manchester. SCC provided feedback during
the consultation phase highlighting local needs.
3.1.4 In addition to developing and reviewing plans SCC have pursued specific local
and national work streams to ensure effective representation and
preparedness to emerging risks, as well as investing time in specific work
areas that further enhance SCC capability to effectively respond to
emergencies. Some of which include;


Following the EU Referendum in June 2016, UK Government put plans in
place originally to leave the EU on 29th March 2019. To ensure robust
measures were implemented to support the planning and preparation in
case of a no deal scenario, SCC worked on a local, GM and national
platform to understand the risk, and put measures and plans in place to
mitigate any impact. This work area had CMT and members oversight
through regular reporting. This work is currently on-going.



An audit tool was developed and a detailed review was conducted to
ensure SCC responders have access to the latest and relevant plans and
guidance documents, this included the review of Resilience Direct (RD)
the Multi-agency secure shared platform, the SCC Shared Drive and
hard copies of documents stored within the council.



A piece of work has been commissioned from the Customer and Digital
services team to map key plans and infrastructure information stored

.
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within Salford City Council and by partner organisations. The aim is to
provide visual aid to support plans when complex emergencies/ incidents
occur. Some of the information in scope included key infrastructure and
sites such as iconic/high risk sites, tower blocks, care/nursing homes,
pre-identified reception centres, hospital, schools, colleges etc. The next
stage of this project is to explore the secure and safe mapping/sharing of
information of vulnerable people during emergencies to facilitate prompt
response and deployment of resources.


SCC conducted an internal audit on Emergency Planning, the purpose
was to provide assurance that key risks in relation to the councils
emergency planning arrangements was being effectively managed. The
overall level of assurance provided was satisfactory, the main gaps
identified were predominantly in relation to tactical and strategic
responders accessing the necessary training required and available. This
continues to be a challenge for officers to dedicate time to attend training
events.



Training Audit tool has been developed to capture training needs across
all SCC response officers. The tool has now been completed by Forward
Incident Officers, Tactical and Strategic level officers. Following analysis
of the tool specific training has been developed and commissioned to
ensure gaps are addressed. Designated staff need to prioritise training
and exercises to ensure they develop the necessary competency and
confidence to effectively deliver their role and responsibility.

3.2. Salford Emergency Planning and Response Structures
3.2.1 As well as having robust internal response structures, work has taken place to
further develop community resilience and work in partnership with the
voluntary, community & social enterprise (VCSE) sector as a trusted friend to
identify the support and role they can provide in the response and recovery
phases of an incident. The 6 key functions and areas of responsibilities agreed
between Salford City Council and Salford CVS are as follows;
1) To provide a Designated Lead Officer who will liaise and engage with
Tactical and / or Welfare Lead Officers during emergencies to ensure that
they are engaged in the formal command and control structure.
2) To activate and mobilise Salford CVS paid staff to act as Co-ordinators
3) To activate and mobilise Volunteer Reception Centre Managers and
Reception Centre Support Volunteers
4) To activate and mobilise other registered and trained Emergency
Volunteers to provide wider support as identified
5) To activate and mobilise the VCSE Sector to provide support based on
their skill sets and expertise
6) To co-ordinate and manage spontaneous volunteers in conjunction with
British Red Cross.
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3.2.2 A EU Exit sub group has been established by the Emergency Planning /
Business Continuity lead, consisting of the directorate Business Continuity
Champions to ensure each directorate response is being considered and
incorporated into the EU Exit planning and preparedness. Fortnightly internal
EU exit meetings between all Business Continuity Champions have
commenced to ensure all risks and impacts are being assessed and mitigation
measures developed and implemented. Updates from this meeting were being
used to keep CMT informed as well as feed into the government
teleconferences.
3.3.

Training and Exercises

3.3.1 SCC training and exercising


To provide opportunities for staff at all levels to further develop skills and
expertise to respond effectively and efficiently when incidents occur, a
range of training and exercise events have been held. The following
exercises have taken place since November 2019:



Regular Forward Incident Officer ‘Keep in Touch’ sessions are organised,
these sessions provide an opportunity to run through recent incident
experiences and learning identified, discuss current and emerging themes
and work through tabletop scenarios.



Due the success and positive feedback of the Bronze Functional Training
sessions offered last year additional sessions were made available to staff
who were unable to attend previous sessions. This included a dedicated
session to children’s services and the communications team.



FIO session was delivered on a one to one basis to new a new officer. The
FIO was also provided with specific plan, guidance documents and
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).



Tactical (Silver) Briefing Sessions delivered on a one to one basis with
new officers. They were also provided with strategic and Tactical plans
and guidance documents.



Strategic (Gold) Briefing Sessions was delivered on a one to one basis
with new officers(these officers being new Gold officers brought on in light
of the learning identified that SCC did not have enough resilience in the
area of Gold Officers). They were also provided with any strategic specific
plans and guidance documents.



A Communications table top exercise was developed and delivered to test
the new Salford City Council Communications Plan which highlights the
key roles and responsibilities of the Communications function during an
emergency situation.
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A number of dedicated Resilience Direct (RD) training sessions were
made available for SCC response in May 2019. RD is a critical shared
platform which is used to share sensitive information during emergencies
with all multi-agency partners involved in the incident.

3.3.2 Multi-Agency Training and Exercise


The annual AJ Bell exercise took place on 11th September, this exercise
tested the AJ Bell evacuation plan in place and the role and capabilities of
different emergency responders including SCC.



For the 1st time we held an exercise focused on SCFC and their
capabilities to manage during an incident, this exercise was held on the
27th July.



Ex Socrates 3 was held on 27th March, the exercise tested the coordinated
activation and response of organisations within the Greater Manchester
trauma network to a mass casualty incident occurring. This tested the role of
SCC in supporting accelerated discharge of patients into the community.



An EU Exit workshop was held part of the Salford Resilience Forum on
25th March 2019, the scenario developed part of the exercise was
designed to highlight and explore local multi-agency contingency planning,
local EU exit impact assessments, impact mitigation measures and
response arrangements in place.



A Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) training and exercise
session was held part of the Salford Resilience Forum on 1st October
2019. Salford has a number of upper and lower tier COMAH sites, a
training package highlighting legislation and the roles and responsibilities
of organisations was delivered supported by an exercise to test local plans
and arrangements.



Salford City Council were invited to be part of an expert panel at the
Business Continuity symposium held in Media City led by Peel. A Counter
Terrorism Exercise was presented engaging Media City businesses and
highlighting the need to consider their local contingency plans. The event
was attended by all businesses that occupy media city from the media,
retail and commercial, financial and other private sector companies



A Strategic Level Control of Major Accidents Hazards (COMAH) exercise was
held for Valero on 3rd April 2019. This was the first time this exercise has
been held at Strategic level. Lessons from the exercise were identified and
will be taken forward for implementation by Greater Manchester Fire and
Rescue Service.



In addition SCC emergency on call officers and business continuity
champions have attended many training, debriefing sessions throughout
the year including a session on the Salisbury attack and a session on
mortuary provision and issues in a mass fatality incident.
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3.4.

Incidents Since February 2018

3.4.1 An incident and action log has been implemented to monitor activity and also
identify areas of learning and good practice. Where gaps are identified plans
and procedures are updated and training provided. The following incidents
have taken place since 23rd November 2018. All incidents were responded to
timely and efficiently.
Incident
A male jumped from 20th floor at Thorn Court,
Lowry Outlet roof panel blown loose
Yellow vest protest at media City
Severe weather across city, schools, highways &
environment services were activated.
Tommy Robinson protest at Media city
Measles outbreak in the Jewish Community
EU Exit implications planning and preparedness
Great British roadblock on Motorway network
Fire at Papermill Carrington - FIO attended scene and
public health messages were shared.
Tommy Robinson MEP candidacy at media city and
Eccles precinct,
Fire at furniture store in Eccles
Tommy Robinson Rally & Counter Protest lower
Broughton, Mocha Parade
Hand grenade was found on Helen St/Corinthian Ave
House fire on Vestras Drive (off Lancaster Rd) , 5
people were rescued, an elderly lady was taken to
hospital.
Worsley Brook Flooding, flood warnings and basin
were activated. A detailed debrief report was drafted.
Mutual aid was provided to Stockport following the
Toddbrook reservoir breach in Whaley Bridge,
Derbyshire.
Fire in a domestic property above a shop
Adverse weather conditions, resulting in GM
response flood warnings and basin activation,
Locate and remove anti conservative banner
Emergency planning system put on standby for the
Manchester Arndale incident
Request for mutual aid for Doncaster
Fire alarm call out, the building subject to prohibition,
1 person was found there and they were rehoused
overnight. Near Broughton Gateway
London bridge terrorist incident, a GM SCG was held,
requested to review all events
Fire at crown theatre in Eccles , FIO notified and
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Date
24/25/12/2018
13/01/2019
16/01/2019
30/01/2019
23/02/2019
January Onwards
January onward
Last 2 weekends in
March
13/04/2019
Last weekend in April
/ 1st weekend in May
05/05/2019
22/05/2019
23/05/2019

25/05/2019

w/c 27th/28th July
2019
26/09/2019
weekend of 30/09/19
weekend of 30/09/19
11/10/2019
13/11/2019

19/11/2019
29/11/2019
01,12,19
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Highways & Building control attendance was required
Power cut affecting 6,000 properties including
turnpike, hospital and Tram network.

16/01/2020

3.4.2 Greater Manchester experienced significant rainfall over the weekend of
Saturday 27th July and Sunday 28th July, which continued for most of the week
with significant disruption on Wednesday 31st July. In some areas the rainfall
over a 48hrs period was the equivalent of 145% of the monthly average,
resulting in saturated grounds and increased river levels.
In addition to localised surface water flooding, the main rivers in Salford; the
River Irwell, Worsley Brook and Glaze Brook, became areas of concern, with
over 15,000 residential properties within the area at heightened risk of
flooding. Initially the concerns were focused towards River Irwell and planning
for the possible activation of flood basins, which was later in the week diverted
to the possible breach of defences at Worsely brook watercourse. The flood
basins were not activated, however measures were put in place to ensure
prompt response and discharge of duties if required. Staff were deployed to
the Worsley Brook incident to assess the risk which resulted in notification to
Environment Agency and appeared to trigger the flood warnings for that area.
Due to the learning identified for this incident a formal debrief was conducted
and learning and best practice captured. Please find attached the debrief
report.
3.4.3

4.0

Following incidents where learning is evident and following exercises and
training sessions each participant from all levels is requested to complete a
debrief form which facilitates capturing incident/scenario specific learning and
good practice. Any identified learning is captured onto a learning log held by
the head of Community Safety and amendments are made to structures, plans
and processes as part of continuous improvement and risk mitigation
measures.
Forward Look
There are a number of areas of focus for the next 12 months, some of which are
as follows:

4.1.

Plans Development
The Salford Emergency Response and Recovery Plan is due to be reviewed later
this year.
A fundamental review of the contacts and capabilities guide will be conducted.

4.2.2. Training and Exercising


SCC Multi-Agency Sheltering Evacuees (Reception Centre) training
session will be delivered to highlight the key components and roles and
responsibilities as highlighted in the plan.
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Due to staffing changes (people coming off the rota or leaving the
authority) the following training will also be completed this year
o 2x new FIOs to be trained
o 1x new Silver to be trained
o 2x new Golds to be trained

5.0



COMAH Exercises at Univar and Libra Chemicals (upper tier COMAH site)
will take place in February and June this year.



Exercise to validate the Salford Multi-Agency Flood plan and the Salford
Mutli-Agency Evacuation guidance will take place at the Salford Resilience
Forum in March.



An exercise to test our resilience for the upcoming elections in May will be
conducted in April



To ensure the List of List
exercise events

is tested part of other wider training and

Salford Contributions to GM Work
In addition to developing local structures and processes Salford has continued
to be an active partner in key regional work that has worldwide implications
such as the 100 Resilient Cities (RC) Programme: Salford continued to work
closely with the 100 RC project team to identify and draw down potential
opportunities for the City. The GM Resilience Strategy is due to be published
soon.

6.0

Business Continuity

6.1

Salford City Council continues to work with AGMA CCRU to implement and
embed a business continuity management (BCM) system within the council.

6.2

The delivery of the project has been divided into three phases, these are:




6.2

Phase One – Initial introductory training, design of business continuity
templates and completion of the Business Impact Analysis templates.
Phase Two – Analysis of the Business Impact Analysis (BIA) templates,
completion of Business Continuity Plans and Corporate Business
Continuity Plan.
Phase Three – Design and delivery of exercises to test the plans.

Over the past 12 month SCC has witnessed a number of changes to teams
and structures across the council, this has posed a number of challenges in
relation to progressing Business Continuity (BC) to the next stage of the BCM
Cycle. As teams have changed different departments/directorates and external
services have returned to the council, to ensure the BIAs and BC plans are still
relevant these have had to be reviewed and refreshed.
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6.3

Phase 1 is mainly complete and we are part way through phase 2 of the
process, the following key work areas have been a priority in the past 12
months;





Review and refresh a number of BIAs, to ensure they are current, reflect
any changes and continue to identify key risks to continuity of priority
services. This includes the development of a number of new BIAs for
services that have returned to Ault Social Care.
To support the completion of outstanding BIAs and BC Plans.
Another cycle of refresh of the BIA analysis tool to ensure there is an
accurate picture of priority activities across the council, under the following
headings;
- Immediate,
- within 4hours,
- within 24 hrs ,
- within 3 days and
- Within a week.
In addition, the analysis tool provides clarity in relation to ICT, location and
dependency requirements in the order stipulated above. As services
change frequently this requires constant reviewing and updating.



Regular meetings have taken place with Customer and Digital services
team and Urban Vison to interpret and review the analysis tool and
provide clarity on the impact this has on their service area. Plans to work
with each team/department to understand their requirements in relation to
ICT and location will commence soon to develop appropriate strategies
from a corporate perspective of what measures are required to enhance
their resilience.



BC plans have been reviewed and refreshed to incorporate changes and
ensure they remain relevant. Depending on the complexities of services
and the number of departments within each directorate, the number of
BCPs being produced ranges from 1 to 3, which is a manageable amount.



A draft version of the Corporate Business Continuity plan has been further
developed and will be finalised when the BC Plans have been developed
and agreed.



Customer and Digital services team have been working on different areas
to further improve corporate resilience. This will ultimately impact current
BIAs and BC plans, however will strengthen SCC ICT resilience. The work
includes the following;
-Installation of second Data Centre at Turnpike under construction with
competition date of April/May 2020
-Roll out Laptops across the council resulting in less need for location
requirement
-Improved data storage via secure cloud based systems
- New IT incident monitoring system
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 An EU Exit sub group was established which consisted of BC Champions
across the council to ensure each directorate continuity impacts are being
highlighted and assessed, response is being considered and mitigation
measures developed and implemented.
6.4

A detailed breakdown of service areas Business Continuity Champions and
the identified BIAs and BCP required are highlighted in they attached update.

6.5

Next steps
 BIAs and BCPs need to be signed off of by Strategic Leads who retain
ultimate responsibility for the service area.
 Work with key specific teams to ensure they understand their roles and
responsibilities under the Corporate BC Plan, this includes HR, Customer
and Digital services, UV, Finance, Legal and Governance and
communications.
 Validation of plans through training and exercises
 Final report for CMT

6.6

A draft copy of the SCC Corporate Business Continuity Plan can be made
available upon request.

7.0

Achievements
The wider engagement of the Salford CVS and the VCSE sector in emergency
planning and response structure has been recognised in GM and on a national
Platform as good practice, the model developed in Salford is being used as a
framework to inform the national guidance that will be developed later this
year.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Civil Contingences Act 2004, SCC Emergency Plan,
SCC Business Continuity Plan

KEY DECISION: NO
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: SCC Emergency Plan, SCC Business Continuity Plan
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: N/A. Emergency
Planning and Business Continuity plans apply equally to all residents of Salford.
Both plans allow for bespoke arrangement to be put in place in response to every
incident and this would include consideration of how incidents are affecting protected
residents and what responses to put in place

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low. Emergency Planning and Business Continuity are
essential risk management measures. The likelihood and impact of an emergency or
business interruption in the City are high. Having robust plans that set our approach
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to the response, together with regular exercising and training such as those set out in
the report reduce the likelihood and impact to low.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A there are no legal implications arising out
of this report. An emergency or business interruption that is not dealt with effectively
increases the likelihood of legal action against the Council. Having robust plans that
set our approach to the response, together with regular exercising and training such
as those set out in the report reduce the likelihood of legal action.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: There are no financial implications arising
out of this report. A previous report to CMT approved a small per annum budget of
£15,000 to fulfil the Councils emergency planning responsibilities. A one off budget of
£8,000
was
also
approved
for
business
continuity.
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A
HR IMPLICATIONS There are no HR implications arising out of this report. FIOs
have been recruited to from the Councils employee pool, and terms and condition
and payment arrangements approved. Tactical and Strategic officers have a
condition in their terms and conditions of employment with the council that they will
make themselves available to be on the emergency planning on call rota.
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: All Directorates are involved in both
emergency planning and business continuity. Strategic, Silver and FIOs across the
council are regularly trained and kept up to date with developments and changes. All
Directorates have nominated business continuity champions and they have received
training and one to one support as well as being kept up to date with developments.
CONTACT OFFICER:

Jeanette Staley

TEL NO: 0161 793 2616

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: All
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REPORT OF
STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE
TO SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
17th September 2019
TITLE: Salford Worsley Brook flooding incident debrief report
1.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 That the Senior Management Team acknowledge the positive response
implemented in response to the Worsley Brook Flooding Incident
1.2 That the Senior Management Team approve the future areas of work to be
implemented identified in section 7 of this report
2.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND

2.1

This report provides overview of the effective and timey response mobilised by
Salford City Council during the severe weather incident that took place from
28th July until 1st August
This report aims to provide a brief overview of the incident and the key
response activities provided by Salford City Council, the areas of good
practice that were demonstrated to ensure they continue to play a pivotal part
in future response and identify learning that was captured part of the
continuous improvement cycle that the Emergency Planning Lead is
committed to establish.

2.2

DETAILS
3.0 Incident Overview
3.1 Greater Manchester experienced significant rainfall over the weekend of
Saturday 27th July and Sunday 28th July, which continued for most of the week
with significant disruption on Wednesday 31st July. In some areas the rainfall
over a 48hrs period was the equivalent of 145% of the monthly average, resulting
in saturated grounds and increased river levels.
3.2 In addition to localised surface water flooding, the main rivers in Salford; the
River Irwell, Worsley Brook and Glaze Brook, became areas of concern, with
over 15,000 residential properties within the area at heightened risk of flooding.
Initially the concerns were focused towards River Irwell and planning for the
possible activation of flood basins, which was later in the week diverted to the
possible breach of defences at Worsely brook watercourse. The flood basins
were not activated, however measures were put in place to ensure prompt
response and discharge of duties if required. Staff were deployed to the Worsley
Brook incident to assess the risk which resulted in notification to Environment
Agency and appeared to trigger the flood warnings for that area. Please refer to
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Appendix 1 for pictures taken by SCC response team of Worsley Brook and
Impact
The chart below shows the water level in Worsley Brook on Wednesday 31st July,
highlighting that the water level of the brook was the highest water level recorded
to date.

4.0
4.1

Response Provided
Salford once again demonstrated high levels of dedication and delivered a
collaborative prompt, effective and efficient response to the incident with the
residents of Salford at the heart of decision making. In addition to response
officers, a number of internal departments as well as external partners
coordinated efforts to deliver a joint robust response. Some key activities
included;









Continuous risk assessment and monitoring of evolving risk.
Activation of critical partners with lead responsibility, such as,
Environment Agency.
Standby activation of other category 1 emergency responders (GMP &
GMFRS) and category 2 responders (ForViva, CCG)
Civic leadership through council visibility & presence within the
community and at site.
Door knocking and reassurance messages to affected communities.
Activation and deployment of council wider departments and resources
including; Urban Vision strategic Flood lead to assess risk and provide
expertise, highways to implement road closures and clear gullies,
comms team to provide agreed key messages through social media
and website.
Notification and placing a number of key services and resources on
standby including; Emergency Welfare Coordinators, Neighborhood
management team, reception centre’s through Salford Community
Leisure, reception centre staff and volunteers via Salford CVS,
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transport provision and control room staff for increased calls and
emergency activation.
Participation in Greater Manchester Multi-agency structures, including
Flood Advisory Teleconference to retain up to date and accurate
understanding of risk and evolving picture.
Ensuring situational awareness of dynamic incident through regular
updates to staff, councilors and key partners.
Activation of a number of plans and protocols both established and
new including, Salford flood plan, Salford emergency response plan,
Salford sheltering Evacuees (Reception Centre) plan, Salford CVS
Volunteer Activation process and Emergency Communications plan.

5.0

Areas for Improvement
Although Salford City Council is proud of the response provided during the
incident, emergencies always provide opportunities to capture learning and
improve internal and multi-agency plans, processes and procedures. This
incident too highlighted learning during the debrief process, which include the
following;

5.1

Notification, Activation and Deployment
Notification of potential flood warnings and risks through agreed Multi-agency
processes appeared to be delayed, resulting in SCC becoming aware of risk
at Worsely Brook through a local Councillor and not through normal flood
warnings for the Alder Forest area.
Need for wider shared awareness of multi-agency roles and responsibilities for
the activation of flood basins, the SCC Emergency Planning Lead highlighted
the key role Local Authority and Greater Manchester Police have within the
agreed protocol.
Although the Salford CVS Volunteer Activation process worked effectively and
in a timely manner, Salford CVS feel they would benefit from a training and
exercise session for the service.
The activation of Reception Center Manager and volunteers by CVS was
timely, however, it did highlight the need for additional staff resource, at
present there are 4 Reception Centre managers on a best endeavors basis.








5.2

5.3

Risk Assessment
 Joint multi-agency risk assessment did not take place for Worsley brook, EA
were not able to be present resulting in absence of EA expertise, information,
joint risk assessment and strategy development.
Communications and Situation awareness
Ensuring all staff involved in the response have access to agreed council
messages, social media and website updates. Control Room staff do not have
access to council social media unless accessed through personal accounts
which is not encouraged. A process for control room staff to access agreed
messages on social media would facilitate accurate messages being shared
with residents.
 There is lack of consistent shared understanding within council staff of the
Salford City Council ‘Sand Bag’ Policy, there was confusion on whether
support would be provided to residents.
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5.4




Mobile phone reception in the control room and portacabin was problematic,
resulting in missed calls and slightly delayed access to information.
CCTV coverage is good for Salford and proved to be beneficial for monitoring
river levels, however situational awareness and risk monitoring could be
improved with camera visibility at Worsley Brook.
Sharing of information and joint situational awareness was evidenced
throughout the incident, however co-location of incident response staff at the
civic centre would facilitate this process and also allow for joint risk based
discussions, informed strategy and action development.
Community Resilience
There was evident limited residents understanding of watercourses affecting
them and the impact the watercourse can have on their property and the
surrounding area, purpose of flood warnings and risks they highlight. Further
community resilience work in the area would be beneficial to encourage
preparedness.
Resident misconceptions that costs due to property damage and loss would
be covered by Environment Agency and/or Council.

6.0

Areas of Good Practice
Through the debrief process the following areas of good practice were
highlighted

6.1

Notification, Activation and Deployment
Leadership and support provided by Senior Management Team, Leadership
Team and councillors was recognized and well received.
Call handling by control room staff supported the prompt response and
activation of wider council resources.
Activation of the new Volunteer activation protocol and activation tree,
Sheltering Evacuees (RC) Plan, communications plan and new flood plan
including new second flood basin.
Activation and prompt mobilisation of staff and resources such as Reception
Centre managers, volunteers, highways, response staff etc.
Prompt deployment of council staff and resources to sites impacted by the
severe weather
Council staff visibility in affected community and engagement with residents
provided reassurance and instilled confidence in SCC.







6.2



6.3


Risk Assessment
Visibility and monitoring of river Irwell levels from CCTV control room allowed
for informed decision making.
Joint cross department risk assessments of the situation and potential impact
allowed for the development of effective tactical strategies to be developed
including door knocking, warning and Informing etc.
Communication and shared situational awareness
Clear, regular and consistent sharing of information across all departments on
risks, key priorities and current activities, ensuring maximisation of limited
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6.4



7.0













available resources, prompt effective response and avoiding duplication of
efforts.
Regular communication with operational staff and Control room allowed
specific issues to be addressed promptly.
Communication with residents was regular, clear, concise and consistent
Co-location of Emergency Welfare Officer and Neighborhood Manager
allowed for prompt sharing of information and delivery of actions.
Other
Partnership working with AGMA CCRU and Salford CVS allowed for prompt
activation of additional resources and capability.
The Control room also facilitates the emergency stand by telephone service
for the Care on Call team part of their Business Continuity measure, this was
activated during the severe weather incident when their telephone service was
disrupted. This was activated promptly, allowed for critical care to continue
and had minimal impact on the response staff within the control room.
Future Areas of Work to be implemented
Through the debrief process a number of areas of work to be implemented
has been identified as follows
Raise key multi-agency learning from internal council debrief on a GM multiagency platform.
Develop and facilitate multi-agency training and exercise session on the new
Flood Plan with specific focus on the notification and activation protocol of the
flood basins. This has been planned through the Greater Manchester Training
and Exercise Group and will be delivered locally by CCRU.
Support the recruitment drive for additional Emergency Reception Centre
Managers and wider Volunteers to support future response.
To ensure staff within control room have access to council and partner social
media accounts to relay messages to the public upon request ensuring agreed
messages are shared.
Raise awareness of Salford City Council ‘Sand Bag Policy’ with senior
managers and wider staff ensuring consistent approach and message.
Encourage co-location of response staff during incidents as an effective
facilitation tool for joint risk assessments, situational awareness and
development of response tactics and strategies.
In Salford, a number of brooks in the west of the city have been designated as
main rivers because of the flood risk they pose. Schemes were looked at by
Environment Agency as part of their medium term programme for some
additional flood defence works to Worsley Brook to reduce flood risk in the
Alder Forest area, however at present this has not come to fruition. Salford
Strategic Flood Forum to accelerate this piece if work.
Explore feasibility of installing a camera at Worsley Brook which already has
the physical infrastructure to support a camera installation, this would identify
the risk during flooding incidents to approximately 738 residential and
commercial properties
Review current public awareness material regarding flood warnings, Sand Bag
policy, flood impact, community resilience and emergency contact details
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especially for the area that surrounds Worsley Brook and River Irwell. Ensure
this is shared and made accessible.
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Civil Contingences Act 2004, SCC Emergency
Plan(and associated theme plans), SCC Business Continuity Plan

KEY DECISION: NO
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: SCC Emergency Plan, SCC Business Continuity Plan
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: N/A. Emergency
Planning and Business Continuity plans apply equally to all residents of Salford.
Both plans allow for bespoke arrangement to be put in place in response to every
incident and this would include consideration of how incidents are affecting protected
residents and what responses to put in place

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low. Emergency Planning and Business Continuity are
essential risk management measures. The likelihood and impact of an emergency or
business interruption in the City are high. Having robust plans that set out our
approach to the response, together with regular exercising and training such as those
set out in the report reduce the likelihood and impact to low.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A there are no legal implications arising out
of this report. An emergency or business interruption that is not dealt with effectively
increases the likelihood of legal action against the Council. Having robust plans that
set out our approach to the response, together with regular exercising and training
such as those set out in the report reduce the likelihood of legal action.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: There are no financial implications arising
out of this report. A previous report to CMT approved a small per annum budget of
£15,000 to fulfil the Councils emergency planning responsibilities. A one of budget of
£8,000 was also approved for business continuity. Both aspects are running to
budget
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A
HR IMPLICATIONS There are no HR implications arising out of this report. FIOs
have been recruited to from the Councils employee pool, and terms and conditions
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and payment arrangements approved. Tactical (Assistant Directors) and Strategic
officers (members of Corporate Management Team) have a condition in their terms
and conditions of employment with the council that they will make themselves
available to be on the emergency planning on call rota.
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: All Directorates are involved in both
emergency planning and business continuity. Strategic, Tactical and FIOs across the
council are regularly trained and kept up to date with developments and changes. All
Directorates have nominated business continuity champions and they have received
training and one to one support as well as being kept up to date with developments.
CONTACT OFFICER:

Jeanette Staley

TEL NO: 0161 793 2616

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: All
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Appendix 1.
Please see below picture taken by Salford City Council response team deployed to
Alder Forest area upon notification of possible breach of Worsley Brook.
Response team arrived at (Worsley Road junction with Walker Road) at circa 15.40
and observed that Worsley Brook was at a very high level and was close to
overtopping defences, see Photograph A
Below Photograph A: Adjacent to Chestnut Road Taken at 16.02

Below Photograph B: Adjacent to Chestnut Road Taken at 16.02
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By 16.40 water had risen.
Below Photograph C: Adjacent to Chestnut Road Taken at 16.40 there has been an
increase in the water level and localised disruption starts to become apparent.

Below Photograph D: Water level on the carriageway was beginning to become a
concern. Worsely Road at 16:40

Water was beginning to enter gardens shortly after this. Known properties affected
were Number 493, 495 & 497 Worsley Road.
Below photograph E: water entering property gardens through the rear of 493
Worsley Road taken at 17.21
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The Water started to overtop the existing watercourse wall at the side of 497 Worsley
Road.

Above Photograph F: This is the side of 497 Worsley Road Taken at 17.57
At 18.15 the water levels appeared to be dropping and dry weather was predicted for
the evening by the Met Office Phone App.
Below Photograph G: Adjacent to Chestnut Road Taken at 19.02
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To prevent further risk gullies around Worsley road were cleaned to facilitate water
flow.
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1

Directorate

Department

Team/Division

Champion

Champion Job
Description

Intelligence (data analysis) /

Intelligence (data
analysis) /

Admin and Finance

Admin and Finance Bev Wasp/ Nicky Herne

PH Commissioning -

PH Commissioning Bev Wasp

Health Protection Team -

Health Protection
Team -

Bev Wasp

Commissioning Team

Deborah Borg

School Security Advisor,
School Organisation
Team,

Starting life well

Deborah Borg

Skills and Work

Deborah Borg

School Organisation -

Deborah Borg

School Provider Arm Service -

Deborah Borg

Virtual School

Deborah Borg

Special Educational Needs- SEN

Deborah Borg

Social Work Team -

Deborah Borg

safe Guarding Quality Assurance

Deborah Borg

Youth Offending Service -

Deborah Borg

Integrated Youth Services -

Deborah Borg

Looked After Children -

Deborah Borg

MCA/Dolls Team -

Angela Eden/ Martin
Sexton

Health Improvement Services -

Angela Eden

Salford Assist

Sandra Derbyshire

Team Lead

Bev Wasp/ Gordon
Adams

Champion
Manager

Assistant
owner

BIA Tool

BCP

Comments

Contacts Information

Analysis Tool

Beverley.was@salford.gov.uk

Muna Abdel
Aziz

Public Health
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PEOPLE

Children Services

3

4

Cathy Starbuck

Charlote
Ramsden &
Sharon
Hubber

Children Specialist
BCP

Sharon Hubber

Angela Eden, Health
Improvement Manager
(Quality, Performance
and Research)

Martin Sexton

Angela Eden

l Principal Officer Neighbourhoods and
Communities - Place

Sandra Derbyshire

Children Education
work and skills BCP

Janice
Lowndes

MCA combined action plan actions havent
been completed

Angela.eden@salford.gov.uk

Combined Plan

Sandra.derbyshire@salford.gov.uk

Commissioning Manager
- VCSE Infrastructure

Adults Social Care
5

Adult Commsioning CAB monitoing
plus 3rd sector project schemes -CVS

Sandra Derbyshire

Housing Suppport
Supported Housing

Jane Anderson
Rachel Connelly

Welfare Roghts & Debt Advice service Catherine Connors

6

Strategic Commissioining/ Integrated
Commissioning

Paul Walsh

Head of integrated
Commissioning

Paul Walsh
paul.walsh@salford.gov.uk
598 787/ 0161 212 4844

07894

Transport & Infrastructure ,
Development Team, Business Team,
Investment Team and Bridgewater
canal team all in 1 BIA

Sarah Ashurst

Assistant
owner
Jim Wensley

Housing Strategy Team , Pendleton
team, PFI

Sarah Ashurst

Chris Findley

Environmental Policy Team and
Planning team 1 BIA

Sarah Ashurst

Environmental Protection and Crime
and ASB

Vacant Post

Trading Standards and Liscensing

Chris

Housing and Landlord Liscensing sent
back awaiting final

Vacant Post

Food Safety and health safety - sent
back awaiting final - Filed under
Environmental Health

Vacant Post

Community Safety

Vacant Post

Neighbourhood services

Marie Shields

Emergency planning

Vacant Post

City Wide services catering

Sarah Ashurst/Dom
Clarke

City Wide school Catering

Sarah Ashurst

City Wide building cleaning
servicesBereavement Services -

Sarah Ashurst

21

Street Cleansing and Ground
Maintenance team -

Sarah Ashurst/Dom
Clarke

22

Waste and Refuse collection -

Sarah Ashurst/Dom
Clarke

23

Vehicle Management Services -

Sarah Ashurst/Dom
Clarke

26

Payroll/
HR professional

Laura Coluccio
Laura Coluccio

Sam Betts
Sam Betts

awaiting BCP
awaiting BCP

Pension Services checked

Laura Coluccio

Sam Betts

awaiting Bcp

BACS Team

Mike Cross

Joanne
Hardma

Foster CareIncme Team Interna Audit ServicesInvoice Payments-

Mike Cross
Mike Cross
Mike Cross
Mike Cross

checked Treasury Management-

Mike Cross

School -

Mike Cross

1

Directorate

Department

16

Regeneration

Planning and Housing -

Place

18

Regulatory and Client Services/

Page 40
19

20

Team/Division

Operational Services

Champion

Champion Job
Description

Team Lead

Champion
Manager

BIA Tool

BCP

/ one BIA that covers a number of teams. Sarah
envisages doing 1 BIA for the whole of Place
directorate. Meeting set for April to look at all of
Sarahs areas.

e Business

28

Contacts Information

Sarah.Ashurst@salford.gov.uk -

lynda.stefek@salford.gov.uk

David Seager

Marie.shields@salford.gov.uk

David Seager

Sarah Ashurst/Dom
Clarke

Deadline
agreed as
03/02/20

HR:

27

Comments

Finance :

Laura.coluccio@salford.gov.uk
awaiting BIA Lauara, and Mike are hoping to
have 1 BCP for HR, Payroll and Finance

awaiting BIA Lauara, and Mike are hoping to have 1 Michael.cross@salford.gov.uk
BCP for HR, Payroll and Finance

Analysis Tool

29

31

32
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Service Reform and Corporate Business

1

Directorate

Finance :
Department

Customer and Digital services :

Champion

Champion Job
Description

Team Lead

Champion
Manager

Assistant
owner

Accountancy (x2 BIA?)

Mike Cross

Sundry Debt Team

Mike Cross

Netwrok & Infrastructure

Steven Fry

Steven Fry

PC Support

Steven Fry

Steven Fry

Help Desk
Software Development
Corporate Applications SAP - HR
Systems
strategy & Performance

Steven Fry
Steven Fry

Steven Fry
Steven Fry

BIA Tool

BCP

Comments

ICT BIA and BCP have been delayed so all
responses are received which will inform
their BIA nad BCP

Contacts Information

Debbie.mccarron@salford.gov.uk

Business Intelligence

Rob Langford Adam
Hebdon
Steven Fry/Rob Langford

Comms BIA

Adam Higson

Adam.higson@salford.gov.uk

Customer Service and call centre - Martin Flavell

Issue with this BC is that Martin hasn’t
martin.flavell@salford.gov.uk
completed the ICT/ Suppliers & Equipment
section as he does not feel there is a solution
available- I have suggested MA with a
neghboruing local authroity and also
suggested that he needs to list the activities
however stipulate there is no solution so it a
risk that SMT may need t accept, In addition i
ian.atkinson@salford.gov.uk
have suggested meeting with ICT as there
may be a solution we have not conisdered.

Comms

Customer Service
Call Centre:

Customer Service
Revs and Bens

Electoral Services, legal
governane devision

33
34

Team/Division

Gateway Services
Broughton Hub/
Policy, Partnership and
equality -

Revs and Bens -

Ian Atkinson

Elections
Risk and Insurance
Registrars
Information Governance Team-

Karen Berry
Karen Berry
Karen Berry
Karen Berry

Democratic services
Legal Services -

Karen Berry
Karen Berry

City Mayor office Local Land Charges Team
Procurement Gateway servic es

Karen Berry/ Joanne
Farrell
Karen Berry
Karen Berry
Mark Nevin

Miranda

Policy, Partnership and equality -

Jonathan Stancombe

jackie russell

Miranda
Carruthers
Watt

Not on a Salofrd template- this is an external neil.watts@salford.gov.uk
doc,

mark.nevin@salford.gov.uk

3 days recovery (no longer needed?), ICT
Applications don't have minimum number of
users

Analysis Tool
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Agenda Item 6
Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.
REPORT OF
Strategic Director Place
TO
Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Committee
17th

ON
February 2020

TITLE: GM Police and Crime Panel roles and responsibilities and Progress against
the Deputy Mayors Standing Together Plan
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Members of the committee are asked to note the contents of this report and the
associated
appendices.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND DETAIL:
In November 2019 the Chair of Salford’s Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny
Committee, together with Salford’s Lead member for Environment and Community
Safety was invited to attend a meeting with the Greater Manchester (GM) Deputy
Mayor for Policing, Crime, Fire and Criminal Justice in order to highlight the role of
the Greater Manchester Police and Crime Panel in scrutinising the work of the GM
Deputy Mayor.
In addition, the GM Deputy Mayor shared them progress reports in respect of the 3
priorities of the “Standing Together” plan, which is the GM Deputy Mayors Police and
Crime Plan.
The Chair of Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Committee wished this
information to be available to all members of the committee.
Attached as a appendices to this report are as follows:
Appendix 1 – Presentation on the roles and responsibilities of the GM Mayor / Deputy
Mayor and the GM Police and Crime Panel
Appendix 2 – Standing Together Priority 1 report
Appendix 3 – Standing Together Priority 2 report
Appendix 4 – Standing Together Priority 3 report
Appendix 5 – Presentation on Standing Together Outcomes
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1

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act of 2006
KEY DECISION:

NO

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:
Community Safety Plan
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
N/A due to this being a briefing note.
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:
Low
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no legal implications arising from this report
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no financial implications arising from this report
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no procurement implications arising from this report
HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no HR implications arising from this report.
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no climate change implications arising from this report
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:
N/A
CONTACT OFFICER: Jeanette Staley
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TEL NO: 0161 6076955

2

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: All
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JOINT DISTICT SCRUTINY CHAIRS AND
POLICE AND CRIME PANEL MEMBERS
PRESENTATION ON GMCA & GMPCP
ARRAGEMENTS
NOVEMBER 2019

SESSION OBJECTIVES
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1. Brief introduction to the GM journey, devolution
deals, governance and decision making in the GMCA
2. To provide an overview of the Police & Crime Panels
remit and legislative context
3. To provide an overview of the Police & Crime Plan
and current priority areas
4. To discuss and provisionally agree the Panels work
work programme topics for 2019/20
6. To agree Panel meeting arrangements

• The GM Journey so far…
Page 49

Timeline
Greater
Manchester
Council
abolished

Page 50

1986

City Pride
Partnership
created
Association
of Greater
Manchester
Authorities
and
GMPTA/E
established

RDAs
established

Marketing
Manchester
established

1994

1995

1996

‘Greater
Manchester
Strategy –
Sharing the
Vision’
published

1997

MIDAS
established

1998

1999

Manchester
Enterprises
established

2003

Transport
referendum
held
(congestion
charging)

2008

New Economy
established

Timeline
Thematic
Commissions
established

Growth
Deal

GMCA & LEP
established
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2009

2011

2010

Statutory City
Region Pilot
Publication
of MIER and updated
GM Strategy

2013

2012

GM
City Deal

TfGM
established

Further
Devolution
announced

2014

Devolution
Agreement

Refreshed
GM Strategy

First
mayoral
election

2015

2016

Fifth
Independent
devolution Prosperity
deal
Review

2017
2017 2018

2019

Five Year
Fourth
Environment
devolution
New GM
Plan
deal
Strategy
Health
Spatial
and Social
Framework
Care
Consultation
MoU

Devolution Deals
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Devolution Deals
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What Power does the GMCA have?

Functions of the GMCA fall into the following broad headings:
Transport
Economic Development, Regeneration and Housing
Policing
Fire and Rescue
Health
Waste
Page 54

•
•
•
•
•
•

All functions conferred on the GMCA by any enactment are functions of the GMCA, BUT
an order or other enactment may provide that certain functions are exercisable only by
the Mayor.

The default position is that functions are non-mayoral unless specified as mayoral in an
order or other enactment.

What are the GM Mayor’s Powers?
Chair and Member of the GMCA
Functions of the Police & Crime Commissioner
Functions of the Fire & Rescue Authority
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Responsibility for the devolved transport budget, smart ticketing and franchised
bus services
Power to create spatial plan for GM
Control of £300m Housing Investment Fund

Decision Making
Mayor able to make some decisions independently
Many require consultation with and approval of the GMCA for example:
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• Spatial Framework must be approved by councils and unanimous vote of
council leaders
• Preparation of local transport plan and policies (but needs approval of at least
7 other GMCA members)
• Designation of mayoral development areas (but needs consent of GMCA
member(s) for area concerned)
• Approval of Compulsory Purchase Orders (but needs consent of GMCA
member(s) for area concerned)
GMCA retains statutory powers over work & skills, public service reform and low
carbon
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Legislative Framework

Police Reform & Social Responsibility Act 2011
• Came into force 22 November 2012
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• Introduced new governance arrangements for Police Forces
• Created the statutory office of Police and Crime Commissioner
• Created Police and Crime Panels
• Abolished Police Authorities

Police & Crime Commissioner (PCC)
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• There is a PCC for each police area
• The PCC is elected
• Holds office for 4 years
• Role — principal functions are to
• (a) secure the maintenance of the police force for the area,
• (b) secure that the police force is efficient and effective
• (c) hold the relevant chief constable to account for the exercise of—
• the functions of the chief constable, and
• the functions of persons under the direction and control of the chief constable

• Referred to in legislation as the “elected local policing body”

Police and Crime Panel (PCP)
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Police and crime panels outside London
• Each police area is to have a police and crime panel
• The PCP is a scrutiny body. It exists to scrutinise the police and crime
commissioner
• The local authorities for the police area must establish the PCP
• The PCP is a joint committee of the constituent councils
• The constituent councils must make the panel arrangements for the PCP
(see report on agenda)

Police and Crime Panel (PCP)
• Composition
• Appointed members
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• Ten (if there are ten or fewer constituent authorities)

• Co-opted members (statutory)
• Two

• Co-opted members (PCP appointed)
• The PCP may resolve to co-opted members but
• The number of co-opted members must be greater than two
• The Secretary of State must agree
• The total membership of the PCP must not exceed 20.

Greater Manchester Arrangements
Greater Manchester Combined Authority (Transfer of Police and Crime
Commissioner Functions to the Mayor) Order 2017/470
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• With effect from 8 May 2017
• The Mayor is to be treated as a Police and Crime Commissioner
• All property rights and liabilities of the former PCC vested in the
GMCA (as the legal entity)
• All decisions in relation to PCC functions are to be exercised by the
Mayor

Greater Manchester Arrangements
• Modifications
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• Panel Arrangements
• The Mayor or any member of the GMCA or substitute members may not be a member of
the GMPCP

• Deputy PCC
• In GM the role is the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime

Functions and Procedural Rules
• The functions are set by the constituent councils in the Panel
Arrangements
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• The procedural rules for the operation of the PCP are set by the Panel in
Rules of Procedure
•
•
•
•

Meetings - every 4 months, but in any case a minimum of 3 meetings per year
Quorum - at least one half of the whole number of Members
Voting – normally a simple majority with the Chair having a casting vote
Special voting – at least two thirds of the Members of the GMPCP on • Decision to exercise the GMPCP’s power to veto the amount of the PCC component of the
Mayor’s proposed precept
• Decision to exercise the GMPCP’s power to veto the PCC’s proposed appointment of a Chief
Constable

General Functions
• Section 28 PRSA 2011
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(a) review or scrutinise decisions made, or other action taken, by the relevant
police and crime commissioner in connection with the discharge of the
commissioner's functions; and
(b) make reports or recommendations to the relevant police and crime
commissioner with respect to the discharge of the commissioner's functions,

Special Functions - Police and Crime Plan
• The Mayor/PCC must produce a Police and Crime which sets out
Page 66

• the Mayor’s/PCC’s police and crime objectives;
• the policing which the CC is to provide;
• the financial and other resources which the Mayor/PCC is to provide to the
CC;
• the means by which the CC will report to the Mayor/PCC on the provision of
policing;
• the means by which the CC’s performance in providing policing will be
measured;
• the services to be provided in respect of anti-social behaviour and any grants
by the Mayor/PCC

Police and Crime Plan

• Before issuing or varying a police and crime plan, the Mayor/PCC
must—
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• send the draft plan or variation to the relevant police and crime panel
• have regard to any report or recommendations made by the panel in relation to the draft
plan or variation,
• give the panel a response to any such report or recommendations, and
• publish any such response.

Special Function - Annual Report
• The Mayor/PCC must produce a report (an “annual report”) on—
Page 68

(a) the exercise of the Mayor’s PCC functions in each financial year, and
(b) the progress made in meeting the police and crime objectives in the police and
crime plan.

• As soon as practicable after producing an annual report, the Mayor/PCC
must send the report to the relevant police and crime panel
• The Mayor/PCC must attend before the panel, to—
(a) present the report to the panel, and
(b) answer the panel's questions on the report.

• The Mayor/PCC must—
(a) give the panel a response to any report or recommendations on the annual report, and
(b) publish any such response

Special Functions - Precept
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• Mayor must notify the GMPCP of the proposed PCC component of
Mayor’s precept by 1st February of the relevant financial year
• GMPCP has the power to scrutinise and to veto the PCC component
of the Mayor’s precept by 8th February
• If there is a veto, Mayor must respond by 15th February with a revised
PCC component
• The PCP must issue its second report by 22nd February
• The Mayor must respond by 1st March

Special Function - Confirmation Hearings
• Chief Constable
• Mayor must notify the GMPCP of Page 70

•
•
•
•
•

Any proposed appointment of the Chief Constable of GMP
the name of the candidate
the criteria used to assess the suitability of the candidate
why the candidate satisfies those criteria
the terms and conditions on which the candidate is to be appointed

• Confirmatory hearing are held in public and the candidate is requested to
appear to answer questions
• Where the GMPCP exercises its power to veto the proposed appointment of a
Chief Constable of the GMP, the Mayor must propose another person for
appointment as Chief Constable

Special Function - Confirmation Hearings
Deputy Mayor Policing and Crime
• Mayor must notify the GMPCP Page 71

•
•
•
•

of any proposed appointment of DMPC
the criteria used to assess the suitability of the candidate
why the candidate satisfies those criteria
the terms and conditions on which the candidate is to be appointed

• Confirmatory hearing are held in public and the candidate is requested to
appear to answer questions
• The Mayor may accept or reject the GMPCP’s recommendation

Complaints
The Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints and Misconduct)
Regulations 2012 - complaints against the Mayor and DMPC
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• Serious complaints referred to the IOPC
• Complaints against the Mayor, if they are not serious, are referred to the
Monitoring Officer under the Code of Conduct for Members
• Complaints against the DMPC are dealt with under the GMPCP Complaints
Procedure
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Overview of the Plan

Overarching
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1. People feel safe at home, at work,
socialising and when travelling in
Greater Manchester
2. There is increased confidence in
police and other organisations that
contribute to community safety
3. The police and community safety
services are believed to be effective,
efficient and fair by direct users of the
services and the wider community.
4. The police and community safety
services are believed to be effective,
efficient and fair by direct users of the
services and the wider community
5. Places are believed to be safe /
secure and communities perceived to
be strong

Police and crime plan priorities & outcomes

Priority 1: Keeping people
safe
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6. There are fewer repeat victims;
particularly victims of violence,
abuse, exploitation, domestic abuse
and hate
7. Those who have been abused or
exploited are cared for and helped to
recover
8. Service users are satisfied with
the services they received from the
police and other organisations that
contribute to community safety
9. There are fewer inequalities in
satisfaction and confidence

Police and crime plan priorities & outcomes

Priority 2: Reducing Harm and
Reoffending
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10. There are fewer recidivists; particularly
those who perpetrate violence, abuse,
exploitation, domestic abuse and hate
11. There is a reduction in the frequency
and seriousness of offending particularly
amongst those who cause the greatest harm
including sex offenders
12. Justice is perceived to be fair and
equitable
13. There is increased confidence in the
treatment of those who have harmed by the
Criminal Justice System
14. There is increased confidence in
restorative approaches, rehabilitation /
recovery – of those who have harmed

Police and crime plan priorities & outcomes

Priority 3: Strengthening
communities and places
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15. Places are believed to be safe /
secure
16. People have better perceptions of
the places they live, work, socialise
and travel though
17. People feel communities are
stronger

GM Police and Crime Structure
Member

GMCA
Executive

Police and
Crime Panel
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Police and
Crime
Steering
Group

Officer

Linked Structures

GM Wider
Leadership
Team

Justice and Rehabilitation
Exec, Health and Justice
Board, Domestic Abuse
Partnership Board, Challenger
Board etc

Police and
Crime Leads
Group

DA Co-ordinators, YOTs, ASB
Leads etc

District
Community
Safety
Partnerships

Distric
Scrutin
Meetin

Greater Manchester Police and Crime – Work
Programme
Governance, Annual
Reports & Better Public
Services
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1. Fire
2. Police
3. Standing Together Plan – outcomes
framework
4. AGMA CCRU
5. Police and crime structure /
responsibilities
6. Pan GM Community Safety Collaboration
opportunities

Greater Manchester Police and Crime – Work
Programme
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Keeping People Safe
1. Victims Commissioning
2. Violence against women and girls
3. Fraud and online vulnerability
4. Organised Crime
5. Child Sexual Exploitation

Greater Manchester Police and Crime – Work
Programme
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Reducing Harm and
Offending
1. Health and Justice Strategy
2. Justice and Rehabilitation
3. Substance Misuse Strategy
4. Tackling Violent Crime

Greater Manchester Police and Crime – Work
Programme
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Strengthening
Communities and Places
1. Improving public places (reducing crime
and anti social behaviour)
2. Multi agency Problem Solving
3. . Cohesion, Prevent, &Hate Crime

Greater Manchester Police and Crime Panel – Forward
Plan

• June – Annual General Meeting
– Appoint chair & membership
– Confirm panel procedures
– Receive annual reports
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• October
– Precept briefing (process)

• November
– Precept briefing (considerations)

• January / February
– Precept setting
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GREATER MANCHESTER POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
Date:

23rd September 2019

Subject:

Standing Together - Priority 1 – Keeping People Safe

Report of:

Bev Hughes – Deputy Mayor for Police, Crime, Criminal Justice services and Fire

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to update members of the Police and Crime Panel regarding progress
against the commitments under priority one of the Standing Together Police and Crime PlanKeeping people safe.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Panel is requested to note the progress made.
CONTACT OFFICER:
Clare Monaghan
Director – Police, Crime and Fire team
Clare.monaghan@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1

Standing Together, the police and crime plan, is the overarching strategy which outlines the
Mayor’s vision for how policing and other services which contribute to community safety
will be delivered across Greater Manchester.

1.2

Standing Together was launched in March 2018 following extensive consultation with
district community safety partnerships, partners, communities and organisations from the
voluntary and community sector.

1.3

The plan identifies 3 key priorities:




Keeping people safe
Reducing harm and offending
Strengthening communities and places

1.4

Included in the plan are 34 high level commitments which describe the ambitions we have
agreed for Greater Manchester.

1.5

This report focusses on priority one of the plan – Keeping people safe, and provides a
summary of progress to date.

2.0

KEEPING PEOPLE SAFE

2.1

Priority one of the Standing Together plan is:
Keeping People Safe – protecting and caring for people who live, work, socialise and travel
in Greater Manchester. Protecting those who are vulnerable and those who are victims of
crime or at risk of being victimised. Building resilience, feelings of safety and confidence in
policing and community safety.

2.2

There are 11 high level commitments described within priority one. Summaries of the
progress made against the commitments for this priority are set out below.

2.3

Cohesion
We commit to working together to take account of any recommendations from the
Greater Manchester Preventing Hateful Extremism and Promoting Social Cohesion
Commission

2.3.1 In the immediate aftermath of the Manchester Arena attack in May 2017, a Community
Recovery Group, jointly chaired by Greater Manchester Police and Manchester City
Council, was established. Alongside this, in September 2017, the Greater Manchester
2
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Mayor established a Commission, which was asked to consider any learning in relation to
community cohesion and integration.
2.3.3 Both pieces of work highlighted areas of learning, and some key highlights are summarised
below. The GM Portfolio holder for cohesion is now Cllr David Jones, Leader of Bury
Council. The Deputy Mayor is supporting district level implementation by aligning hate
crime funding with the priorities that have been identified:







The need to provide young people with access to opportunities around learning,
training, employment and socialisation was seen as crucial. With this in mind, the free
bus pass for young people was introduced in August 2019. Alongside this, the Youth
Combined Authority have been working with local colleges and businesses to develop
opportunities around mentoring, which was identified in the research as a key
protective factor in relation to radicalisation.
A Cohesion Summit was hosted in July 2019, which included workshops where
engagement tools and techniques were debated and explored.
In some local areas, robust tension monitoring provides the police and partners with a
real opportunity to diffuse situations in communities, which have the potential to
escalate, very quickly. There are some excellent examples of where graffiti, or social
media comments have been addressed quickly and removed. The preventative impact
of work such as this cannot be underestimated.
Whilst a significant amount of training has been provided for partners over the course
of the last year, specific issues in relation to countering narratives and holding
challenging conversations have been raised by frontline staff. Work has been
undertaken to identify a suitable organisation to work at a Greater Manchester level to
support this work.

2.3.4 Led by the Deputy Mayor, Channel peer reviews will recommence in the New Year,
following the successful roll out of the Greater Manchester Dovetail pilot, which saw the
responsibility for Channel move from the police to local authorities. Many of the cases
referred involve some element of mental ill health and the Greater Manchester Health and
Social Care Partnership have made a commitment to attend these meetings.
2.3.5 Chaired by Greater Manchester Police, the GM Hate Crime Working Group is attended by
the GMCA and district hate crime and cohesion leads. The group monitors hate crime
trends, shares best practice and receives awareness raising inputs from third sector
advocacy organisations.
2.3.6 The Greater Manchester Hate Crime Awareness Week took place between 4th-10th
February 2019 with the aim of raising awareness of hate crime and the reporting and
support mechanisms.
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2.3.7 In 2019, the Deputy Mayor and the Police and Crime Panel allocated a combined £10,000
to each local authority area to fund hate crime-related activities. This included the
provision of small grants for locally-organised events by local community groups and bring
people from different backgrounds together to celebrate diversity and promote cohesion.
Over 150 activities and events took place across Greater Manchester directly engaging
thousands of people.
2.3.8 In addition, the Deputy Mayor provided £50,000 for a Greater Manchester wide
communications campaign. Utilising the partnership agreed ‘Lets End Hate Crime’
branding adverts were placed on buses, Metrolink platforms, street billboards, radio
adverts and on promotional items, reaching hundreds of thousands of people over the
course of the week. All promotional activity directed people to the dedicated Lets End Hate
Crime website (www.letsendhatecrime.com) which includes links to digital resources and
details on how to report hate crime and access support services.
2.3.9 Action throughout the week supported the principles arising from the Preventing Hateful
Extremism and Promoting Social Cohesion Commission’s ‘A Shared Future Report’.
2.3.10 The Deputy Mayor is also supporting the development of a Greater Manchester plan, to
highlight the collective priorities and actions of the GM partnership to combat hate crime.
As part of the development of this work hate crime victims and other interested parties
have been consulted to ensure their views are heard. Feedback will be used to further
develop the response to hate crime in Greater Manchester and will assist with the Deputy
Mayor’s ongoing review of victims’ services to ensure that victims of hate crime are able to
access meaningful help and support when needed.
2.4

Greater Manchester Victim Services
We commit to commissioning victim support services that meet the different needs of
victims and care for those who have been abused or exploited.

2.4.1. Standing Together and the Justice Devolution arrangements have helped to establish key
victim services objectives for Greater Manchester, these are:
(i) Use public service reform principles in commissioning services
(ii) Establish governance arrangements that focus on improving the victim’s journey
through the criminal justice system
(iii) Develop direct referrals for victims to services reducing multiple needs assessment &
handovers
(iv) Explore digital portals and information pathways
(v)Target key areas for vulnerable and repeat victims for system improvements
(vi) Support those victims who do not want to enter the criminal justice system to cope and
recover.
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(vii) Develop a Greater Manchester Victim Needs Assessment to aid targeting resources
and policy development
(viii)Deliver a Greater Manchester communications plan to inform victims about the service
they can expect to receive
2.4.2 Crucially, this work has also secured the following commitments from the Ministry of
Justice as part of devolution agreement:
(i) Continuation of the new Victim Services grant conditions to allow transfer of
programmed grant funds into next financial year not exceeding 1% of overall annual funds
(ii) To agree that Greater Manchester is a test-bed for innovative approaches for victims
and witnesses including digital pathways, user voice insight and information systems
(iii) To undertake joint working to evaluate the effectiveness and quality of nationally
commissioned services for victims, in support of a seamless system in Greater Manchester
(iv) Adoption of a scrutiny role for the monitoring of the Victims Code of Practice and use
the Greater Manchester dashboard to identify key issues in the local justice system which
require a joined up approach to deliver improvements
(v) To agree a programme to develop stronger links and ways of working at local level for
the benefit of witnesses in Greater Manchester
(vi) Work with Greater Manchester to understand the impact of the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Scheme on Victims of Terrorism
2.4.3 To support the objectives and commitments above, the Deputy Mayor has instigated a
Strategic Review of Victim Services. This review started in May 2019 with a well-attended
and well–received partnership workshop. The purpose of the Victims’ Service Strategic
Review is to ensure that services we commission or grant fund are aligned to our Standing
Together priorities, cost effective, achieving the desired outcomes in the Victims Outcomes
Framework and most importantly, are supporting the needs of victims. The review will also
consider system and structure issues across the criminal justice system. Ensuring that the
voices of victims contribute to any service design process is vital, therefore a call to
evidence and public survey has been launched over the summer 2019. The review findings
and recommendations will be reported in November 2019 following a further partnership
workshop.
The development of a serious violence programme for Greater Manchester and the
creation of a Violence Reduction Unit was in part informed by a comprehensive
community consultation exercise, including a workshop with the Youth Combined
Authority on knife crime / violent crime and by speaking to students, teachers, parents,
young offenders and other community groups
(ix)

In regards to rape and sexual assault support service, GMCA through the Justice Devolution
agreement, was invited by the Ministry of Justice to take part in their bid process and
jointly review and approve bids for support services for rape and sexual assault. This has
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(x)

resulted in the award of grants to three Greater Manchester services for three years;
further work will take place to undertake joint performance management, with the
prospect of the devolution of funds in the longer term. The Deputy Mayor has also
conducted a Round Table process on rape and sexual assault with key criminal justice
agencies to understand the system issues and the impact on prosecution rates. This has
led to a clear understanding of where the system issues are and what needs to be done. A
Rape Strategy Group has been established as part of Local Criminal Justice Board
arrangements to ensure the focus is maintained and issues are addressed. The work will
contribute to the Strategic Review of Victim Services regarding the support available to
victims at point of crisis and throughout and beyond the criminal justice system.
In addition to services mentioned above, the Deputy Mayor commissions a range of
specialist victim support services including:
 Hate Crime
 Domestic Abuse support line
 Contribution to Independent Domestic Violence Advocates
 Honour Based Abuse
 Female Genital Mutilation
 Rape and Sexual Assault including Independent Sexual Violence Advocates
 Modern Slavery/ Human Trafficking
All of the commissioned services will be consider in the strategic review to ensure we have
the right mix of services available.

2.5

Place based responses for preventing ASB and crime
We commit to working in partnership with local authorities, housing providers, Transport
for Greater Manchester and public health to develop effective responses to flagrant use
of drugs in public, the litter related to this and to educate young people about the risks
associated with using drugs.
We commit to working with Community Safety partnerships to develop a consistent,
place-based response to dealing with and preventing anti-social behaviour and crime.

2.5.1 Consultation with the public and front line staff highlighted the issues of anti-social
behaviour and fear as a result of the use of drugs in public places, drug related litter and
the importance of educating young people about the risks of drugs use.
2.5.2 The Greater Manchester Drug and Alcohol Strategy was launched in March 2019 together
with an implementation plan outlining a detailed programme of work across each of the six
priorities which are set out below and cut across all three priorities of the Standing
Together plan:
 Prevention and Early intervention
 Reducing drug and alcohol harm
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Building recovery
Reducing crime and disorder
Availability and access
Night time economies

2.5.3 The strategy commits to working with “Community Safety and local partners to address
drug related litter, open use of drugs, and drug and alcohol related anti-social behaviour,
inclusive of more recent issues relating to visible drug use such as Spice.”
2.5.4 Work is currently underway to progress this with GMP who will join with locality
Community Safety Leads, Drug and Alcohol Commissioners and Housing Providers to
identify issues, map hotspots and develop potential solutions, sharing good practice and
evaluation. This work will commence before the end of the year. Community Safety
Partnerships already utilise funding from the Deputy Mayor to support targeted multiagency activity to address issues that concern the community in the place they live.
Environmental anti-social behaviour, tackling drug related litter and overt drug use are key
priorities for this approach. Neighbourhood policing is an important focus for the Deputy
Mayor who committed to working with the Chief Constable to ensure that this is prioritised
in the deployment of increased numbers of police officers.
2.5.5 GMP are also planning to pilot Licensing Support Assessments that will develop and
encourage responsible management of Licensed Premises and thereby reduce and
prevent harm. This will be initially piloted in Manchester City Centre with a view to rolling
out across Greater Manchester.
2.5.6 Educating young people and reducing harm is also a key priority for this area of work.
Funded by the Deputy Mayor, the Greater Manchester Drugs Early Warning System
(EWS) was launched in 2017. It consists of two elements, online Professional Information
Networks (PINs) consisting of over 700 Greater Manchester professionals across our ten
local authorities and a multi-disciplinary online Drug Alert Panel consisting of local
professionals from the NHS, PHE, GMP, Manchester Metropolitan University and drug
service providers. The Alert Panel investigate drug related incidents and recommend
appropriate responses. The EWS works in tandem with MANDRAKE, a joint GMP,
Manchester Metropolitan University initiative that enables drugs to be tested rapidly when
incidents occur.
2.5.7 The main bulk of the work is conducted via the PINs which enable professionals to share
knowledge, keep up to date with national and local drugs intelligence, and make
appropriate responses. For example, professionals from across Greater Manchester were
able to exchange information and knowledge on the recent rise in the use of Xanax
(alprazolam) by young people and produce safeguarding protocols and clinical guidance.
Alerts are only issued on rare occasions: the most recent example (July 2019) was a
warning issued following multiple incidents of school children being hospitalised after
vaping what they thought was ‘THC’ or ‘cannabis oil’. Testing confirmed that the products
7
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actually contained synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists (Spice). In tandem with a public
warning, the EWS provided briefings for schools and young people’s substance misuse
teams to inform their responses.
2.5.8 The work of the EWS will directly inform the year two action (2020/21) in the GM Drug and
Alcohol Strategy Implementation Plan which commits to working with localities “to
promote the best evidence based drugs and alcohol education and prevention activities for
schools and services and community groups that have contact with our children, young
people and families.”
2.6

Fraud and online vulnerability
We commit to developing a fuller understanding of the nature and scale of online
vulnerability and working with service providers to make people safer when they are
online. This will require establishing the resources needed to increase online safety.

2.6.1 Standing Together identified the way demand for services is changing and now includes
digital crimes which increasingly target some of the most vulnerable people in our
communities. In response to this the Deputy Mayor committed to support businesses to
better protect themselves against cyber-attacks and to improve awareness of cyber and
economic crime amongst vulnerable communities.
2.6.2 The Cyber Resilience Centre for Greater Manchester - In support of the Greater
Manchester Digital Strategy, the Deputy Mayor and GMP have committed to addressing
the need for businesses to be better prepared for the cyber threat and digital
enablement through the creation of a Cyber Resilience Centre. This initiative already has
strong founding and follows similar successful initiatives, both in Scotland and in London.
2.6.3 In a joint venture between GMP and Manchester Digital, the Cyber Resilience Centre will
deliver cyber security advice and services that aim to rescue and rebuild businesses that
could be at risk from, or have suffered a cyber-attack. The centre would provide the
required ‘Prevent’ messaging to complement other GMCA work around cyber innovation
and business growth. Specifically the centre would work with partners and key
stakeholders to prepare cyber resilience and contingency planning exercises; connect
regional and national law enforcement activities around cyber-crime and develop academic
research and volunteer networks to support live investigations and digital challenges.
Opportunities will also be created to harness the skills of young people to divert them
away from cyber-crime.
2.6.4 The centre will be engaging key industry partners over the coming months ahead of
launching in November 2019.
2.6.5 On the 1st November 2017, GMP launched the Cyber and Economic Crime Awareness
Service (CECAS) with funding provided by the Deputy Mayor. The service is located within
8
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GMP’s Economic Crime Unit, it aims to safeguard people with high risk needs, prevent
people becoming victim of further crimes and offers an enhanced level of victim care
including volunteer visits. w
2.6.6 CECAS identifies vulnerable victims from police victim data and Action Fraud referrals and
staff make contact with victims or their guardians if preferred, to enable an assessment of
need and to ensure that they do not become a repeat victim of crime.
2.6.7 With a large percentage of those falling victim to telephone scams, online scams and
doorstep crime being older members of the community, GMP has also recruited a band of
older and retired volunteers for its Senior Scam Busters Team, who are trained to give
fraud advice and guidance to their peers.
2.6.8 Since its launch CECAS has provided support to over 2,100 victims through the provision of
crime prevention advice, home visits and referrals to other agencies for additional support.
National research exists to suggest that if you have been a victim of fraud once, you are
more likely to be a repeat victim. CECAS has worked to focus on vulnerable victims and to
date there have only been two reported repeat victims within this cohort, well below any
national figures on this, demonstrating the positive impact of this programme.
Additionally, victims are being supported to claim back money lost through the scams,
totalling more than £880,000 to date.
2.6.9 The CECAS programme has received funding from the Deputy Mayor over the last two
years and will now be considered as core business for GMP. Work is underway to scope
potential opportunities to expand the use of volunteers to reach more vulnerable victims
and communities.
2.7

Domestic Abuse
We commit to looking to expand and develop the access to forensic and aftercare
services provided to victims, particularly those who have been abused or exploited. By
taking a place-based approach to providing the aftercare to victims of rape and sexual
assault, female genital mutilation and child sexual exploitation, victims will receive the
care they need closer to home.

2.7.1 Domestic abuse and the impact on victims, families, witnesses and communities remains a
key work area and is highlighted as such within the Standing Together plan.
2.7.2 A new outcomes framework and performance dashboard are in the process of being
developed for the GM Domestic Abuse Partnership Board. A draft of this will be
presented at the Domestic Abuse Partnership Board meeting in October and will consider
data from criminal justice, education and some parts of the health system, in the first
instance. The dashboard will also consider the domestic abuse data which is available in
9
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relation to young people as direct victims and/or perpetrators, to attempt to pull together
a broader understanding of this emerging area of risk.
2.7.3 Following the success of the Home Office Innovation Fund pilot, a STRIVE contract has
been awarded for 3 years to provide an early help offer to victims of domestic abuse
who are assessed as being a “standard” risk, by the police. GMP are supporting the
service by providing dedicated risk assessors in each division, who will ensure that the
volunteers who directly support the victims of domestic abuse are not placed at risk
themselves.
2.7.4 Early indications from the pilot suggest that the vulnerability of service users is reduced,
following the STRIVE intervention. Roll out across the region will be completed by
September 2019, with a dedicated volunteer coordinators working in each GMP cluster. An
evaluation will be produced to inform future commissioning decisions.
2.7.5 Grants continue to be issued to support victims of domestic abuse from the victims fund.
Projects that have received support include an LGBT dedicated IDVA, who supported
over 100 cases in the first year. As calls to the police are logged, with the introduction of
the D66 closing code (which flags LGBT victims), the demand for this service is likely to
increase.
2.7.6 A Domestic Homicide Review (DHR) lessons learned event is planned for November. These
have been well attended in the past and allow for partners to discuss learning from
domestic homicides in a non-threatening space. The event will allow for any learning,
which has been implemented locally following the last session, to be shared with partners.
2.7.7 Workshops have been held to address the issue of stalking and develop a problem
solving approach to stalking in Greater Manchester. A successful CPD event was held in
July 2019 to raise the awareness of the issues of stalking, as evidence suggests that the
issue is under recorded.
2.7.8 An audit of perpetrator provision is underway. This will complement a report that
outlines the current offer in terms of perpetrator provision across Greater Manchester,
identify best practice, gaps and opportunities. Crucial to this work is to develop a
consistent approach to provision across the city region.
2.8

Complex safeguarding
We commit to working together to review our approach to complex safeguarding of
children in Greater Manchester and take account of any recommendations made by the
Assuring the Effectiveness of Multi Agency Responses to Child Sexual Exploitation in
Greater Manchester work
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We commit to maintaining a focus on the needs of children and young people, striving to
keep them safe and recognise that they can be victims of crime at home and in the
community. We will consult with the Youth Combined Authority and will consider
creating a schools engagement panel about how best to keep young people safe
2.8.1 Seven out of the ten districts now have a complex safeguarding team. The areas
outstanding (Oldham, Bolton & Tameside) are being supported to develop their teams so
that all districts have a team in place by 2020. All teams will deal with Child Sexual
Exploitation (CSE), Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE) and Modern Slavery. A partnership
peer review will have been completed in all areas by the end of September and feedback is
being shared with the senior leadership team in each area to develop and implement a
complex safeguarding action plan.
2.8.2 All 10 areas will have had Trauma, Strength and Relationship Based practice training
delivered by Research in Practice by the end of 2019. The Complex Safeguarding
Performance Framework is now in place and the first quarter reporting was presented to
the Complex Safeguarding Executive in August. Greater Manchester is working with the
Barnardo’s national centre of expertise to develop a Complex Safeguarding Assessment
tool that will be research and evidence based. This will be evaluated by the ‘What Works
Centre’.
2.8.3 Greater Manchester hosted a national Complex Safeguarding conference in April with
very positive feedback from the 250 person audience. A CPD event with the Complex
Safeguarding and Challenger Teams took place in May and the next event will take place on
30th October. There is an Operational group for CSE and CCE and a steering group for
Complex Safeguarding attended by Children’s Services Heads of Service and key partners.
2.8.4 Greater Manchester has successfully supported a consortium of Research in Practice, The
Children’s Society and The University of Bedfordshire in securing the contract for the DfEfunded Child Exploitation Support Programme enabling us to have access to a wealth of
research and best practice in working with young people at risk of exploitation.
2.8.5 The Children’s Society ‘Footsteps’ project, a bespoke intervention to target children at risk
of going missing repeatedly, ceased operation in February 2019, following two year seed
funding from the Mayor/Deputy Mayor. The project was designed to establish what works
for children who go missing from home, to try to reduce the number of incidents.
2.8.6 The evaluation of the project demonstrated that children who are offered bespoke
interventions do reduce the number of times they go missing. The project also identified a
number of key criterion that supported this. At the Directors of Children’s Services (DCS)
meeting on 5th April 2019, DCSs agreed to conduct an audit of their local missing from
home services, to determine what best practice and gaps exist locally. This audit will be
completed by January 2021. On the back of the success of the Deputy Mayor’s funding,
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the Children’s Society have since been awarded Big Lottery funding, to continue to
develop the missing from home response across GM.
2.8.7 The Deputy Mayor also funds a GM wide bespoke service to provide support for victims
or those at risk of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) up to the age of 21 called the
Guardian Project. The project provides emotional support for girls directly affected and
also provides support and education for their families and communities. Work is also
delivered in at risk communities and schools across the conurbation. In its first year of
operation, the “Guardian Project” saw over 100 females, from across the GM footprint.
The project supported professionals in safeguarding meetings, provided advice and
support to families and supported the police and other agencies to issue FGM Protection
Orders.
2.8.8 An FGM needs assessment has recently been produced, which highlights where the key
risks and concerns are. An FGM annual report has also been produced by the GM FGM
forum, which outlines headlines in terms of progress over the last year and includes:
•
The establishment of a GM reporting protocol
•
Operation Limelight (awareness raising project at Manchester Airport)
•
Community engagement events to raise the profile
2.8.9 The partnership work that has been undertaken by the project means that professionals
now have a much clearer understanding of routes into advice and support. They are able
to access culturally sensitive support, which enables a more culturally appropriate
response when issues are raised at safeguarding meetings.
2.8.10 Community engagement events in those areas which may be more at risk of FGM have
taken place and as a result, the number of referrals into the Guardian project have risen
from 83 to 140 in the second year. This means more children are accessing the support
they need, if they have either had FGM, or are deemed to be at risk.
2.8.11 The project is currently being reviewed as part of the review of the GM victim services.
2.9

Honour Based Abuse
We commit to further expanding the training offered to frontline workers to help them
spot the warning signs of a possible forced marriage to prevent victimisation

2.9.1 Project Choice is funded by the Deputy Mayor and is managed by Oldham Council, on
behalf of Greater Manchester. The service receives referrals from across Greater
Manchester, with the greatest number of referrals coming from Manchester and Oldham.
The project provides support for individuals at risk of Forced Marriage and Honor Based
Abuse and has supported agencies to issue a number of Forced Marriage Protection
Orders, over the course of the last year. The project also does awareness raising for
professionals and in schools.
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2.9.2 The project is currently being reviewed as part of the review of the GM victim services.
2.10 Mental Ill health
Mental health nurses will be based in the police control room, providing advice to the police
about how to respond when calls are received from people who appear to be in distress due
to their mental ill-health. This will help the police to make better choices and to get people
who are in crisis the right support more quickly. It also avoids unnecessary visits to Accident
and Emergency.
2.10.1 The GMCA and GM’s ten clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) now jointly commission
the GM Control Room Triage team (CRT). This team is fully integrated into the
vulnerability support unit in GMP’s police control room. Members of the team provide
direct advice and support, on a 24/7 basis, to police officers when they encounter mentally
vulnerable members of the public. This includes guidance about decision-making and
support for system navigation, and often takes place during time-critical emergencies
involving risk to life. The purpose of the team is to help the police to make better choices,
and to get care and support to people who are in crisis quickly and effectively.
2.10.2 An evaluation of the pilot undertaken in the first part of 2019 has found that:
 30% of all incidents supported by GMP which featured mental health as a primary
characteristic were supported by the service. Cases supported included critical
emergencies, for which CRT was able to support system navigation, and less urgent
cases involving concern for welfare, for which CRT was able to step down an
unnecessarily intensive system response.
 96% of police officers felt that the service enhanced their decision-making, and gave
them increased confidence that the outcome of a given incident was appropriate.
 The service created demand reduction savings for a range of partners, including
reduced call-outs for GMP and reduced attendances at A&E.
2.10.3 This pilot period is due to conclude on 31st January 2020, and the Deputy Mayor and NHS
commissioners have confirmed support to fund the service (with the revised name “Mental
Health Tactical Advice Service” for an additional 24 months (to the end of January 2022).
2.10.4 In addition to this commission, colleagues from the team continue to support a broad
agenda around mental health and policing. This includes:
 Collaborating with colleagues from GMP, NWAS and mental health to design a pan-GM,
multi-agency protocol for responding to concern for mental wellbeing;
 Supporting a partnership-level, system-wide problem statement for section 136; and,
 Engaging partners to ensure that enhancements around crisis care in the NHS long
term plan adequately support the police.
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2.11 Modern slavery
We commit to lobbying government about the importance of addressing
poverty in the countries in which victims of modern slavery originated. We also commit to
lobbying the Home Office to improve the services offered to repatriated victims in country
of origin.
2.11.1 The multi-agency approach to modern slavery has continued apace, with partnership
meetings taking place every six weeks to highlight emerging threats, trends and develop a
coordinated response to slavery. This has had an impact on some significant modern
slavery operations and investigations over the past 12 months, including implementing the
first Slavery and Trafficking Risk Order in Greater Manchester.
2.11.2 Slavery and trafficking convictions have been successfully pursued and obtained against
organised crime group members in Rochdale, where individuals were being criminally
exploited in drug trafficking. These were secured through innovative investigative work
that included taking a victimless, evidence based approach which enabled the vulnerable
victim to be safeguarded against retribution.
2.11.3 On 30th August 2019, the Greater Manchester Modern Slavery Business Network hosted a
workshop with the Home Office’s Modern Slavery Unit as an opportunity to review the
recommendations from in the Independent Review of the Modern Slavery Act and
influence the proposed changes to primary legislation with the intention of reducing the
likelihood of international trafficking and modern slavery
2.11.4 The Deputy Mayor has agreed that Greater Manchester will be a host site for a Victim
Navigator role, funded by the charity Justice and Care. The role will work with the
Modern Slavery Co-ordination Unit and local investigation teams to support identified
victims of modern slavery, in both obtaining available support post exploitation,
repatriation to a home country is required (including working closely with support agencies
within that home country), and enabling the victim to better support prosecutions, if they
choose to.
2.11.5 Stop the Traffik UK continue to provide support to the NGO forum, and are providing a
more evidence based approach to modern slavery, enabling a framework for open source
and community data to be gathered and analysed, and bespoke products to be created to
highlight issues and themes affecting support agencies and victims in Greater Manchester.
This includes phase two of a research project exploring the exploitation of the homeless
community in Greater Manchester. It is intended that this will build the available evidence
base and enable the city region to work with support agencies and individuals to be more
aware of the risks of exploitation, enabling increased prevention and protection against
vulnerability.
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2.11.6 We have developed, in partnership with the Association of Directors of Social Services
(ADASS) and Stop the Traffik, train the trainer packages that have been rolled out across
the city region. Over 100 individuals from Local Authorities, Foundation Trusts and Mental
Health Trusts have attended the training, targeted at adult providers, with training sessions
being cascaded to their own organisations by those trained. A package to include
children’s services has been developed, with additional input by Barnardo’s (provider of
the Independent Child Trafficking Guardian service) to be delivered in 2019/20.
3.0

STANDING TOGETHER OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK

3.1

Previously reported to Police and Crime steering group and the Panel, the Deputy Mayor
has supported the development of an outcomes framework for the Standing Together
plan.

3.2

The outcomes framework has been developed using a wide range of data, including data
from GMP, the Office of National Statistics and Ministry of Justice.

3.3

In addition to data that is already available, there was an identified gap of data providing
insight into public protection that was consistent across GM. To this end an ongoing public
perception survey has been commissioned which asks people’s perceptions of safety,
confidence in GMP and other community safety organisations, satisfaction with services
that the person has been in contact with, some indicators of community cohesion and a
number of demographic questions.

3.4

Recognising the differences in data analysis across districts, an electronic dashboard has
been developed, bringing together all of the relevant data in the outcomes framework
under each of the Standing Together priorities. The dashboard is web based and provides a
breakdown of data at a GM, Local Authority and lower (where data is available).

3.5

The dashboard has been presented to colleagues in districts and it is intended to be used
to complement local arrangements and data collection.

4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS.

4.1

Recommendations are at the front of the report.
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GREATER MANCHESTER POLICE AND CRIME PANEL

Date:

14th November 2019

Subject:

Standing Together: Priority 2 – Reducing Harm and Offending

Report of:

Bev Hughes – Deputy Mayor for Police, Crime, Criminal Justice services and Fire

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to update members of the Police and Crime Panel regarding progress
against the commitments under priority two of the Standing Together Police and Crime Plan- Reducing
Harm and Offending.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Panel is requested to note the progress made.
CONTACT OFFICER:

Clare Monaghan
Director – Police, Crime and Fire team
Clare.monaghan@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1

Standing Together, the police and crime plan, is the overarching strategy which outlines the
Mayor’s vision for how policing and other services which contribute to community safety will be
delivered across Greater Manchester.

1.2

Standing Together was launched in March 2018 following extensive consultation with district
community safety partnerships, partners, communities and organisations from the voluntary and
community sector.

1.3

The plan identifies 3 key priorities:




Keeping people safe
Reducing harm and offending
Strengthening communities and places

1.4

Included in the plan are 34 high level commitments which describe the ambitions we have agreed
for Greater Manchester.

1.5

Progress towards priority one of the plan was reported at the September 2019 meeting. This
report focusses on priority two of the plan – Reducing Harm and offending, and provides a
summary of progress to date.

2.0

REDUCING HARM AND OFFENDING

2.1

Priority two of the Standing Together plan is:
Reducing harm and Offending - Preventing and reducing anti-social and criminal behaviour
including the most serious offending and terrorism by solving problems, intervening early and
rehabilitating offenders to build confidence in criminal justice.

2.2

This report provides a detailed overview of progress against this priority.
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Delivering Standing Together Priority Two

High-Level
Commitments:


Introduction and Overview
Standing Together
Priority Two of the Standing Together plan is:
Reducing Harm and Offending - Preventing and reducing anti-social
and criminal behaviour including the most serious offending and
terrorism by solving problems, intervening early and rehabilitating
offenders to build confidence in criminal justice.
There are four high level commitments described within priority two.
Summaries of the progress made against the commitments for this
priority are set out in this report.
In addition, there are a number of work areas that cut across each of
the four commitments.

Strategic Approach and Key Developments
The Justice and Rehabilitation Executive is the GM public service
reform body chaired by the Deputy Mayor, which drives much of the
Reducing Harm and Offending priority. The Executive’s four priority
areas are:
Youth Justice Transformation: An integrated offer for Greater
Manchester’s young people
Smarter Justice: Taking a problem solving approach and using family
centred principles
Reforming Adult Offender Management: From conviction, to custody to
resettlement and rehabilitation
Improving the Victim Journey: Joining up the system to improve the
quality of service and experience

3
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Commitment - Early
identification in order to
prevent the risk of people
offending and reoffending
Commitment – Effective
age appropriate
interventions that work
closely with mainstream
service provision

Commitment –
Resettlement of offenders
from prison custody

Commitment Restorative Justice



Justice and Rehabilitation
The Justice and Rehabilitation Executive’s four priority areas also form the core of the Justice
Devolution Memorandum of Understanding that was led by the Deputy Mayor and signed-off
by the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) and Combined Authority in May 2019. It was formally launched
by MoJ Minister Argar and the Deputy Mayor through a service-user voice workshop.
A significant development arising out of the devolution arrangements has been the
agreement to a unified probation service on a GM footprint. Co-design discussions have
started in earnest with GM through a joint meeting with Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation
Service (HMPPS) on 3rd September 2019. In addition, a report went to the Justice and
Rehabilitation Executive in September 2019, to consider the HMPPS probation service design
blueprint and the Deputy Mayor is interviewing for the GM Probation Service Director post on
15th November with HMPPS.

Justice and Rehabilitation Governance
The governance structure is as follows:

Justice and Rehabilitation
Executive
1. Youth Justice
Transformation

Youth Justice Steering
Group
Chair: Merlin Joseph

3. Reforming Adult
Offender Management

2. Smarter Justice

Adult Offender
Management Reform
Board
Chair: CS Paul Savill

Local Criminal Justice
Board
Chair: DCC Ian Pilling

Justice Devolution
Governance
Board (GM &MoJ)

3. Improving the
Victim Journey

Victim Services
Improvement Board
Chair: ACC Rob Potts

A key enabler to support delivery of the four priorities is the development of a
performance framework, which includes a dashboard for each of the priorities and an
underpinning multi-agency CJS performance database.
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Commitment 1
Early identification in order to prevent the risk of people offending and reoffending
We commit to developing a better understanding of the behaviours that
precede offending such as non-payment of rent, children absent from school,
or increased alcohol use. As part of our family-centred approach, placebased multi-agency teams will use these indicators to identify people,
particularly women, and take steps to prevent their behaviours escalating into
offending. We will promote voluntary engagement with services and, where
necessary, use all the powers available to police and criminal justice
agencies to enforce compliance with programmes which will address the
causes of offending, including the use of conditions, such as drug and alcohol
treatment requirements.

Youth Justice Analytics
Specialist analytics, commissioned by the Deputy Mayor for the Youth Justice Transformation
Programme, attempted to link youth offending and police data. There have been difficulties
with the consistency and quality of the data and discussions are taking place with the Youth
Justice Board to enable GM to receive a ‘download’ of data on a regular basis. This data will
then feed in to the Criminal Justice System (CJS) dashboard.
In considering the data and key features, the following issues have arisen from the data and
discussions with partners:
 A number of young people go through the custody suite without Youth Justice Service
referrals
 Concern expressed from partners about ‘No Further Action’ (NFAs) and the lack of
‘consequences’ in the system
 Rebalancing the system – we don’t want to criminalise young people but how do we
use the levers of the system to do something
 Discussions have started about ‘Looked After Children’ issues – data shows us that there
is an issue around care homes but we don’t know if young people are being reported
to police too readily or if there is an increased risk of offending / exploitation /
instigation Further work is needed to better understand the issues relating to care homes
 The peak of offending is at ‘school home time’ which is recognised across CJS partners
– and there are various initiatives linked to Home Office funding that are considering
this.
 It’s about place – young people don’t tend to travel widely – localities are key.
5
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 There is a link with social deprivation via Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) profiling. This
could be linked to the impact of austerity – our most vulnerable communities being hit
the hardest.
 Disproportionality is an issue at sentence – we are linked to a youth problem solving
court research initiative to look at further opportunities for diversion at this point.
The national Youth Justice Board focus has been to achieve a reduction in ‘first time entrants’ to
the criminal justice system. However, from a risk and harm basis locally, we need to focus on
repeat / prolific offenders and the level of harm they cause. We may need to bring more
people in to the ‘system’ to ensure that we can direct them to the correct pathways – this does
not have to result in a criminal justice outcome - but the current risk is that people are hidden
and potentially miss out on early intervention.
Data packs have been created for each district and shared with youth justice leads. Each lead
has been individually engaged with by police and crime team staff and a consultation on key
issues with leads and the MoJ is taking place on 14th November 2019 which will culminate in a
‘Round Table’ discussion with the Deputy Mayor.

Early Intervention Youth Fund

In July 2018, the Deputy Mayor made a successful bid to the Home
Office’s Early Intervention Youth Fund to the value of £1,014,500. This
bid will support the GMCA working alongside GMP and GM
Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) and Youth Justice Teams.

GM’s programme consists of targeted intervention in all GM Local Authorities, alongside
quantitative research and the Targeted Intervention Programme - this involves the delivery of
direct 1-2-1 interventions in all 10 Local Authorities (£30k per authority per year), focussed on
young people identified to be at risk of committing serious violence and escalating their criminal
behaviour. The interventions are designed, commissioned and co-ordinated locally by each of
the GM CSPs, working with their youth justice services and local partners, including the Police
and Social Care.
The Salford Foundation, who’s STEER model is the basis for the programme, are acting as the
Strategic Delivery Partner to provide support to local authorities to start-up and develop their
targeted intervention programme.
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Research and analytics - Edge Hill University are engaged as the evaluation partner and will
independently assess the effectiveness and impact of the targeted intervention programme.
The results will enable us to:





Assess the programme’s effectiveness in enabling participants to desist from crime and
serious youth violence.
Understand the behaviours, attributes and risk factors of the cohorts of young people
involved in serious youth violence
Understand which interventions are most appropriate and effective
Assess the different models and approaches used to deliver the intervention in different
local authority areas

In addition, a quantitative analysis of seven years (2012 to June 2019) of Greater Manchester
Police’s data is being undertaken to help us further understand what the wider problem of
serious violence looks like and help inform future decisions as to where resources and
interventions can be best directed to address the challenge.
Due to Government grant conditions and constraints, this funding would not provide the
resources for a long-term solution and therefore the proposal focussed on developing an
improved system-wide understanding of youth violence in GM and an evidence base of ‘what
works’. Through this programme, it is anticipated that we will be in a strong position to apply for
and utilise future Government funding streams for early intervention, prevention and serious
violence. The Deputy Mayor will consider business cases for sustainability, dependent on the
future government funding position.

Whole System Approach to Women at Risk
The Deputy Mayor, through the Justice and Rehabilitation Executive, co-commissions a Whole
System Approach to Women at Risk with the Community Rehabilitation Company and other
external funders.
The whole system approach aims to identify women at the points of arrest, sentence and
release from custody to offer support to help change behaviour. Where appropriate, women
are diverted away from justice interventions into support to meet their needs. Examples of this
are referral to women’s centres at point of arrest directly by police or partners in the custody
suite including the custody healthcare and liaison and diversion service. Where it is in the
public interest for the women to go through the justice system, there is a problem solving court
approach that aims to reduce the number of women sentenced to short custodial sentences.
We know short custodial sentences do not allow women to receive the support they need to
address their offending behaviour and which can cause major disruption and harm to families
and children. This reduction is achieved by proposing intensive community interventions, which
take a trauma informed approach, and co-ordinating justice, voluntary sector and local
authority support through the local women’s centre.
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The problem solving court approach was initially delivered only from Manchester Magistrates
Court, however, during the summer of 2019 this approach was rolled out across all 10 Greater
Manchester courts and local authority areas. The national ‘Transforming Rehabilitation’ and
the ‘Transforming Summary Justice’ programmes have put significant obstacles in the way of
the development of this approach but local governance structures have supported justice,
voluntary and community services to come together to better meet the need of vulnerable
women.

The criteria and process:
A Woman has:
•

multiple support needs,

•

offended at the level of a medium to high tariff Community Order, a Suspended
Sentence Order or a short custodial sentence

Success is contingent on:
•

Pre Sentence Reports

•

Magistrate, supported by court Legal Advisors, will consider sentencing the woman to
such a sentence with a problem solving approach.

Once sentenced - women attend Review Hearings to monitor progress. The approach is also
being used in the Crown Court when appropriate.
The following performance information demonstrates the demand reduction achieved across
Greater Manchester compared to national England and Wales reduction rates.
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Women who receive a custodial sentence are worked with in custody and there are two
dedicated Prison Link workers who provide a bespoke ‘through the gate’ service for Greater
Manchester women at HMP Styal. This service works with the women for the first three days in
the community to engage them with their local women’s centre and wider community
support. The vast majority of women subject to probation in the community are seen at their
local women’s centre to further promote the advantages of engagement with their women’s
service.
The Deputy Mayor is working to secure funding considering the sustainability of the Whole
System Approach and will be engaging with local partners regarding this in the New Year.

Pilot on Community Sentence Treatment Requirements (CSTRs)
The Deputy Mayor agreed a pilot on Community Sentence Treatment Requirements, which
became fully operational in September 2019. This national programme aims to reduce the risk
of re-offending, and the use of shortterm custodial sentences, by improving
Community Case Reviews
health and social care outcomes for
offenders.

Aim: to increase both the quality and
usage of Drug Rehabilitation
Requirements (DRRs) and Alcohol
Treatment Requirements (ATRs).
Many offenders experience drug and
alcohol problems but the use of CSTRs,
to encourage people into treatment for
these problems, has been declining
over recent years. This decline has been accompanied by a fall in judicial confidence in such
court orders. However, as shown by pilots elsewhere in the country, improved partnership
working can increase the use of treatment requirements and reduce the number of vulnerable
people in custody.

The reviews will encourage greater joint
accountability and joint delivery between
agencies. Courts will be kept fully informed
of progress and have the option to make
an order more onerous in the event of noncompliance

National data evidences that between 2009 and 2017
the use of DRRs and ATRS fell by 46% and 41%
respectively.

A central feature of the GM approach to increasing the uptake of treatment requirements will
be the introduction of regular community case reviews. Treatment and offender managers will
jointly meet with the service user (and significant others if they choose) to give everyone the
opportunity to reflect on progress and shape responses that best promote recovery and reduce
reoffending.
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Requirements may involve drug testing of the offender if there are community safety concerns
or if testing is thought necessary to measure engagement.
Before receiving ministerial approval, considerable preparatory work was undertaken with local
criminal justice partners and the Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
(GMMH) who provide drug and alcohol services for residents of the pilot areas of Bolton, Salford
and Trafford. Court-based staff and magistrates were also consulted to promote confidence in
the orders being requested and the approach being adopted in GM.
We have already seen an increase in orders and full evaluation will take place by the end of
March 2020. It is the Deputy Mayor’s intention to expand the programme across GM if the pilot
succeeds in increasing the numbers of people receiving CSTRs and produces successful
outcomes.

Integrated Healthcare in Custody and Wider Liaison & Diversion Service
Commissioned by the Deputy Mayor, this service simultaneously delivers the traditional aspects
of custody healthcare and the liaison and diversion offer rolled out across England in recent
years. The integration of these services at the point of commissioning was nationally unique. By
unifying them, Greater Manchester has been able to enhance the scale of health support which
is available to individuals with issues relating to physical or mental health, or substance misuse,
when they come into contact with the criminal justice system. They are also able to ensure that
these vulnerabilities are better supported when individuals return to the community – reducing
the likelihood of re-offending in the long-term through the support of ten community support

navigators in each GM locality. This service is
present in all police custody suites across
Greater Manchester, and in our magistrates’
and crown courts. The service has been in
operation since 2017 and works with approx.
25,000 offenders per annum. An independent
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evaluation of the service will be completed in
2020.Commitment 2
Commitment – Effective age appropriate interventions that work closely
with mainstream service provision
We commit to explore opportunities with criminal justice partners to
develop consistent, age appropriate interventions delivered by youth
and adult offending services together. This will involve improving the links
between children’s and adult’s services

Intensive Community Orders (ICO)
The Deputy Mayor oversees the delivery of Intensive Community Orders (ICO) via both the
Justice and Rehabilitation Executive and the CA’s Reform Investment Fund. ICO continues to
be used effectively for young men aged 18 – 25 as an alternative to a short-term custodial
sentence. Annually, approximately 400 young men are accessing the programme, with 65%
completing successfully.
In 2019 the Programme was rolled out to include young men being released from HMP Hindley
back to Greater Manchester. Partners of Prisoners who are one of the ICO delivery partners, will
work with both the offender and their family/ significant other through the gate linking both
parties to the ICO community offer once released. So far, 22 young men from Hindley are
engaging in the programme. This aspect of the programme will be evaluated in 2020.
Re-offending rates for the ICO cohort continue to be lower than the generic 18 – 24 year old
cohort managed by Probation (5 percentage point lower in the last dataset), and frequency of

Case Study: Liaison and Diversion
The Liaison and Diversion team jointly worked with a health care
professional to screen a female juvenile in custody. On screening it was identified
that the young woman appeared to be the victim and had bruising and a bite mark
to her body. She disclosed how her mother and sister were treating her at home and
this information was shared with the arresting officer and the allocated social worker.
This changed the police process and how she was treated and viewed in police
custody. The allocated social worker came to custody to offer support to the girl and
make appropriate arrangements to safeguard her. The approach taken by the team
empowered the girl and supported her to voice what was happening to her at home
and follow-up steps were taken to ensure she is protected in the community.
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re-offending is also reduced.

Snapshot: Local CRC data suggests 26.3% of participants have re-offended, compared to the
generic 18 – 24 CRC cohort proven re-offending rate of 36.6%. The percentage breaching resulting
in custody rate stands at 7.5% with only 12 young men being sent to prison as a result of a breach
in the last 12 months.

Prison Governors Group
A GM Prison Devolution Forum was developed in May 2019 in response the Justice Devolution
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). This group has representation from the GMCA and the
main prisons where GM offenders are held. Within this forum it had been raised that HMP Forrest
Bank were having issues with young males in their transition from the youth estate – mainly
Wetherby Young Offenders Institute (YOI) to Forest Bank. Many were being transferred as high
risk prisoners due to their behaviour whilst in Wetherby.
Through the established partnership that GM has, links were made between Forest Bank and
Wetherby, where planned work with young males takes place before the transition to the adult
estate. This includes a video that has been developed at Forest Bank using males from that
estate which is shown to the young male in Wetherby. On arrival the young male is now given
a dedicated adult worker who helps them to focus on education, training and development
through programmes including arts and sport. They have also developed a mentoring scheme
with older males to support the 18 -25 cohort. It is being reported that since these changes were
implemented there has been a significant improvement in behaviour on arrival.

Sex Offender Polygraph Pilot
Reducing harm and offending approaches also include targeted enforcement. The Deputy
Mayor sponsored a two-year Home Office funded programme called ACCORD which looked
at a whole-system approach to managing sex offenders. The legacy of this work has been the
completion of research into the effective use of polygraph by the police. The findings
demonstrate that there have been significant positive results and safeguarding as a result of
polygraph examinations. National research, funded by the GM programme, is due to be
published in November 2019.
The national polygraph research paper is still in draft format but clearly shows that offenders
who undertake a polygraph are significantly more likely to disclose information about risk of
offending than those who do not. In terms of safeguarding children, in excess of 200 children
have been safeguarded in GM as a direct result of information received from polygraph
examinations.
Key polygraph performance highlights for GM for Registered Sex Offenders:
84% of tests completed in 2018
resulted in a disclosure to the
police, which we did not know
previously. Of these…

27% related to child contact
and 20% related to a breach
12
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In terms of taking polygraph forward nationally, the National Policing lead is engaged in this
work it is likely that polygraph will be able to be added as a condition to Sexual Harm
Prevention Orders. We will be working with the national lead and police services to seek to
use polygraph as part of the exit strategy for Registered Sex Offenders coming off notification
requirements.
The forthcoming Domestic Abuse Bill sees the National Probation Service using polygraph as a
risk management tool for high risk Domestic abuse perpetrators who are on licence. There are
many perpetrators who are in the community who present significant risk to vulnerable people
and there is scope for polygraph to be used in offender management in this area. The Deputy
Mayor will be considering business cases to this effect.
The police have a variety of powers and civil orders in which to safeguard and protect
including violent offender orders, Domestic Violence Protection Orders, Clare’s Law, Sarah’s
Law, Serious Crime Prevention Orders, Criminal Behaviour Orders, Slavery and Trafficking
Prevention and Risk Orders. The new Stalking and Harassment Protection Order also provides
opportunity to manage high risk offenders through polygraph examinations.
The Deputy Mayor, in collaboration with GMP, will be hosting a learning event in the New Year
to share the findings and consider safeguarding implications across child and adult services.

Commitment 3
Commitment – Resettlement of offenders from prison custody
We commit to working with the Ministry of Justice and prison governors to
develop a resettlement prison for Greater Manchester to prepare prisoners for
release and help them to secure employment, housing and prevent
reoffending.
Although the Government has announced that the MoJ’s Prison Estate Transformation
Programme has been delayed we have continued to work to prepare prisoners for their
release with the ambition of reducing re-offending and preventing further harm to people and
our communities.
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Reform of Adult Offender Management
A new Board has been established by the Deputy Mayor to drive reform around Adult
Offender Management, which is chaired by Chief Superintendent Paul Savill from GMP.
The role of the Adult Offender Management Reform Board is to:
•

To progress a strategic needs assessment for offenders

•

To develop problem solving approaches for the person and the agencies

•

To understand diversion pathways & offender pathways

Key work areas for the board include:




A business case is being developed to map and scope the use of peer mentors and
voluntary sector trusted relationship in diversionary activity
A task and finish is in place to review Reducing Reoffending Boards and consider how
they can be supported
Stocktake of Integrated Offender Management will be undertaken to review
performance and consider its role against the new probation service blueprint

For the Strategic Offender Needs Analysis that is being undertaken, a number of critical factors
have been identified:

These factors will help build the priorities and work programme for the Board and will feed
back through local Reducing Reoffending Boards.
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Tackling violence in prisons – work at Hindley
Linked to the work of the GM Adult Offender Management Reform Board, the North West Prison
Governors have commissioned work to look at violence in North West prisons with a focus on
young men from Greater Manchester. GMCA will work with the North West prisons and the North
West Safer Custody Unit to undertake various pieces of work which will include a strategic
violence assessment across the prisons, a focus on 18-25 year old men in HMP Hindley and their
offending inside the prison and prior to sentence, and young men transferring to HMP Forest
Bank and HOM Hindley from HMP/YOI Wetherby on turning 18 years old. The aim will be to
reduce violence across the North West estate through needs analysis and improved flow of
information. Work will commence in late 2019 and report to the Deputy Mayor and partners via
the Justice and Rehabilitation Executive.

Community Rehabilitation Company – Through the Gate
A new integrated Through the Gate specification was launched on 1st April 2019 and the
Deputy Mayor held a GM partnership event in March 2019. Following this, a CRC strategic
manager has attended most CSP/Reducing Reoffending meetings to present the enhanced
model.
To aid the delivery and development of the service. The model is delivered in prisons across
GM (HMP Manchester, Forest Bank) and prisons outside of GM that have a population that
resettle in Greater Manchester (HMP Thorn Cross, Risley, Hindley Women in Styal).
Whilst the enhanced specification has meant an injection of resources, Shelter continues to
provide an existing service delivering against the accommodation, Employment Training and
Education (ETE), finance benefit and debt pathways. The CRC has recruited additional staff to
deliver specialist services against the enhanced levels. Each prison now has a strategic
manager leading on the delivery of the service, working in partnership with the prison to
ensure the specification is being delivered.
The CRC has implemented the new MoJ specification against a desistance-based delivery
model that aims to integrate the work between community and custody. It is underpinned by
the assessment of individuals using three key enabling areas: stable lifestyle, healthy lifestyle
and prosocial lifestyle.

A suite of brief interventions has also been developed and rolled out as part of the
implementation of the new service. They include interventions that can operate across the
gate for example, there are brief interventions such as: “Creating Positive Connections” aimed
at increasing social capital and “Positive Self Image” aimed at improving an individual’s selfesteem in order to support a positive lifestyle in the community. “Stay Safe” is for individuals
who engage in sex work and explores personal safety and readiness for release.
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Where possible, a discharge hub will be established at resettlement prisons. They are currently
operating in: HMPs - Manchester, Forest Bank, Risley and Styal. This function facilitates the initial
appointment for all CRC managed cases. National Probation Service (NPS) cases may also
access services at the hub where appropriate such as mentor pick up, setting up universal
credit claims etc.
The day of release can be extremely chaotic for most services users who must juggle
appointments with housing, recovery services etc. By removing the need to also attend at a
CRC office, compliance and engagement has been seen to improve.

GM developments include:






Several workshops have been held by the CRC between October 2018 and
June 2019 to engage community based resettlement officers
Funding and performance aligned to ‘A Bed Every Night’ is in development
GM Homelessness worker post at point of release
Development of mentoring service to expand the number of people that
have access to support at the gate
Education, Training and Employment: Joint work has been undertaken with
the ministry of Justice & GMCA on ensuring the new skills budget within the
prisons is relevant to the Greater Manchester Labour Market. Subsequently a
new Task & Finish group has been set up chaired by the Governor of HMP
Forrest Bank to look at the in prison and the ‘through the gate’ offer. GMCA
has committed to looking at ways of flexing the Adult Education Budget to
support those on short sentences and those who are soon to leave to align
offers.

Commitment 4
Commitment – Restorative Justice

We commit to developing a strategy for dealing with offences out-of-court.
This will bring greater consistency in the use of restorative justice approaches
across Greater Manchester ensuring that the needs of victims are met and
steps are taken to prevent further offending. These steps may be concerned
with rehabilitation, reparation or punishment and set conditions the offender
has to meet.
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Restorative Justice
Restorative Justice (RJ) brings those harmed by crime or conflict and those responsible for the
harm into communication, enabling everyone affected by a particular incident to play a part
in repairing the harm and finding a positive way forward. It is more than an Out of Court
Disposal and can be used at any stage of the criminal justice system.
The Deputy Mayor undertook a review of RJ Services and approaches which found that there
was lack of strategic direction and an inconsistent approach across GM resulting in a
'postcode lottery’ for victims. There was limited awareness and communication around the
use of restorative approaches and there were unclear referral processes. This culminated in
the Deputy Mayor, through the Justice and Rehabilitation Executive, commissioning a service
to deliver RJ across GM.
The Greater Manchester Restorative Justice Service is a whole system approach to restorative
justice interventions for victims of crime and offenders. It is also used in cases where it is felt that
an alternative to the criminal justice system will achieve the best outcome.
The service works with partners within Greater Manchester including: Victim Support; 11 GMP
Victim Service Coordinators; Greater Manchester Police; Local Authorities – Community Safety
Partnerships: local Youth Justice Services: Probation Service providers and; 6 North West
Prisons.
The aim is to help people to cope and recover from the crime or incident they have
experienced and; to ensure that all offenders are able to consider restorative approaches to
help them understand the consequences of their actions and change their behaviour to
prevent re-offending.
The service started fully from June 2019 and it will focus on the use of RJ in community
resolutions, conditional cautions and post court, post sentence work (specifically where the
offender is engaging with probation services). RJ is not for everyone but it can be very
effective for victims’ well-being and supporting offender rehabilitation.
Restorative Justice outcomes that will be measured include:
•
Increased resilience, satisfaction and confidence for victims.
•
Increased ability to cope and recovery from the impact of crime.
•
Reductions in offending / reoffending, threat and harm.
•
Reduction in police and partner demand.

Out of Court Disposals
The Antisocial Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 brought changes to the use of language
in relation to RJ and introduced ‘Community Resolution’, however historically within Greater
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Manchester Police, the term ‘restorative justice’ has been used to cover a wide range of out of
court disposals that are more suited to a community resolution. RJ is not a formal disposal in its
own right but a tool that can be used at any stage of the criminal justice system.
The Deputy Mayor has resourced additional staff in GMP to help drive an approach to Out Of
Court Disposals. In June 2019 GMP issued a new policy and procedure that replaced their
existing Restorative Justice policy. The purpose of the policy and procedure is to provide clear
guidance on when and how a community resolution can be effectively used as an out of court
disposal option for both adult and youth offenders. It also outlines the considerations and
procedures for using RJ as part of a community resolution, whilst recognising that it is not the
only available outcome and may not always be appropriate.
Out Of Court Disposal Scrutiny - An out of court disposal is a way of dealing with a crime or
offence that does not require a prosecution in court. In practice there are a number of different
disposal options for a crime, offence or anti-social behaviour that if used prevents the need for
the case to proceed to court. In exceptional circumstances an out of court disposal can be
given for more serious offences if it is determined that it is not in the public interest to prosecute
the offender. Out of court disposals used by GMP are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannabis Warnings
Penalty Notices for Disorder
Youth Cautions - youths
Simple Cautions - adults
Conditional Cautions
Community Resolution

In Greater Manchester, Out Of Court Disposal panels are supported and co-ordinated by the
Police and Crime Team on behalf of the Deputy Mayor and includes representatives of the
following agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater Manchester Police
Grater Manchester Combined Authority
Youth Offending Teams
Crown Prosecution Service
Victim Services Co-Ordinators
Magistrates
Other agencies/ subject matter experts as required (for thematic reviews)

Following each panel, GMP produces a summary of the panel’s findings which will be published
on GMP’s website and, therefore, available for the public to view. The panels’ findings will also,
when required, be reported to:
•
•
•
•

Individual officers or teams to highlight good practice/ areas of improvement
The Out of Court Disposal Steering Group
GMP’s Organisational Learning Board
The Justice and Rehabilitation Executive Board
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•

Local Criminal Justice Board

Out of Court Disposals can also be used with young people where it is felt to be the most
effective sanction in reducing re-offending and protecting the public. There are three
disposals that can be used to deal with an offence by a young person, these are:
•

Community Resolution

•

Caution, and

•

Conditional Caution

Pilot work is taking place in Oldham and Tameside, focussing on young people who might not
otherwise be eligible for an out of court disposal due to previous offending history. A review of
the approach and its effectiveness will be due to begin early in 2020, and we continue to
commit to explore opportunities with criminal justice partners to develop consistent, age
appropriate interventions delivered by youth and adult offending services together. This will
involve improving the links between children’s and adult’s services.

Cross Cutting Themes and Delivery
Work to support the achievement of Priority 2
Round Table Scrutiny
The Deputy Mayor has implemented a ‘Round Table’ scrutiny process to consider key issues
related to Priority Two. Two such examples are Rape and Sexual Assault and the Local Criminal
Justice Board:

Rape and Sexual Assault – Investigation & Prosecution
The Deputy Mayor held a series of Rape and Sexual Assault Round Tables and agreed a joint
improvement plan with HMCTS, GMP and the CPS. The four areas of the improvement plan
are:


Confidence and Victim Issues



Governance and Leadership



Timeliness and Processes



Quality: Assurance and Continuous Improvement
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A Rape Strategy Group has been formed - linked to the Local Criminal Justice Board - which
has taken on responsibility for the plan and monitoring improvements in the investigation and
prosecution of Rape and Sexual Assault.

Local Criminal Justice Board
The focus for improvement is on ‘Getting Trial Ready’ and a Local Criminal Justice Board
Round Table with Police, CPS and HMCTS was held on the 4th October to identify leadership
requirements to improve performance and prioritise areas of work. The following areas of
performance have been identified as affecting delivery across the local CJS:

1

2

3

4

• File Quality & Triage

• Guilty Plea- First Hearing , Magistrates

• Effective Trials ( Magistrates & Crown)

• Crown Court - Pre Trial Pre Hearing

Getting Trial Ready is critical to the total CJS as many of the processes stand or fail on the
quality and completeness of the case file. Extensive work is being undertaken in GM which is
likely to provide a challenge to the core functions of the CJS and changes are being made to
the remit and membership of the Local Criminal Justice Board to ensure that it can identify
and tackle key performance issues.

Prevent – North West Counter Terrorism Unit (NWCTU) Mental Health Pilot
One important way that we can prevent offending and reoffending is to provide early help for
those people who may otherwise enter into mental health crisis. We know that when people
are in such crisis, they may act in a manner which poses a risk, either to themselves and/or
others.
Recent academic research has highlighted that between 30-40% of ‘Lone Actor’ terrorists have
overt signs of mental illness. This is likely to be a significant underestimate if broader mental health
issues and psychological vulnerabilities are taken into account. Research carried out by
Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health Foundation Trust, commissioned by Counter-Terrorism
20
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Police Headquarters (CTPHQ) indicated that between 44-59% of Channel referrals across
England and Wales had vulnerabilities related to mental health.
A proposal was developed to embed Mental Health Practitioners within the Counter Terrorism
Police service to assess referrals into Prevent for mental health vulnerabilities and ensure they
are engaged with/referred to appropriate support. The outline of the service is set out below:




The aim of the joint NHS & Police mental health teams – Vulnerability Support Hubs of which
there are 3 across the country - is to effectively and efficiently assess and manage the risk of
individuals that may have vulnerabilities linked to mental health, identify suitable interventions
at an early stage, and improve outcomes for the individuals. Additionally, the Hub supports
the Investigation team in managing risk linked to mental health and terrorism.
The team is comprised of a police sergeant, a consultant psychiatrist (clinical lead) a
consultant psychologist , 4 mental health nurses, an administrator and police lead who
are the Northern Vulnerability Support Hub covering the North East and North West
regions and provides support to Prevent through the Channel and Prevent Case
Management process. As stated, they also participate alongside Investigators to identify,
assess and manage risk linked to mental health and terrorism, when there is a
documented safeguarding purpose.



The consultants’ roles are strategic and advisory ; the Hub adopts a liaison and diversion
model which adds the following value to colleagues in mainstream services;
o Help with diagnosis
o Formulation
o Risk management plans.



The aim of the hub is to improve the mental health outcomes for those individuals referred
into Prevent by applying a psychological formulation approach to determine if the
mindset of the individual is linked to CT or not; if linked then the team collectively look at
the best way to safeguard in order to mitigate risk. If not linked then the team signpost
back to multi-agency/prevent officer support.
There is a weekly Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) meeting which reviews all cases, where it
may also identify that a policing response is needed as a behaviour may be too risky.
The nurses receive clinical supervision from the consultants and the consultants receive
supervision and support from their own Trust.
Our current model is an integrated model of collaborative working, however we are
moving to a centrally commissioned service; a single service model with national
oversight which may offer some differences to delivery. This is currently being developed
and should be fully implemented by 2021.





The Hub refers or recommends to mental health teams and / or GPs about the potential need
for an assessment of a subject’s mental state when there is sufficient evidence to warrant such
an intervention. It also supports Channel meetings with attendance or written reports and where
needed other professional meetings to discuss a case and provide advice and
recommendation where appropriate. They have started to develop local care pathways in
partnership with criminal justice services, NHS, statutory and third sector services.
21
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The Hub is creating better outcomes for individuals referred to Prevent by:








Improved detection of mental health vulnerabilities
Reducing the time it takes to get health information and has thus markedly saving
police time and resources.
Increased confidence in Police assessment of risk / vulnerability and facilitated access
to appropriate services
Enabling more efficient use of interventions, including use of Intervention providers,
which are now more targeted to assessed need with improved outcomes
Identifying previously unidentified mental health needs, thereby improving risk
awareness and creating new treatment options and plans
Enabling long standing Prevent cases to be discharged thus releasing police resource
for responding to other cases
Helping police Prevent and CTU colleagues to better understand how mental health
vulnerabilities may impact upon behaviours and risk.

Challenger, Early Intervention and Prevention
Programme Challenger is Greater Manchester’s partnership response to serious organised
crime. The central Challenger team provides advice, coordination and mapping functions that
support district teams to prepare partnerships, develop prevention programmes, pursue
offenders and protect victims and other vulnerable community members from the impact of
serious organised crime.
In September 2018, Serious Organised Crime Partnership Governance meetings were
introduced to bring together district and central partners to enable improved management of
responses to serious organised crime. Since the introduction of the Governance meeting, the
number of active mapped organised crime groups (OCGs) has reduced from 121 to 105. In
2018/19 alone, 73 OCGs were archived, with interventions to disrupt their activity meaning that
the threat and harm they posed had been significantly reduced, if not removed, as scored
through the national Management of Risk in Law Enforcement (MoRiLE) tool, which was
introduced in 2018.
From 1st April 2018 to 30th September 2019, there have been a total of 534 disruptions targeting
OCGs in Greater Manchester. 65 of these have been major disruptions, including the conviction
of OCG members; 181 moderate, including the arrest of OCG members and seizure of firearms
etc.; 217 minor, including warrants being executed and safeguarding referrals made; and 69
were found to have no impact on the OCG. No impact disruptions could include the arrest of
minor OCG members, or warrants where few seizures were made. In addition to the
predominantly GMP led disruptions, 56 partnership activities have taken place since April 2019.
These include strategy meetings, joint visits, and community visits to raise awareness of local
issues around serious organised crime.
In addition, there has been a significant improvement in the management of offenders linked
to OCGs who are subject to Serious Crime Prevention Orders (SCPOs). These were introduced
22
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as part of the Serious Crime Act 2015, and provide courts with the power to apply conditions on
an offender, on conviction, in order to reduce or remove their involvement in serious organised
crime.
There are currently 145 offenders who have been issued a SCPO across Greater Manchester,
with 58 being actively managed by divisional teams, 72 being in custody (the SCPO will become
active on their release) and 15 being allocated by a Greater Manchester court, but living
outside of the GMP force area. Allocation of the orders is co-ordinated through the Challenger
Team, with processes put in place to ensure information is shared between police and National
Probation Service (NPS)/Community Rehabilitation Company teams to enable conditions to be
most effectively managed. This has been supported through the provision of a dedicated
Serious Organised Crime Probation Officer based within the Programme Challenger team.
An additional development with the NPS has been the improved information sharing between
investigative police teams and NPS staff when preparing court documents for cases with
multiple defendants who have involvement in serious organised crime. Where information has
been shared with probation staff, we have seen an increase in the length of average custodial
sentences as a result, and an increase in offenders being allocated to the NPS for management,
recognising the serious nature of their offending.
The Challenger team have also recently seen the fifth active modern slavery OCG mapped in
Greater Manchester, as a result of a new tactic implemented by GMP to identify and safeguard
at risk sex workers utilising adult service websites. The implementation of this tactic has led to an
investigative operation being launched, which has resulted in three possible victims of modern
slavery being recovered, and two arrests being made, with a further seven harm reduction visits
conducted to premises and signposting and safety online advice being provided. The tactic
has been deployed three times since September 2019, and will continue to be utilised to
safeguard at sex workers who may be being exploited. In a separate, pro-active investigation,
Greater Manchester police obtained its first interim Slavery and Trafficking Risk Order, applied to
an individual who is being investigated for slavery and trafficking offences. A Slavery and
Trafficking Prevention Order will be applied for on conviction, or a full Risk Order if a conviction
is not obtained, to further protect victims and minimise offending.
The development of Complex Safeguarding during 2018 and 2019 has also seen a significant
shift in the way Children’s Services respond to extra-familial risk, particularly from criminality and
serious organised crime. This has seen specialist teams being established in eight out of the ten
Localities in Greater Manchester, working closely with the local Challenger teams to identify
young people vulnerable to, or being, criminally or sexually exploited. Once a young person is
successfully referred into the teams, they receive tailored, person-centred interventions based
on the risk they are experiencing. This is a system change programme in line with the most
recent Government guidance on safeguarding to ensure that young people are supported
where risk of harm does not come from within the family, or household. The work is underpinned
by a trauma informed response, and an awareness of the effects of Adverse Childhood
23
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Experiences on young people, and the current case load for complex safeguarding teams
across Greater Manchester is 557.
The Children’s Society are delivering two programmes to localised areas across Greater
Manchester (Disrupting Exploitation; and Preventing Exploitation), providing 1-1 and group
support for young people experiencing different levels of vulnerability and risk from exploiters.
The Home Office funded Trusted Relationships programme has enabled GMCA to commission
Pennine Trust to recruit and embed psychotherapists into complex safeguarding teams across
Greater Manchester. The psychotherapists are improving the knowledge and practice of
professionals working with young people who are vulnerable to abuse and exploitation,
particularly in relation to trauma-informed and relational approaches to safeguarding, as well
as offering consultations and supervision with social workers, early help officers, police officers
and other complex safeguarding staff. This approach has also involved the introduction of case
formulation into the practice of the complex safeguarding teams, which helps professionals to
better understand behaviour in the context of life events and put in place more effective
interventions with the child and their family. Psychotherapists are now working in seven of the
ten districts of Greater Manchester, with an ambition to be in all ten by the end of the year. The
evaluation of the project will be undertaken in 2020/21 but early signs are excellent and
feedback from staff working in the complex safeguarding teams has been universally positive.
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28th January 2020

Subject:

Standing Together: Priority 3 – Strengthening Communities and Places

Report of:

Bev Hughes – Deputy Mayor for Police, Crime, Criminal Justice
services and Fire

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to update members of the Police and Crime Panel
regarding progress against the commitments under priority three of the Standing
Together Police and Crime Plan - Strengthening Communities and Places.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Panel is requested to note the progress made.

CONTACT OFFICER:
Clare Monaghan
Director – Police, Crime and Fire team
Clare.monaghan@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk
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DELIVERING STANDING TOGETHER - PRIORITY THREE
1. BACKGROUND
1.1 Standing Together, the police and crime plan, is the overarching strategy which
outlines the Mayor’s vision for how policing and other services which contribute to
community safety will be delivered across Greater Manchester.
1.2 Standing Together was launched in March 2018 following extensive consultation
with district community safety partnerships, partners, communities and organisations
from the voluntary and community sector.
The plan identifies 3 key priorities:
 Keeping People Safe
 Reducing Harm and Offending
 Strengthening Communities and Places
1.3 Included in the plan are 34 high level commitments, which describe the ambitions
we have agreed for Greater Manchester.
1.4 Progress towards priorities one and two of the plan were reported at the September
and November 2019 meetings of the Police and Crime Panel. This report focusses on
priority three of the plan – Strengthening Communities and Places and provides a
summary of progress to date.

2. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
2.1 Priority Three in the Police and Crime Plan is:
“Helping to build resilient and resourceful communities including on-line
communities and protecting the places where people live, work, socialise or
travel. Supporting the delivery of the IT systems, buildings, roads, street lighting
and other public assets needed to solve problems in a 21st century society”.
2.2 There are seven high level commitments in Standing Together priority three and
the success of each is equally dependent upon partnership activity in the districts, in
addition to that which is being delivered at a Greater Manchester level and within
Greater Manchester Police.
Progress and activity relating to each commitment is highlighted in this report:







A vibrant and safe night time economy;
Using tools and powers effectively to improve community safety on the roads;
Safer transport and public transport networks;
Reducing and preventing homelessness and rough sleeping;
Supporting people to build resilience through community safety funds;
Protecting public spaces and places through local solutions;
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Working with communities to establish a shared understanding of rights and
responsibilities.

3. STRATEGIC APPROACH
3.1 A Focus on People and Places
Priority Three of Standing Together has people and place at its heart and relies on
some key cross cutting areas of work, which are highlighted below.
We have been working together in partnership across Greater Manchester to develop
local solutions, in local places, with local communities for a number of years.
3.2 Our Greater Manchester Model of Unified Public Services has been built from
an understanding of the needs of organisations and communities across Greater
Manchester and puts people and places firmly at the centre. There are public service
hubs on each district and community safety partnerships, safeguarding teams and
local neighbourhood police teams are intrinsic to the successful delivery of this local
work. The aim is for co-located professionals from all public services to work together.
This approach underpins the ambitions outlined in the priority three commitments,
which focuses on strengthening communities and places, in particular where there is
the highest vulnerability and demand. Alongside other strategic work, this approach
supports individuals and communities to realise their potential with the ambition that
resilience is strengthened and unnecessary demand on public services is reduced.
3.3 Our Greater Manchester Health and Justice Strategy seeks to reduce the health
inequalities of those people who enter the criminal justice system, as either a victim or
an offender and places a significant focus on building resilience in people,
communities and our workforce.
3.4 Our Greater Manchester Resilience Forum is a partnership of agencies
including the emergency services from across Greater Manchester with responsibility
for coordinating and overseeing emergency planning. Its overall purpose is to ensure
that there is an appropriate level of preparedness to enable an effective multi-agency
response to emergency incidents, which may have significant impact on the
communities of Greater Manchester.
Our Greater Manchester Resilience Strategy, currently in development and due to
be launched in 2020, will confirm Greater Manchester’s international influence and its
place as a world leading city region in the development of resilience. Most importantly,
however, this strategy supports the Greater Manchester Strategy (GMS) and will help
it achieve its ambitions for our communities in creating one of the most resilient places,
in a changing and complex world, in which to grow up, get on and grow old together.
3.5 Our Greater Manchester Cyber Resilience Centre is a multiagency partnership
that works with local businesses and the digital economy to both prevent cyber attacks
against small and medium enterprises and where attacks do occur provide support for
victims.
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3.6 Our Greater Manchester Ageing Strategy ambition is that older residents are
able to contribute to and benefit from sustained prosperity and enjoy a good quality of
life and be involved in their local communities for as long as possible.
3.7 This work is all underpinned by the Greater Manchester Voluntary Community
and Social Enterprise Sector Accord, which strives to ensure that communities are
both involved in local activities and played into the decisions that affect them.
3.8 The Greater Manchester Model of Unified Public Services
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4. COMMITMENT 1:
4.1 A vibrant and safe Night Time Economy
We commit to encouraging the adoption of integrated town centre management
practices, such as those that have been pioneered and operated successfully in
Bury and has helped build a vibrant Night Time Economy (NTE) with increased
numbers of visitors to the town centre as confidence that this is a safe place to
visit has grown.

Greater Manchester is known across the country and beyond for its thriving nightlife
whether it be through live music, sport or food. Around one third of our workforce work
in jobs or businesses that are significantly active at night - from our NHS to Manchester
Airport to our cultural and leisure sector.

NTE is
the 5th
largest

The Night Time
Economy employs

industry in the UK

10% of the
whole of
the UK
work force

414,000

GM employees
working between
the hours of 6pm
and 6am

Through his appointment of Sacha Lord as Greater Manchester’s first ever Night Time
Economy Adviser, the Mayor wanted to deliver a vision that Greater Manchester will
be one of the best places in the world to go out, stay out, work and run a business
between the hours of 6pm and 6am.
The Greater Manchester Night Time Economy Blueprint, published in July 2019,
provides an ambition to deliver this vision, with key milestones to be achieved by April
2020. This includes a voluntary Operators Standard to ensure employees have a safe,
supportive and fair working environment; the pilot development of night-time transport
links and; enhanced safety measures for customers, artists and employees including
the implementation of at least one permanent Safety Haven across Greater
Manchester. The Deputy Mayor has been supportive of the Night Time Economy
blueprints, particularly in relation to the elements covering personal safety.
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In addition to the aims set out in the Blueprint, The Night Time Economy Advisor has
also held an event relating to student safety, to understand the issues that relate to
students and safety at night. The event was a conversation panel discussion between
Sacha, The Mayor, Students’ Union representatives, Greater Manchester Fire and
Rescue Service (GMFRS), Figen Murray, whose son Martyn died in the Arena attack
and Nick Pope whose son Charlie drowned in the Rochdale Canal after being
separated from friends on a night out in Manchester. Students also shared their
concerns and ideas, and put questions to the panel. Sacha Lord will continue to work
with the Students’ Unions as they develop discussions on how best to ensure students
receive comprehensive information on keeping safe.
4.2 SAFE HAVEN SCHEMES
In July 2017, the Deputy Mayor supported the idea of a Safe Haven in the City Centre.
The aim of the Village Haven is to ensure that those who are most vulnerable, and
therefore at greatest risk of becoming the victim of a crime, are able to get home
without coming to harm. The LGBT Foundation uses funds provided by the Deputy
Mayor to operate the Haven, which is open from 11pm-5am on Friday and Saturday
evenings.
Between 1st January 2019 to 30th June 2019 the haven supported just under
300 highly vulnerable people, whilst providing more general support to many
more. Where a service user requires emergency medical assistance, Village Haven
staff and volunteers phone 999.
During the same period, 85% of village haven service users were able to leave the
haven with no involvement from statutory services. This was an increase of 5% on the
previous 6 month period and demonstrates the impact the service has on reducing the
burden on emergency services, and providing cost savings for Greater Manchester.
Similar schemes are now being considered across the conurbation. With the support
of Sacha Lord, Wigan piloted a Safe Haven over the Christmas period. In addition to
easing the pressure on emergency services, the volunteers were also connected on
the local network radio to security staff and the police. This meant that if the resources
were available, responders could get to the more serious incidents more quickly.
Bolton are now also engaging with Sacha Lord regarding the opportunities for their
area and looking to begin a pilot on Bradshawgate/Nelson Square in early 2020.

The Deputy Mayor has invested in a number of schemes over the
course of the past three years, which have successfully reduced the
vulnerability of night time visitors to the city centre and enriched
town centres, making them safe and welcoming places to visit.

4.3 VOLUNTEER ANGELS
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The Village Angels is a team of volunteers who have been providing support and
assistance to people in need in Manchester’s Gay Village since 2011. Every Friday
and Saturday night, the volunteers patrol the Village from 9pm to 3am, keeping
vulnerable people safe.
Between 1st April 2019 and 30th September 2019 the Village Angels team worked a
combined total of 1,674 hours and interacted with over 5,912 people. The
support provided includes:
 Supporting highly vulnerable people to get home safely
 Delivering first aid treatment,
 Supporting people in the aftermath of experiencing physical or sexual assault,
 Alerting Greater Manchester Police to the presence of wanted individuals
During this period, the number of interactions increased by 74.98% compared to the
same period in 2018 and the number of interventions with highly vulnerable people
increased by 48.51%.

Adopting the concept of the Village Angels, the Manchester Community Safety
Partnership has utilised Community Safety Funding from the Deputy Mayor to deliver
a Student Angels Scheme. Eighteen volunteers from within the student community
were recruited and trained to support vulnerable people from the city centre along the
Oxford Road Corridor on a Friday and Saturday night. Over 50 vulnerable people were
supported on the street, individuals who primarily as a result of alcohol intoxication,
were unable to keep themselves safe. The volunteers also engaged in 355 harm
reduction interventions such as giving directions or providing water. Between
September and October 2019 five volunteer patrols took to the streets with 150
interventions taking place, ten of which were serious incidents and 68 concerned drugs
and/or alcohol.
4.4 PURPLE FLAG STATUS
The Purple Flag standard, launched in 2012, is an accreditation process that allows
members of the public to quickly identify town & city centres that offer an entertaining,
diverse, safe and enjoyable night out. Bury has achieved this status for three
consecutive years due to its offering of a wide range of activities in the evenings,
ranging from theatre, music and comedy, shopping and dining experiences to one-off
festivals and events. As a result of solid partnership working Purple Flag towns and
cities, generally benefit from a higher quality environment, more visitors and lower
crime and anti-social behaviour.
Sacha Lord has continued to support Bury’s Purple Flag status, and is reviewing their
latest submission to retain their Purple Flag award. Stockport has also now gained
purple flag status. Awarded in September 2019, Stockport Town Centre was
recognised as a safe and vibrant night out with Sacha Lord and the GMCA night time
economy team supporting the work of Stockport MBC to gain the award. In addition,
two further Greater Manchester boroughs are in the process of applying for Purple
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Flag status. Wigan are aiming to submit in early 2020, and Bolton are beginning the
application process in early 2020. There is also ongoing interest in applying from
Trafford, led by Altrincham Unlimited, the Business Improvement District for
Altrincham Town Centre.
4.5 WATER SAFETY
The Deputy Mayor has supported the Greater Manchester Water Safety Partnership.
Following the partnership commission of the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) to undertake an independent review of open-water safety in
Manchester City Centre, she specifically encouraged interventions from GMP and the
Fire and Rescue Service.
The Review made 11 recommendations that the Manchester Water Safety Partnership
has been implementing. These include the improvement of lighting along the length of
the waterways in the city centre, reach poles and the installation of barriers at strategic
points along the canal.
Earlier in the year, GMFRS supported National Drowning Prevention Week (April
29 to May 5) to help keep people safe in and around our waterways, hosting a number
of events across the region. In addition to this, the Fire and Rescue Service undertook
a “Don’t Drink and Drown” campaign, in the lead up to Christmas. This included
awareness raising sessions for staff in licensed premises, students and a water safety
campaign.
4.6 MARTYN’S LAW
Following the devastating attack at the Manchester Arena in May 2017, where 22
people lost their lives, Figen Murray, the mother of Martyn Hett, one of the victims, has
been campaigning to improve the security at events venues through the introduction
of Martyn’s Law.
Working with Manchester City Council, GMCA has established a review panel which
will scope what, in the absence of current clear legislative duty, could realistically be
introduced to encourage private and public sector organisations to take reasonable
steps to ensure the protection of their visitors from a terrorist attack. This would be on
a voluntary basis. The review is supported by Counter Terrorism Police North West,
Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service and the Greater Manchester Civil
Contingency and Resilience Unit.
4.7 VIOLENCE REDUCTION UNIT
Tackling violent crime is a priority for Greater Manchester and in 2019 we launched
the first GM Violence Reduction Unit (VRU), which is based upon the public health
approach to tackling violence that was developed in Glasgow. Greater Manchester’s
VRU is a co-located team comprising a number of partnership agencies, including
police, GMCA, public health, education and youth justice. Our objective is to
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improve our understanding of violence and criminality, making better use of
partnership data and commissioning interventions with a strong evidence base that
seek to prevent violence from occurring and taking swift and robust enforcement
activity when it does occur. Tackling violence in the night time economy is a priority
for the VRU and targeted operations are already in place across Greater Manchester
to deal with the issues associated to violence in town and city centres.
The Security Industry Authority (SIA) is the organisation responsible for regulating
the private security industry, including the compulsory licensing of individuals
undertaking designated activities within the private security industry and managing
the voluntary Approved Contractor Scheme. The SIA is a key partner in Programme
Challenger, which is Greater Manchester’s partnership approach to tackling all forms
of serious and organised crime. The SIA shares information and intelligence about
serious and organised crime with GMP and is involved in the multi-agency disruption
of organised crime groups, including those that seek to profit from involvement in
private security.

5. COMMITMENT 2:
Using tools and powers effectively to improve community safety on the roads
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We commit to developing the use of the Community Safety Accreditation
Scheme to deal with less serious traffic violations and improve road safety and
standards of road use by drivers and cyclists. This will include anti-social
parking, speeding and poor driver behaviours.

5.1 CSAS (The Community Safety Accreditation Scheme) is a voluntary scheme under
which chief constables can choose to accredit employed people already working in
roles that contribute to maintaining and improving community safety-with limited but
targeted powers. The scheme creates a framework for public and private bodies to
work in partnership with the police, providing additional uniformed presence in
communities and capitalising on the skills and information captured by those already
engaged with the community.
In Greater Manchester, enforcement powers to improve road safety and standards are
undertaken by a wide range of staff across a range of different organisations. This
approach is already strongly embedded in community safety partnerships’ day to day
operations and is well established, not only as a stand-alone function, but is also an
important feature of multi-agency operations to address community safety problems.
The co-ordination of effort, using a range of awareness, advice and enforcement
where necessary are evident in a number of case studies that have been set out below
and include a range of examples, including in the use of Public Space Protection
Orders (PSPOs).
Public Spaces Protection Orders (PSPOs) were brought in under the Anti-social
Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, which came into force on 20 October 2014,
giving local authorities and the police more effective powers to deal with anti-social
behaviour.

The Deputy Mayor is a statutory consultee on all PSPOs and,
working closely with the Chief Constable, considers how a
proposed PSPO will support and protect the community from
crime and anti-social behaviour. The Deputy Mayor continues to
support the use of PSPOs to provide both a deterrent and
enforcement option to community safety partnerships as part of
the broader integrated management of public spaces.

5.2 BUS LANE ENFORCEMENT
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In April 2018 Salford City Council brought bus lane enforcement in house. The aim of
the project was to support the delivery of the roads needed to solve traffic problems in
a 21st century society.
The project is a partnership between Salford Council’s Community Safety and Parking
Services teams who work together to determine whether an offence has been
committed and then are able to access registered keeper details, issuing Penalty
Charge Notices, receiving payment and/or dealing with complaints and tribunals.
The project is now in its second year of delivery has proved successful with 24,483
contraventions validated between 1st April 2018 and 31st October 2019 and the
number of bus lane cameras in operation increasing from three to five.
This approach has also facilitated joint operations with GMP and the Driver and
Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) to tackle registered keepers who do not have tax
and or an MOT for their vehicle.
Delivery of the project takes advantage of the Community Safety Team’s structure and
the benefits afforded by the presence of a 24/7 control room and complementary out
of hours emergency response staff, who accustomed to assisting with seasonal
fluctuations in demand.
5.3 ANTI-SOCIAL PARKING
In Oldham, the Council works closely with GMP to tackle anti-social parking. Using the
resources of the Council’s parking enforcement team this provides an effective
response to irresponsible and anti-social parking, which if left, can escalate to
neighbour disputes and other forms of anti-social behaviour.
Community Protection Warnings are also used in circumstances where irresponsible
parking of vehicles has threatened the overall safety of communities, for example
preventing closure of alleygates, which have been installed by Community Safety to
prevent crime and disorder.
5.4 CAR CRUISING
Car cruises have been a major concern for Stockport residents and as such a key
priority for the community safety partnership. Large gatherings of car owners, often
involving over two hundred vehicles used two Council owned car parks. The
organisers of the events had no permission or authorisation to use the car parks and
took advantage of the car parks being open in the evenings.
The increasing frequency and size of the car cruises began to raise serious concerns
as a result of the problems they were causing such as dangerous driving and
excessive noise nuisance, post-cruise litter, damage to car parks and disruption to
local businesses and the community.
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It was agreed that a PSPO would be introduced prohibiting car cruises and following
support from a period of public consultation it was introduced in March 2017.
In the weeks leading up to the PSPO’s introduction, there was a six-week period of
robust enforcement of existing Road Traffic Legislation and was heavily promoted on
social media used by car cruise groups. The intention was to discourage people from
attending events in Stockport.
Following the introduction of the PSPO, enforcement continued by using CCTV and
visits from Police staff. Those identified as being involved were issued with Fixed
Penalty Notices. Whilst there have been sporadic attempts to start the car cruises
again since the PSPO was introduced, car cruises no longer occur in Stockport and
consultation is underway to extend the PSPO for a further three years when it expires
in March 2020.
In addition to this and following the tragic death of Sophie Lyons in 2018, Greater
Manchester authorities have been working together, through the police and crime
officer group, to develop operational protocols that will ensure real time interventions
to address illegal car cruising activity are mobilised quickly.

6. COMMITMENT 3:
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Safer transport and public transport networks
We commit to making railway stations, bus stations, the airport and other
transport hubs safer places together with the wider transport networks. We will
work to improve accessibility, maintenance, lighting and CCTV as part of our
Safer Travel initiative. This will also include information campaigns about safer
travel including getting home safely having left the public transport system. The
24/7 control centre will better coordinate all forms of transport and responses
to incidents.

6.1 Greater Manchester is served by numerous public transport hubs and exchanges,
connecting our towns and cities, which enable people to travel easily across the
conurbation. Ensuring these stations, platforms and the surrounding areas are
accessible and safe is a key priority for Greater Manchester. The Greater Manchester
Travel Safe Partnership was established in 2015 and is led jointly by Transport for
Greater Manchester (TfGM) and Greater Manchester Police with support from:
KeolisAmey Metrolink; Stagecoach; First Manchester; GMCA and; British Transport
Police. The partnership is there to:




Improve the perception of safety and security across public transport, offering
reassurance to passengers;
Manage instances of Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) occurring on the
transport network; and
Discourage fare evasion

The Partnership works closely with schools and youth groups and over the past three
years has delivered sessions to nearly 40,000 young people across Greater
Manchester. In addition, the partnership has also committed to deliver a ‘day of action’
in the city centre each month - this may focus on public engagement, enforcement or
a mixture of both. These sessions are done in collaboration with other partners. As an
example, engagement was undertaken across the main city centre transport hubs in
collaboration with Programme Challenger to raise awareness of child criminal
exploitation with the travelling public.
The Travelsafe Partnership is supported by GMP’s Transport Unit which aims to: identify and respond to criminality and ASB across the GM Transport System;
 undertake police and wider partner problem solving to threats across the
transport system;
 improve the public’s feeling of safety;
 support local and national road safety campaigns.

In 2019, the Deputy Mayor committed to fund an additional 50 police
officers in the Transport Unit, through the precept. This will increase
patrols on the transport network and is complemented by an increase
surveillance
at particular
For in
theCCTV
first month
of activity,
up to 16th sites.
December, the Transport Unit has recorded
the following results:
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35 arrests
594 Stop and Accounts / 204 Stop and Searches
5 weapons recovered
33 cannabis street warnings
25 positive drug tests
45 vehicles seized
22 missing people recovered
The replacement of Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) with warranted
police officers patrolling the transport network means that where crimes and
incidents are reported, the police in the Transport Unit are responsible for those
crimes. This new way of working, which started in November 2019, has enabled
patterns of criminal activity to be identified. This work has already assisted in the
apprehension of a sexual offender on the public transport network.
In a six month targeted operation on the Altrincham metro link line, which included
school interventions, targeted enforcement, environmental changes (such as cutting
back bushes and improving lighting) and increased patrols, the number of reported
incidents of anti-social behaviour fell from 35 to 9 in a six month period.
6.2 SAFER ROADS PARTNERSHIP
In addition to the TravelSafe Partnership, the Deputy Mayor is also represented on the
Safer Roads Greater Manchester Partnership which monitors the number of deaths
and serious injuries on the roads and looks to find solutions to reduce the number of
casualties and promote safer travel.
At the Deputy Mayor’s request the Safer Roads Greater Manchester Partnership has
commissioned research into road traffic collision fatalities, to provide a greater
understanding of the demographic characteristics of the victims and passengers
involved. The research aims to determine the root causes of fatal road traffic
collisions on the roads of Greater Manchester and identify possible
countermeasures, to help reduce or prevent the number of fatalities and collisions in
the future. This will inform the development of a strategic response to road safety.
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In time, the Deputy Mayor is keen to broaden the scope to include a similar analysis
of non-fatal road traffic accidents where life-changing injuries have resulted. The
research is now underway and is expected to report in summer 2020.
Additionally, the Deputy Mayor is a member of the Greater Manchester Cycling and
Walking Board, which supports the ambition of the Made to Move Plan as proposed
by the Greater Manchester Cycling and Walking Commissioner Chris Boardman.
Made to Move is Chris’s ambitious vision for cycling and walking in the region. It
proposes a £1.5 billion infrastructure fund to be invested over the next ten years and
aims to double and double again levels of cycling and to make walking the natural
choice for as many short trips as possible. Ensuring people feel safe and have the
confidence to use the network of walking and cycling routes is an important element
to the success of this work.
The Deputy Mayor is involved in discussions with Chris Boardman and the Chief
Constable to ensure all of this work is connected so that people can travel safely
across Greater Manchester.
6.3 SAFE DRIVE STAY ALIVE
Safe Drive Stay Alive is an emotionally engaging performance delivered in
collaboration between Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service (GMFRS),
Greater Manchester Police (GMP), North West Ambulance Service (NWAS), Salford
Royal Foundation Trust (SRFT) and HMP Forest Bank.
At present the Safer Roads Greater Manchester (SRGM) partnership provides funding
to run 20 performances to over 9,000 young people each November who are
approaching driving age. The Deputy Mayor agreed to provide additional funding to
run further performances in March 2019 to provide the opportunity for thousands more
young people to attend.
Evaluation data from surveys conducted before and after the events in March 2019
indicated significant improvements in attitude after attendance, particularly in relation
to challenging a driver who was thought to be driving too fast and on the wearing of
seatbelts. Additionally, 220 students submitted road safety pledges, indicating that
they had taken some strong messaging from the events. A total of 35 responses were
also received from tutors, with 95% of respondents rating the overall educational
experience as ‘excellent’.
The Deputy Mayor has committed similar funding to ensure the performances continue
again in March 2020.

7. COMMITMENT 4:
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Reducing and preventing homelessness and rough sleeping
We commit to reducing and preventing homelessness and rough sleeping. We
will equip our frontline workers with a greater knowledge of how Universal
Credit works and the options that are available to those at risk of becoming
homeless and those that are homeless. We will pay particular attention to
simplifying the process for securing accommodation by linking those in need
of accommodation with what is available, in a more timely manner.

7.1 In 2017, when the Mayor and Deputy Mayor came into office they made a
commitment to tackle the issue of people sleeping rough. A number of initiatives have
been adopted across the City Region, which have led to the number of people sleeping
rough reducing by 44% in two years. In terms of the number of people this relates to,
based on a count in December 2019, this has dropped by 90, from 241 to 151.
A Bed Every Night (ABEN) was introduced to provide a bed and personal support on
an emergency basis, to people sleeping rough who don’t qualify for statutory provision.
ABEN has supported nearly 3000 people since its inception and in the last month
nearly half of the recipients were provided with more secure accommodation, as a
result of their engagement on the scheme.
Greater Manchester is also part of the Housing First Scheme, which supports people
with multiple and complex needs into a home, to prevent their re-presentation as
homeless. There are currently 100 people on the programme with plans to develop
this further over the next 2 years.
Greater Manchester Combined Authority continues to work closely with a range of
partners to address the issues facing vulnerable people in the community. One of
these partners is the Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC), responsible for
looking after offenders who receive a sentence of less than 12 months. The CRC
belongs to a working group with LA housing providers, Through The Gate providers
and GMCA to draw together a strategy to identify issues with homelessness/rough
sleeping and offending; and commit to interventions to reduce and prevent this. As
part of this work, a housing officer from Rochdale Borough Housing works in HMP
Forest Bank, on behalf of all Greater Manchester local authority housing providers,
to ensure homelessness assessments and decisions are made before an individual
is released from prison.
In this way, the Through the Gate project makes sure that offenders are supported
on release from prison. All CRC frontline staff have received training so that they
understand legislation around universal credit.
The CRC also commissions a mentor organisation to work on a 1-1 basis with more
vulnerable complex services users to ensure that they are enabled to access
services.
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The Deputy Mayor is responsible for commissioning services
that support vulnerable people, including those who enter the
criminal justice system as either a victim or an offender.
Through established robust commissioning arrangements the
Deputy Mayor ensures that these services are able to support
those who are most in need.

7.2 PROVIDING LINKS INTO SUPPORT
The Deputy Mayor is responsible for commissioning healthcare for people who come
into police custody and has chosen to commission a service that considers not only
health needs, but also the wider vulnerabilities of people in police custody, including
those with accommodation needs. This is called the Integrated Custody Healthcare
and Wider Liaison and Diversion Service.
Where service users have accommodation issues, the Community Support
Navigator staff will refer to local homeless services. They also help service users to
be able to get to appointments and access support and help that is available to help
them whilst homeless. During the last six months approximately 12% of all
service users were identified as having some form of accommodation need and
provided with help to access support.
7.3 A COMMUNITY SUPPORT NAVIGATOR REPORT
“When I first met this male, he was on bail for an alleged offence. He was homeless,
had poor personal hygiene and seemed very low in mood. Over several months of
working together, I have offered him lots of praise and encouragement to motivate him
to make positive changes. He accepted referrals and attended all his appointments
with my support. From being depressed, he is now one of the bubbliest service users
I work with and is a pleasure to be around. Whilst he was homeless, we used our
service headquarters as a care of (C/O) address to help him receive his NHS card and
bus pass. A local church in his area ran a temporary project over the winter period
called ‘Street Angels’ for homeless men in the area. The male received their help in
the short-term and now, after a long wait, we have managed to get him into supported
accommodation. He is still waiting for his own property, but in the meantime, he is off
the streets, and accessing the support he needs.

7.4 STOCKPORT
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In Stockport, a monthly multi agency meeting takes place to identify rough sleepers in
the borough and during the past twelve months this joint approach has enabled over
200 people at risk of rough sleeping to be accommodated and prevented over 300
cases of homelessness.
Integral to this work has been preparing frontline housing staff to provide them with a
greater knowledge of Universal Credit and housing options available. Stockport
Homes invested significant preparation to support customers through the challenges
presented by Welfare Reform.
Universal Credit was a headline session at Stockport Housing Group’s annual Staff
Conference in May 2018. The aims for the session were to provide every member of
the group with an update on the roll out timetable, raise awareness of the huge
challenge that universal credit roll out poses for customers and the organisation and
help all staff and teams understand what their role is supporting customers claim.
7.5 THE OLIVE COMMUNITY PROJECT - STOCKPORT
The Olive Community Project in Edgeley is one of the charities that has benefitted
directly from the Deputy Mayor’s funding and is providing critical assistance to some
of the most vulnerable people living in Stockport.
In 2018, the Olive project was awarded £5,000 through a Standing Together
investment under the Stockport Local Fund, aiming to enhance and protect this crucial
project for homeless people by laying the foundations to move the organisation
forward.
The grant allowed for the training of volunteers, increasing their confidence to take on
new projects, creating the platform for the organisation to grow and transform their
offer, although their founding principles remain the same.
The Olive project reaches on average 35 people a day, 5 days a week offering respite
from the weather, a hot drink, cakes donated from the local bakery, and often a hearty
soup. The foodbank continues to see increased demand and the centre is always
busy. Due to the investment from Standing Together, there are now different activities
for people to access, self-help groups, arts and crafts and digital support.
Investing in the organisation has better equipped it for the future, strengthening the
local offer and supporting the organisation to deliver this transformative service in
Stockport.

7.6 MANCHESTER
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In Manchester, a great deal of emphasis has been placed on working in partnership
and the training of front line workers, to support people who are experiencing or at risk
of homelessness.
The Arc project is a six week pilot bringing together a number of stakeholders in one
place so the individuals referred by GMP and Manchester City Council outreach can
receive the support they may need in one place at the same time. The first 4 weeks of
the pilot have seen 98 referrals to the Arc as to achieve early intervention and provide
support to avoid enforcement. The Deputy Mayor has recently funded an extension to
this pilot to the end of March 2020, to ensure a comprehensive evaluation of the impact
can be undertaken. This will be reported back into Greater Manchester police and
crime structures.
In addition to this, GMP City Centre Street Engagement team provide daily response
to individuals who are in or causing distress through street behaviours. This team has
developed strong working practises to de-escalate, support, and joint work individuals
who are commonly experiencing multiple disadvantage with relation to person finance,
housing and health.
7.7 RIVERSIDE - REDUCING ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
Utilising the Standing Together grant, funding was awarded to Riverside in partnership
with Manchester Action on Street Health (MASH) to work with those who have
accommodation but continue to beg, supporting people to reduce begging. The project
supports the work of the Integrated Neighbourhood Management Team to address
begging in the city centre. Between October 2018 and September 2019 the project
reported a reduction in anti-social behaviour and arrests amongst the people they
worked with, with 30 people having gained confidence in accessing services. The team
identified a number of areas which had made the project a success including being
allowed the time to break down barriers and gaining people’s confidence, having a
unique team with combined expertise and the innovative nature of the project.

Community Safety Partnership Vehicle
Funded from the Deputy Mayor’s Community Safety Grant, the Community Safety
Partnership Vehicle allows partners to engage with rough sleepers and those begging
in the city centre and beyond. Officers are also able to take direct reports from
members of the public concerning anti-social behaviour or non-emergency concerns
for an individual’s welfare. The vehicle allows for conversations to take place in a safe
environment rather than on the street and at a more productive time and location.
During the past year the vehicle has been used to support a number of operations
including Mandera and Valiant, to hold consultations sessions, and for Voluntary and
Community Sector (VCS) organisations to engage with people who are homeless.

8. COMMITMENT 5:
Supporting people to build resilience through community safety funds
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We commit to using community safety funds to support the development of
people and groups in local places which brings a sense of community. By doing
this we will help people to help themselves; we call this asset based community
development.

Recognising the important contribution of local communities
and voluntary sector groups, the Deputy Mayor increased small
grants funding in 2018/19 to £1.1m. The funding benefitted 76
community and voluntary groups, and was issued in addition to
the £2.8m already invested in community safety partnerships
across Greater Manchester.

8.1 Investment has been made in a wide range of schemes across each of the Greater
Manchester Community Safety Partnerships and has included projects that address
many of the priorities highlighted in the Police and Crime Plan: Standing Together
including:
Tackling anti-social behaviour and improve behaviour through early intervention and
diversionary work with young people
Supporting victims of domestic and sexual abuse, including victims from minority
communities and provide prevention interventions in schools
Providing advice and awareness regarding healthy relationships for young people

Reducing the risk of exploitation of vulnerable young people
Reducing the risk of offending and re-offending
Promoting community cohesion and address hate crime
Keeping children and young people safe
Preventing serious violence and promote awareness of the consequences
Supporting vulnerable adults and reduce isolation

8.2 OFFENDER VOLUNTEERING PROJECT
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‘Giving Back in Bolton’ aims to reduce reoffending and has developed resources for
organisations to get them ready to provide volunteering opportunities with those who
have a criminal record and has successfully recruited volunteers. Funding from the
Deputy Mayor’s Office has helped to develop an innovative project aimed at
developing and supporting pathways for individuals into volunteering as part of a
pathway into employment.
8.3 BURY B SAFE!
The Bury B Safe! programme is a full-day input offered to every secondary school in
the borough throughout October. It originated in response to excessive reports of AntiSocial Behaviour and public nuisance by youths following the end of autumn term. The
initiative centres around a hard hitting drama production performed by Bury College
students which covers a variety of issues including Hate Crime, Domestic Abuse,
Bullying, Violent Crime and many others. The fact that the production is created and
performed by other young people puts it in a context that the pupils can relate to. The
performance is a springboard to workshop based discussions that explore: Prison,
Healthy Relationships, ASB and Weapons. Delivered to year 7 and 9 pupils, the input
is always well-received by pupils with the drama production always something that hits
home universally.
8.4 PROMOTING NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
Supporting and promoting Neighbourhood Watch schemes within Tameside has
helped to increase community engagement and reduce public fear of crime. The
council’s community safety team has worked with GMP to promote and establish
Neighbourhood Watch schemes in the borough. A Neighbourhood Watch Information
Evening was held, which provided a useful forum for members to highlight issues and
share their experiences.
A Community Safety event was hosted by Hartshead Neighbourhood Watch scheme
in June 2019 which promoted community involvement, road safety and home security.
Quarterly Tameside Neighbourhood Watch meetings have been held across the
borough, with guest speakers from GMP specialist teams, local police officers and
Neighbourhood Watch representatives.
The Community Safety grant has been used to provide new schemes with starter
packs in order to get them up and running, as well as providing all schemes with
security equipment such as light timers that can be issued to vulnerable scheme
members.
8.5 EMPOWERING PLACE BASED COMMUNITY SAFETY
Salford Community Safety Partnership has a well-established place based community
safety model that operates with eight Local Partnership Delivery Groups. Each group
is given funding from the Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) and the Deputy Mayor’s
Community and voluntary sector grants, to commission activity in support of Salford’s
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community safety partnership aims. These projects are delivered directly by the
community. Since April 2019, 14 projects have been funded from the POCA monies
and a further 17 projects have been funded via the Deputy Mayors standing together
grant. A variety of projects have been funded ranging from community events,
activities for young people to target hardening safety measures.
Analysis of the grants has found positive impacts in relation to:
Engagement of neighbourhood level
partnerships in tackling community
safety issues – this has highlighted
both the Greater Manchester, local
and neighbourhood priorities and
the engagement of a wider group of
organisations at neighbourhood level

Developed collaborative working
with groups that are new to
district strategic partnerships

Integration with existing grant
award arrangements

Testing new ways of working in
neighbourhoods, co-designing
initiatives with local
communities and groups

Engagement with local
communities in some of the
most deprived neighbourhoods
co-designed initiatives to
combat the community safety
issues that were causing
community harm and concern

Promotion of Communities and
Voluntary sector organisations
co-designing and co-delivering
solutions

Community Grant funding has
enabled groups to bid for match
funding from other sources

The impact of the grants will continue to be monitored to ensure that investment is
addressing the priorities outlined in the Police and Crime Plan.

9. COMMITMENT 6:
Protecting public spaces and places through local solutions
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We commit to developing sustainable local solutions to protecting public
spaces and places.

9.1 Neighbourhood policing and the capacity to work together with other organisations
is vital to achieving safe spaces and places. Local residents will often voice their
concerns first to their councillors and so good working relationships are important if
problems are to be identified early. Malicious acts that take place where we live have
a devastating impact on individual and community feelings of safety. Many of the
community grants have supported a grass roots approach to solving crime and antisocial behaviour and the examples included in this report demonstrate this.

The Deputy Mayor continues to engage with Community Safety
Partnerships and supports them to develop local solutions, in
order to protect public spaces and places such as town centres,
local neighbourhood watch groups and tackling environmental
crimes.

9.2 ROCHDALE TOWN CENTRE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT GROUP
In Rochdale, a Town Centre Operational Support Group has been established to assist
the Safer Communities Partnership (RSCP) to deal with a range operational issues
relating to Rochdale Town Centre. The group aims to ensure that Rochdale town
centre is a safe, vibrant and attractive place that has a sense of identity, which is family
orientated and welcoming to all. Co-coordinating a multi-agency effort and enforcing
the Rochdale Town Centre Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) 2018 is applied
effectively is a key part of the group’s purpose.
9.3 DEDICATED OUTREACH FOR THE HOMELESS COMMUNITY
Using the funding from the Deputy Mayor, the RSCP has awarded a local
homelessness charity funding to support the running of a dedicated outreach service
for the town centre. Outreach workers will work as part of the Town Centre Operational
Support Group, undertaking dedicated patrols with the Town Centre Wardens and also
link in with other services such as social and supported housing providers, churches,
mosques and relevant voluntary and community groups, to encourage positive
engagement.

9.4 CCTV INVESTMENT IN OLDHAM
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Oldham community safety partnership have invested in deployable CCTV systems
which are used across the borough in areas where ASB and criminality are seen to be
emerging. Over the last two years Oldham have deployed one of the cameras in an
area which has seen escalating levels of ASB over the bonfire period. The installation
of the CCTV has complimented partnership working with community organisations and
volunteers to engage positively with the wider community both before and during the
period. The work has been hugely successful with significant reductions in ASB and
disorder.
9.5 COMBINED APPROACHES TO TACKLE ENVIRONMENTAL CRIME
Bolton has successfully utilised a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) in
combination with CCTV in order tackle environmental crime and fly tipping.
Raikes Lane (Aqueduct Road) is situated adjacent to the main waste disposal facility
in Bolton. Raikes Lane has been the subject of ongoing industrial scale fly-tipping for
a number of years. It is estimated that the cost to the Council for clearing and disposing
fly-tipping at this location was approximately £30,000 per year. The Lane is an unlit,
un-adopted private road that is owned by the Council and leads to a number of
industrial units.
In 2018, the Council installed CCTV cameras along the Lane, accompanied with
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) capability at the entrance. Since the
introduction of the scheme there has only been one recorded fly-tipping incident at this
location making this project a massive success and demonstrating the value this type
of approach has to address environmental crime issues.
9.6 NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
Bolton Council has provided investment to kick start a renewal in the way
Neighbourhood Watch is led and supported across the borough. Work is ongoing to
promote Neighbourhood Watch and encourage take up and ensure a consistent
approach in the way schemes are set up, operate and share information. The
Community safety partnership supports schemes by providing resources for property
marking, property stickers and street signs. There are also joint learning events
planned for the coming year.
9.7 COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES TO PCSOS
Working with the Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service Tameside and Oldham
community safety partnerships worked in collaboration to use a Public Space
Protection Order (PSPO) as a way of reducing the risk of moorland fires, preventing
any behaviour that was likely to result in an increased risk of fire – such as the use of
disposable barbeques. Local businesses also supported the operation.
Over the past few years moorland fires have devastated larger expanses of open
moorland, home to wildlife and places of natural beauty. Following a period of public
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consultation, which was well supported by councillors, stakeholders, RSPB, Police,
Fire, residents and United Utilities.
The PSPO was put into effect and coupled with prevention and reassurance work to
reduce the chance of this type of fire resulting in the devastation of the previous year.

9.8 LEIGH MONTH OF ACTION
The Deputy Mayor understands the importance of communities taking ownership of
the places they live. As part of the Leigh implementation plan, the Building Stronger
Community Partnership undertook a focused month of action in response to high
levels of community concern regarding low level criminality that was impacting on
quality of life and fear of crime. Local residents had started to lose faith in the
commitment of local services.
Working closely with local communities, agencies came together and planned a month
long programme of activity that sought to address these concerns, residents were
central to delivery. The campaign was a mix of targeted and publicised / high visibility
interventions, as well as targeted operations to address criminality and wider issues
of concern to residents and was supported by organisations from both the voluntary
and statutory sectors. Interventions included a sharps amnesty, tidying up of gardens,
waste removal, overgrown trees were cut back and police and licensing colleagues
worked together to seize unlawful alcohol and arrest drivers who had no vehicle
insurance.
Following on from the month of action, residents reported that they felt safer that they
had done in 15 years, saying that the area feels “peaceful”.

10.

COMMITMENT 7:

Working with communities to establish a shared understanding of rights and
responsibilities
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We commit to working with communities to establish a number of agreements
that set out a shared understanding of citizen’s rights and responsibilities in
creating strong communities and places

10.1 As part of the delivery of the Greater Manchester Strategy (GMS), in November
2017 an Accord was signed by the Mayor of Greater Manchester with the Voluntary
Community and Social Enterprise sector in the city region, which set out new,
improved standards of working with voluntary, community and social enterprise
organisations.
The Deputy Mayor has recognised the importance of involving
communities in developing local solutions and has invested in
a number of projects to support the development of volunteer
networks

Specifically, as part of the Accord, VCSE organisations are actively delivering support
and services in localities and neighbourhoods to target community safety, tackle hate
crime and domestic violence, for example. In particular, the sector has developed
structures to enable community-led approaches to tackling violent crime, which is
being supported by the Home Office violent crime funding that was issued to the
Deputy Mayor at the latter end of 2019.
Perhaps one of the most ambitious programmes of development is ‘a community-led,
place-based response to violence’. A proposal, based on the Accord principles, is
currently being developed by the recently established Greater Manchester Violence
Reduction Unit (VRU), which is enabling community members to take a lead role in
designing and delivering a programme of interventions to tackle violence at all stages,
at a local level. Some areas are already embedding these principles in their local
approaches.
The VRU hosts an education lead, health lead, VCSE coordinator, a senior police
officer and a public health registrar.
10.2 WYTHENSHAWE INTEGRATED NEIGHBOURHOOD SERVICE
Wythenshawe Integrated Neighbourhood Service (WINS) brings together practitioners
from Housing, Police, Social Services, Education, Drugs and Alcohol Teams and
Mental Health. Each discipline is able to provide support to resolve high demand cases
on Ambulance or Police resources by finding the best support for members of the
community and addressing the underlying causes of the demand.
The process has been used to resolve alcohol dependent repeat callers, ASB at local
shops and support people who are vulnerable to exploitation. The weekly format of
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meeting means that actions are soon turned around with practitioners able to share
skills and carry out joint actions together.
10.3 UTILISING THE TRAFFORD COMMUNITY COHESION FORUM
The Trafford Community Cohesion Forum has been utilised for consultations across
Trafford and Greater Manchester. Forum members were consulted when Trafford’s
Community Safety Partnership were in the initial stages of developing a Serious
Violence/Violence Reduction action plan. Members had the opportunity to suggest
strengths and weaknesses within the action plan, and critique it from a community
perspective. The Community Cohesion Forum has also taken part in a jointly
commissioned research project by the GMCA, GMP and the ten local authorities that
explored community views on violence affecting young people in Greater Manchester.
When the Trafford Partnership made £80,000 available to support local projects to
improve cohesion and inclusion in Trafford, they worked collaboratively with the
Community Cohesion Forum, to jointly identify the criteria for the 2019 Community
Cohesion Grants, which were hate crime, knife crime, social isolation and loneliness.
10.4 SCAMBUSTERS - SUPPORTING OLDER VICTIMS OF ON-LINE FRAUD
In addition to the work that is being undertaken with young people, the Greater
Manchester Ageing Strategy, also recognises how older residents are able to
contribute to local solutions.
On-line fraud is a growing area of concern for police forces across the country and the
impact that being a victim of this crime can have on individuals can be devastating. In
some cases, people have lost their life savings. The humiliation of falling foul to what
they believed to be trusted on-line “friendships” has meant some have been reluctant
to seek support and disclose what has happened. Of the 12,000 victims who
experience economic crime each year in Greater Manchester, 44% are aged over 65.
The Greater Manchester Police (GMP) Cyber & Economic Crime Awareness Service
(CECAS) offers an enhanced service to victims of fraud, particularly vulnerable adults,
and prioritises tackling economic harm. The service, funded primarily by the Deputy
Mayor, aims to safeguard people with high-risk needs, prevent victimisation of further
crimes and offer an enhanced level of victim care including visits by “Scambuster”
volunteers.
The Scambusters support those victims of economic crime who fall into this 65+ age
group. The volunteers, who are of a similar age, pay visits to the fraud victims, who
are often vulnerable due to isolation following bereavement, and are able to explain
on-line safety in a language that is empathetic to that age group. The volunteers have
also organised social activities in local communities and the ambition is to expand this
further into each of the Greater Manchester local authorities. Between 1st November
2017 when the service first launched and 31st July 2019, 2,174 victims had been
contacted through the service. Of these, there have only been two reported repeat
victims within the vulnerability cohort.
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10.5 GMCA COHESION SUMMIT
Following the MEN Arena attack in May 2017, the Deputy Mayor established a fund,
to provide support for local projects to come together to ease rising tensions during
what was an extremely difficult time. Local organisations were invited to bid into this
fund.
In July 2019, the Deputy Mayor hosted a Cohesion Summit, to enable some of those
groups who had been awarded funding, and others, to share learning and best practice
in relation to local projects and approaches to cohesion. Approximately 200 delegates
attended the event and agreed a number of cohesion priorities for the forthcoming
year. Within these priority areas, the role of community groups was identified as being
a crucial factor.

10.6 WE STAND TOGETHER FUND (FOLLOWING THE ARENA ATTACK IN
2017)
Over 60 events took place with each aiming to bring together a broad mix of people
from different backgrounds to learn more about their local communities. Events were
encouraged to bring communities together who did not normally meet on a regular
basis to enjoy activities, food, music and dance. All of the events were held under the
‘We Stand Together’ banner to promote a unified and consistent message of
community cohesion and understanding. The Greater Manchester High Sheriff's
Police Trust administered the grants on behalf of the Deputy Mayor and around
£20,000 was issued directly to communities in need. Some examples include:
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Tea & Talk sessions took place on a weekly basis for 8 weeks for people to get together to
reflect on their own experience of growing up in Rochdale Borough and to think about
how we can work together for more integrated and diverse communities. Participants
made pledges about the value of conversation and relationship in supporting the
promotion of positive mental health.

A project aimed at using dance as a means to bring together people from
different backgrounds in the community. It focussed on using dance as a tool to
build friendship and stronger community. There was a dance drama
performance, showcasing women from different ethnic backgrounds coming
together as one through dance.
Broadcast on Defiant Radio and made available to other radio stations, the
Choose Love – Hate Crime radio show recorded provided accounts about local
people’s thoughts and views on hate crime and people coming together across
the communities to Stand Together. Young people and local officials were
interviewed as part of the pre-recorded show.
An inter-faith Open Day was held by a local Ruby Sports Club to illustrate the
benefits of social inclusion, good citizenship, heathy lifestyles and social
interaction. The event included presentations, case studies and ‘taste’ of high
level rugby watching a League Match FREE of charge in the Main Stadium.
An Eid party was held for all the community members in a particular area who
were from different backgrounds, religions and cultures. A variety of food and
activities were available at the party and community members were able to talk
about their experiences of hate crime but also on their proud cultural histories
within the community.

11. UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT
There are many examples of good practice and positive outcomes articulated in this
report that demonstrate how Greater Manchester communities are safer. However, it
is imperative that this evidence is validated by the public. The recently commissioned
public perception survey, will provide the insight that enables a broader understanding
of the impact of the Police and Crime Plan and will help to inform future work.
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Standing Together
Outcomes Framework:
Police and Crime Panel
th
Update – 14 November
2019
Dr Sarah Barnes – Principal
Research, Police, Criminal Justice
and Fire, GMCA
Lisa Lees, Police and Crime Plan
Co-ordinator, GMCA
Dr Peter Langmead-Jones – Head
of External Relations and
Performance Branch, GMP
1

Aims of the session
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To present some of the data from the Standing Together Outcomes Framework, including data from:
• Greater Manchester Police (GMP)
• Office for National Statistics (ONS)
• Ministry of Justice (MoJ)
• The Greater Manchester Policing and Community Safety Survey

GM Policing and Community Safety Survey Overview

First quarter’s results now collected (July - September 2019)

325 people were interviewed in each district, with the sample representative of the gender, age and ethnic
ofile of each district

This included some face to face interviews with some groups that were difficult to access via phone or onl
ampling, such as BAMER and young people
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Survey respondent profile
Gender

Age

Religion

A man

49%

16-29

24%

Buddhist

A woman

51%

30-44

25%

Christian

Disability
No

0%
52%

Learning disability

0%

45-60

26%

Hindu

1%

Mental ill-health

Transgender

0%

61+

25%

Jewish

1%

Mobility disability

Other

0%

Prefer not to say

Prefer not to say

0%
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Non-binary

Sexuality

Ethnicity

Bisexual

3%

White

Gay or lesbian

3%

BAME

Heterosexual
Other
Prefer not to say

Muslim

1%

90%

Prefer not to say

6%

1%
6%
10%

Sensory disability

1%

Sikh

0%

Other disability

4%

Other

2%

Prefer not to say

3%

No religion
87%

79%

Prefer not to say

35%
3%

12%
1%

0%
4%

Source: S03 – What is your gender? S04/A – What is your age? C04 – What is your religion? C05 - Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
C06 - How would you describe your sexuality? S05 – How do you describe your ethnic group?
Respondents to this question: All respondents in Greater Manchester (3,250)

GM

Survey respondent profile
Financial status

Working status
Employed full-time
Employed part-time

41%
13%

I can afford luxuries as
well as essentials

District socialise in most often
Bolton

21%

I can afford essentials
and occasional luxuries

54%

Bury

8%
5%

5%

I can afford essentials
but nothing else

In education

7%

Sometimes I can’t afford
all essentials

5%

Oldham

6%

Unemployed, looking for
work

5%

I can rarely afford
essentials

3%

Rochdale

4%

Permanently
sick/disabled

4%

Don’t know

1%

Salford

5%

Prefer not to say

3%

Stockport
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Self-employed

Retired

23%

13%

Manchester

32%

9%

Looking after the home

3%

Tameside

5%

Volunteering

2%

Trafford

7%

Prefer not to say

1%

Wigan

8%

None of these

8%

This is the proportion
of respondents within
GM who socialise
‘most often’ in each of
the GM districts
shown

rce: C01 – What is your employment status C03 – Which of the following statements best describes your current circumstances…? Respondents to this question: All respondents in Greater Manchester (3,250)
– Thinking of the different districts that make up Greater Manchester, which area do you socialise in most frequently? Respondents to this question: All respondents in Greater Manchester who socialise in Greater
chester (3,172)

ave any of the following happened to you in the past 12 months
ithin Greater Manchester?
Been a witness to a crime / antisocial behaviour or
disturbance / online crime

19%

Been concerned for someone’s safety, or something
suspicious

19%
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Been a victim of a crime / antisocial behaviour or
disturbance / online crime

16%

Been involved in or witnessed a road traffic collision or
other traffic related incident
Any other community safety issue, please specify

13%

44%
3%

Been arrested or detained by the police

1%

Been stopped and searched by the police

1%

None of these

Source: Q17 – Have any of the following happened to you in the past 12 months within Greater Manchester?
Respondents to this question: : All respondents in Greater Manchester (3250)

had one or more
experience

GM

Respondents can give
multiple answers
56%

Total number of
responses = 4,222

ave you had any contact relating to a community safety issue with any of
he following organisations within the last 12 months?
Greater Manchester Police

22%

Local council relating to a community safety issue

Housing provider relating to a community safety issue

5%
3%
2%

Community/voluntary organisation relating to a
community safety issue

2%

Victim support

2%
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Other police force

Another organisation relating to a community safety
issue, please SPECIFY

had one or more
contact

GM

2%

Crimestoppers

1%

Don’t know / Can’t remember

1%

Offender Services

31%

Respondents can give
multiple answers

0%

None of these

urce: Q16 – Have you had any contact relating to a community safety issue with any of the following organisations within the last 12 months?
spondents to this question: All respondents in Greater Manchester (3250)

69%

Total number of
responses = 3,582

How safe do you feel when in your local area?

6% of Greater Manchester respondents feel very/fairly safe in their local area.

eater Manchester (3250)

37%

Very safe

49%

Fairly safe

Fairly unsafe

Very unsafe

9%

3% 1%

Don't know

How safe do you feel when socialising out anywhere in your district?

1% of respondents in Greater Manchester feel very safe when socialising in their district.
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eater Manchester (2743)

23%

58%

13%

5%

1%

How safe do you feel at your place of work?

0% of Greater Manchester respondents feel very/fairly safe at their place of work.

eater Manchester (1645)

55%

35%

5% 2% 2%

How safe do you feel at your place of study?

91% Greater Manchester respondents feel very/fairly safe at their place of study.

Greater Manchester (387)

64%

26%

6% 1% 2%

Why do you say that you feel very/fairly safe when in your local area?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they feel safe

Quiet area/ nice area

20%

No personal experience of problems

17%

Community - friendly/ everyone knows everyone

16%
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Lived there long time/ whole life/ knows area very well

11%

Unsafe: Aware of antisocial behaviour

8%

Unsafe: Aware of crime in area

8%

Historically low crime area

7%

Varies by time of day

7%

Changed behaviour/ Taken steps to improve security

Good maintenance of area - including street lighting, roads, pavements

4%
3%

ource: Q2 – And why do you say that you feel very/fairly safe when in your local area?
espondents to this question: All respondents who say that they feel very/fairly safe. Greater Manchester (2,819).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both safe and unsafe reasons..

Respondents can give
multiple answers
Total number of
reasons = 3,758

Why do you say that you feel very/fairly unsafe when in your local area?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they feel unsafe

Aware of antisocial behaviour in area

39%

Aware of crime in area

28%

Lack of police presence

13%
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Victim of crime (recent or past)

9%

General anxiety about crime/ sense of crime on increase

8%

Varies by time of day

7%

Some parts of local area felt to be unsafe

5%

Witness of antisocial behaviour

3%

Poor maintenance of the area - including street lighting, roads, pavements

3%

Victim of antisocial behaviour (recent or past)

2%

ource: Q2 – And why do you say that you feel very/fairly unsafe when in your local area?
espondents to this question: All respondents who say that they feel very/fairly unsafe. Greater Manchester (397).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both safe and unsafe reasons.

Respondents can give
multiple answers
Total number of
reasons = 580

How safe do you feel when in your local area? By demographic

Overall, the vast majo
of GM residents feel s
in their local area and
work.

Older residents tend
feel safer in their loc
area than younger
residents.
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BAME residents tend
feel less safe

Feelings of safety dec
with levels of financ
hardship.

Those who have bee
victim or witness of cr
feel less safe than th
who have.

Household and personal crime – long-term trends

Annual rates of police recorded personal and household crime remain above the national and regional level.
gap between Greater Manchester and England & Wales has closed by 13% for personal crime and 21% for household c
since 2017
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-13%

ource: ONS Crime in England & Wales (from Home Office police recorded crime)

-21%

Household and personal crime – recent local trends
From April 2018 to June 2019, rates of personal and household crime in Greater Manchester have fallen.
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ce: GMP recorded crime

Crime Severity – are we seeing more serious crime?

ONS’ Crime Severity Score weights
crimes by their average sentences t
produce a severity-weighted crime ra
Using this we can compare changes
rates in severity as well as rates.

Increase in severity
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+62%

+72%

Since 2014/15, crime rates in Greate
Manchester have risen by 62%, but t
rate weighted by severity has risen 72
This means more serious crimes ar
being committed.

omparing modelled and actual recorded crime

tistical modelling using demographic and other data
an give an estimate for how many crimes of certain
s we would expect in an area. The number of crimes
ctually recorded in each area in a year have been
mpared with how many we forecast using the model.

In the 12 months to June 2019 across Greater
anchester, 18% of local areas (MSOAs) had fewer
reported crimes than expected, and 10% more than
expected.
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or violent crime, 8% of areas had more crime than
ected. For domestic abuse 45% of areas has more
crimes than expected.

epeat victimisation
Small but
heavily
victimised cohort

The majority of victims of crime
in Greater Manchester (87%)
were the victim of only one
reported crime in that 12 month
period.

Crimes per repeat victim:

2.64

2.54

2.86

The number of repeat victims
has increased slightly to 24,000
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Numbers are
consistently
around 22,000
to 24,000
people per
year

A small cohort of individuals
were victimised 5+ times per
year. These people accounted
for 0.9% of victims but 5% of
crimes.
A small cohort of offenders also
account for a large proportion
of crimes. Offenders who
commit 5+ crimes account for
5.5% of offenders but 25% of
crimes
Victims of hate crime are least
likely to be repeatedly
victimised, and domestic abuse
victim most likely.
Source: GMP recorded crime

2.62

2.4

vestigative Outcomes

‘No suspect identified’ remains the most comm
outcome across Greater Manchester

Crimes closed because the victim does not sup
further action have increased, both in number a
proportion.
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Rolling 12 month periods;
12 months ending April 2018 to 12 months ending June
Source: GMP recorded crime

vestigative Outcomes by Crime Type

usehold crime is the most likely type of crime to be closed with no suspect identified. This is likely because this includes
ge amount of theft and criminal damage offences where the victim may not witness the crime, making identifying a suspe
more difficult.
Sexual offences are by far the most likely type of crime to be closed due to problems with evidence or prosecution.
Violent crime and domestic abuse have the largest proportion of crimes where victims do not support further action.
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Rolling 12 month periods;
12 months ending April 20
12 months ending June 20
Source: GMP
recorded crime

How confident are you that you could get help from Greater Manchester
Police if you needed it in an emergency?

9% of Greater Manchester respondents feel very/fairly confident in getting help
om Greater Manchester Police in an emergency.

eater Manchester (3250)

22%

Very confident

37%

Fairly confident

21%

Not very confident

Not at all confident

12%

8%

Don't know / Not applicable
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How confident are you that you could get help from Greater
Manchester Police if you needed it, in a non-emergency?

9% of Greater Manchester respondents are confident that they could get help from Greater Manchester Police if they needed it, in a
on-emergency.

eater Manchester (3250)

13%

Very confident

26%

Fairly confident

24%

Not very confident

25%

Not at all confident

11%

Don't know / Not applicable

Why do you say that you are very/fairly confident that you could
get help from GMP in an emergency?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they feel confident

Confident in police/that police will respond

35%

Neutral: No first-hand experience

13%

General positive first-hand experience

11%
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Negative: Police lack resources/funding

9%

Quick/efficient response (first-hand experience)

9%

Visible police presence in area

7%

Negative: Lack of police presence/local station
Self/family member/friend is/was in police force

5%
4%

Negative: Lacks confidence in police/that police will respond

3%

Respondents can give
multiple answers

Negative: Efficient only in emergencies

3%

Total number of
reasons = 739

ource: Q11- And why do you say that you are very/fairly confident that you could get help from Greater Manchester Police in an emergency?
espondents to this question: Respondents who say that they are very/fairly confident . Greater Manchester (609).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
11, Q13, and Q15 were randomly rotated so that each respondent answered one of these three questions.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both positive and negative reasons.

Why do you say that you are not very/not at all confident that
you could get help from GMP in an emergency?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they feel not confident

Police lack resources/funding

30%

Lacks confidence in police/that police will respond

23%

Lack of police presence/local station

21%
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Crimes not attended/ignored/only receive reference number (first-hand
experience)

18%

Slow response times (first-hand experience)

12%

General negative first-hand experience

11%

Negative word-of-mouth

6%

Difficulties contacting police (first-hand experience)
Efficient only in emergencies
Neutral: No first-hand experience

5%
4%
3%

ource: Q11- And why do you say that you are not very/not at all confident that you could get help from Greater Manchester Police in an emergency?
espondents to this question: Respondents who say that they are not very/not at all confident . Greater Manchester (358)
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
11, Q13, and Q15 were randomly rotated so that each respondent answered one of these three questions.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both positive and negative reasons.

Respondents can give
multiple answers
Total number of
reasons = 540

Why do you say that you are very/fairly confident that you could
get help from GMP in a non-emergency?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they feel confident

Confident in police/that police will respond

24%

General positive first-hand experience

14%

Neutral: No first-hand experience

11%
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Negative: Police lack resources/funding

7%

Negative: Emergencies are prioritised

5%

Negative: Lack confidence in police/that police will respond

5%

Visible police presence in area

3%

Phone/101 contact is easy/effective

3%

Negative: Slow response times (first-hand experience)

3%

Positive word-of-mouth

2%

ource: Q13- And why do you say that you are very/fairly confident that you could get help from Greater Manchester Police in a non-emergency?
espondents to this question: Respondents who say that they are very/fairly confident . Greater Manchester (380).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
11, Q13, and Q15 were randomly rotated so that each respondent answered one of these three questions.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both positive and negative reasons.

Respondents can give
multiple answers
Total number of
reasons = 413

Why do you say that you are not very/not at all confident that
you could get help from GMP in a non-emergency?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they feel not confident

Police lack resources/funding

28%

Crimes not attended/ignored/only receive reference number (first-hand
experience)

20%

Emergencies are prioritised (negative)

15%
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Slow response times (first-hand experience)

12%

Lack confidence in police/that police will respond

12%

Lack of police presence/local station

11%

General negative first-hand experience

8%

Negative word-of-mouth

8%

Difficulties contacting police (first-hand experience)
Positive: Effective prioritisation of cases (positive)

7%
6%

ource: Q13- And why do you say that you are not very/not at all confident that you could get help from Greater Manchester Police in a non-emergency?
espondents to this question: Respondents who say that they are not very/not at all confident . Greater Manchester (546).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
11, Q13, and Q15 were randomly rotated so that each respondent answered one of these three questions.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both confident and not confident reasons.

Respondents can give
multiple answers
Total number of
reasons = 818

onfidence in the police by demographic

Overall, 59% of GM respondents ar
confident could help in an emergen
and 39% in a non-emergency.

Women tend to feel more confident
both emergencies and non-emergenc
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Younger respondents had more
confidence than older respondents (4

BAME residents were less confident t
white residents in an emergency an
would be less likely to contact the pol
but more confident in a non-emergen

Feelings of confidence decline with
levels of financial hardship, particular
an emergency

Those who have had contact with th
police feel less confident

To what extent do you agree or disagree that the CSP is dealing with
community safety issues in your local area?

40% of Greater Manchester respondents agree that the CSP is dealing with community safety issues in their local area.

reater Manchester
(3250)

11%

Strongly agree

29%

Tend to agree

13%

Tend to disagree

11%

Strongly disagree

36%

Don't know / Don't know who they are
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Source: Q14 – Community Safety is not solely the responsibility of the police. Other organisations work with the police as the “community safety partnership”. This partnership includes the local Council, Offender
Services, housing providers, and community and voluntary organisations. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the community safety partnership is dealing with community safety issues in your local area?
Respondents to this question: All respondents in Greater Manchester (by district, as shown in brackets above)

Why do you say that you strongly/tend to agree that the CSP is
dealing with community safety issues in your local area?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they agree

General sense of being safe in local area

20%

Neutral: No first-hand experience

9%

Visible police presence in area

9%
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General positive first-hand experience

6%

Neutral: Not sure what they do/who they are

5%

Self/family member/friend is/was in police force/ CSP organisation

5%

Aware of Neighbourhood Watch

4%

Positive media/social media

3%

Negative: Organisation(s) lack resources/funding

3%

Respondents can give
multiple answers

Negative: Lack of police presence/local station

3%

Total number of
reasons = 417

ource: Q15 – And why do you say that you strongly/tend to agree that the community safety partnership is dealing with community safety issues in your local area?
espondents to this question: Respondents who say that they strongly/tend to agree. Greater Manchester (431).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
11, Q13, and Q15 were randomly rotated so that each respondent answered one of these three questions.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both positive and negative reasons.

Why do you say that you strongly/tend to disagree that the CSP
s dealing with community safety issues in your local area?

TOP 10 reasons shown: Results are based on all who say that they disagree

No evidence to show safety issues are being dealt with

23%

Neutral: Not sure what they do/who they are

20%
11%

Crimes not visited/are ignored/ Only receive reference number

11%
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Lack of police presence/local station

Lacks confidence in organisation/in getting response

7%

General sense of being unsafe in local area

6%

General negative first-hand experience

5%

Too little correspondence/communication

5%

Organisation(s) lack resources/funding

4%

Respondents can give
multiple answers

Poor management/funding choices

4%

Total number of
reasons = 387

ource: Q15 – And why do you say that you strongly/tend to disagree that the community safety partnership is dealing with community safety issues in your local area?
espondents to this question: Respondents who say that they strongly/tend to disagree. Greater Manchester (295).
ulticode. Coded from spontaneous responses. Total does not sum 100% due to multiple responses.
11, Q13, and Q15 were randomly rotated so that each respondent answered one of these three questions.
op 10 answers only shown here. Note: some respondents provided both positive and negative reasons.

onfidence in the Community Safety Partnership by demographic

40% of GM residents agree that th
community safety partnership is dea
with local safety issues.

22% said they didn’t know who the C
are and 14% replied ‘don’t know’ (w
may indicate a similar sentiment
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Women tended to agree more than

Those aged 45-60 were least like
agree, and those aged 16-29 most l
BAME residents were more likely
agree

The most financially challenged we
least likely to agree

Those who have had contact with
police are more aware of the CSP t
those who have not

verall, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the service that you
eceived from the organisation you were last in contact with?
NET: Satisfied

Greater Manchester Police (584)

cal council relating to a community safety issue (100)

53%

47%
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Offender services (3)

Community/voluntary organisation relating to a
community safety issue (51)
Crimestoppers (18)

BASE SIZES TOO SMALL

Housing provider relating to a community safety
issue (60)
Victim support (23)

urce: Q16C – Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the service that you received from [the organisation you were last in contact with]?
spondents to this question: All respondents in who last had contact with an organisation in the last 12 months (see brackets)

GM

“My local area is a place where people with different
backgrounds get on well together”

4% of Greater Manchester respondents strongly/tend to agree that their area is a place with different backgrounds get on well together.

Greater Manchester (3250)

30%

Strongly agree

44%

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

11%

Strongly disagree

6%

Don't know/ Not applicable in my area
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“My local area is a place where people look out for each other”

1% of Greater Manchester respondents agree that their local area is a place where people look out for each other.

Greater Manchester (3250)

29%

Strongly agree

42%

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

9%

15%

7%

6%

Don't know/ Not applicable in my area

Feelings about local community by demographic

The majority of GM residents feel th
people of different background get
along in their area and that people lo
out for each other.

Agreement with these statements i
lower with higher levels of financia
hardship
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Older residents tend to agree more t
people look out for each other

BAME residents agree less than wh
residents that people in their area lo
out for each other

“I feel a strong sense of belonging to my local area”

% of Greater Manchester respondents strongly/tend to agree that they feel a strong sense of belonging to their local area.

eater Manchester (3250)

32%

Strongly agree

38%

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

16%

9%

4%

Don't know/ Not applicable in my area
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“I have a say about what happens in my local area”

7% of Greater Manchester respondents tend to/strongly disagree that they have a say about what happens in their local area

reater Manchester (3250)

11%

Strongly agree

26%

Tend to agree

28%

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

25%

11%

Don't know/ Not applicable in my area

Feelings of belonging and having a say by demographic

The majority of GM residents fee
sense of belonging, but only a th
feel their have any say on wha
happens in their area.

Older residents tend to feel mo
belonging than younger residen
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A smaller proportion of BAME
residents feel a sense of belong
in their area.

Feelings of belonging and feeling
having a say are both lower amo
those experiencing more financ
hardship.

Those who have had contact wi
the police also agree less with b
of these statements.

“I am proud of my local area”

2% of Greater Manchester respondents strongly/tend to agree that they are proud of their local area.

eater Manchester (3250)

31%

Strongly agree

41%

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

15%

9%

4%

Don't know/ Not applicable in my area
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“My local area is well maintained”
67% of Greater Manchester respondents strongly/tend to agree that their local area is well maintained.

eater Manchester (3250)

23%

Strongly agree

44%

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

20%

Strongly disagree

12%

2%

Don't know/ Not applicable in my area

Feelings of pride and living in a well-maintained area by demographic

The majority of GM residents a
proud of their local area and fee
well maintained

Older residents tend to be mor
proud of their local area
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A smaller proportion of BAME
residents feel proud of their loc
area or feel it is well maintaine

Feelings of pride and living in a w
maintained area are both lowe
among those experiencing mor
financial hardship.

Those who have had contact wi
the police also agree less with b
of these statements.

Feelings of safety by feelings about the local area

Those with a mo
negative perceptio
their local area al
feel less safe.
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This is consisten
across all measure
feeling about the lo
area.

The largest differe
is for those who d
and do not feel pro
of their local area

The smallest
difference is for
feelings of having
say about their loc
area.

Police and Crime Panel Up
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Questions and comments

37
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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2019/20
SCHEDULE OF COMMITTEE DATES & AGENDA ITEMS
Date
17th February 2020
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16th March 2020

Topic/Action

Responsible officer(s)

Budget Monitoring and Projection 2019/20

Paul Hutchings

Salford City Council’s Emergency Planning and Business Continuity
Approach Update (previously considered 21/1/19)

Jeanette Staley

Greater Manchester Police and Crime Panel - Roles and Responsibilities

Jeanette Staley

Waste Strategy and GM Contract - Update

David Seager

Fly-tipping/littering identification of hotspots and enforcement actions

David Seager

No Meeting - Run Up to Local Elections

18th May 2020

Citywide Commercial Catering - Update

Dominic Clarke

Low Carbon Rates

Will Horsfall

Reduced Plastic Rates/ Greater Manchester Plastic Pledge Progress/Update

Will Horsfall

Agenda Item 7

April 2020

Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2019/20

ABEYANCE LIST
Protocol for Managing Unauthorised Encampments - current legislation and requirements of local
authorities (information provided further consideration by Panel required to be confirmed)
Greater Manchester Fire Plan (consultation currently postponed)
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GMFRS Programme for Change
Update on disabled access to cemeteries and surrounding grounds (TBC)
Unreported crime and its impact in resulting discrepancies in GMP crime statistics (TBC)
Salford City Council Call Centre Performance (TBC)

Stephen Kearney/
Peter Openshaw

Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2019/20
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Portfolio of the Board

Membership

1. Community Safety
2. Communities and Neighbourhoods
3. Regulatory Services (including Environmental Health, Trading
Standards, Licensing)
4. Operational Services (including Citywide, bereavement,
operational transport, refuse and street cleansing, parks
management, grounds maintenance)
5. Salford Community Leisure Client
6. Cultural strategy
7. to be the designated Crime and Disorder Scrutiny Committee
8. To scrutinise the council’s business plan and budget in this
functional area.

Councillor Burch (Chair)
Councillor Karen Garrido (Deputy Chair)
Councillor Barnes
Councillor Fletcher
Councillor Humphreys
Councillor Mullen
Councillor Ryan
Councillor Turner
Councillor Walker
Councillor Joan Walsh
Councillor Warner
Councillor Wheeler
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